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Abstract

This work describes research undertaken towards the development of a Capability
Maturity Model (CMM) for Cyber Ranges (CRs) focused on cyber security. Global
cyber security needs are on the rise, and the need for attribution within the cyber do-
main is of particular concern. This has prompted major efforts to enhance cyber cap-
abilities within organisations to increase their total cyber resilience posture. These
efforts include, but are not limited to, the testing of computational devices, networks,
and applications, and cyber skills training focused on prevention, detection and cyber
attack response.

A cyber range allows for the testing of the computational environment. By de-
veloping cyber events within a confined virtual or sand-boxed cyber environment, a
cyber range can prepare the next generation of cyber security specialists to handle
a variety of potential cyber attacks. Cyber ranges have different purposes, each
designed to fulfil a different computational testing and cyber training goal; con-
sequently, cyber ranges can vary greatly in the level of variety, capability, matur-
ity and complexity. As cyber ranges proliferate and become more and more valued
as tools for cyber security, a method to classify or rate them becomes essential. Yet
while a universal criteria for measuring cyber ranges in terms of their capability
maturity levels becomes more critical, there are currently very limited resources for
researchers aiming to perform this kind of work.

For this reason, this work proposes and describes a CMM, designed to give organ-
isations the ability to benchmark the capability maturity of a given cyber range. This
research adopted a synthesised approach to the development of a CMM, grounded in
prior research and focused on the production of a conceptual model that provides a
useful level of abstraction. In order to achieve this goal, the core capability elements
of a cyber range are defined with their relative importance, allowing for the devel-
opment of a proposed classification cyber range levels. An analysis of data gathered
during the course of an expert review, together with other research, further supported
the development of the conceptual model.

In the context of cyber range capability, classification will include the ability of the
cyber range to perform its functions optimally with different core capability elements,
focusing on the Measurement of Capability (MoC) with its elements, namely effect,
performance and threat ability. Cyber range maturity can evolve over time and can
be defined through the Measurement of Maturity (MoM) with its elements, namely
people, processes, technology. The combination of these measurements utilising the
CMM for a CR determines the capability maturity level of a CR. The primary out-
come of this research is the proposed level-based CMM framework for a cyber range,
developed using adopted and synthesised CMMs, the analysis of an expert review,
and the mapping of the results.
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1
Introduction

A virtual platform to test cyber capabilities in real time is an increasing challenge,
especially when it comes to proving that the cyber capabilities of a given organisation
perform as designed. Organisational computational systems are under consistent cy-
ber attack, both externally and internally (Protect, 2019), and the cyber domain is
plagued with different and complex cyber threat vectors, all of which can impact on
Information and Communication Technology (ICT) solutions. Moore’s law suggests
that cyber threats should increase exponentially with the proliferation of hardware,
and historical trends recorded in the cyber domain confirm this (Deloitte, 2015). Fur-
ther, cyber threats are becoming more and more sophisticated. In tandem with the
exponential expansion of the Internet and the increasing complexity of organisational
computational networks (Biscoe, 2018). Consequently, the security of computational
information systems is no longer limited to the traditional use of a firewall, intru-
sion detection or prevention system; rather, the strength of security now comes from
a mixture of specialist personnel, cyber resilience processes, product security, and
consistent monitoring to ensure that a proactive approach is applied (Stefan et al.,
2014).

The testing and evaluation (T&E) of cyber products needs to be as accurate and
predictive as possible to ensure that cyber products are able to fulfil their function
and be secure from a cyber attack. Cyber threats are detected and created daily, thus
the demand on cyber security related training is tremendous, especially with the cy-
ber skills shortages globally. With the increasing cyber threat, a closed virtual or
sandboxed cyber environment - a cyber range - in which an organisation can prac-
tice and test without running live cyber incidents on its live network, has become
necessary for cyber training and experimentation (Beuran et al., 2017).

A CR, as defined by the author for this thesis, is a managed closed sandboxed
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and virtualised cyber lab environment in which modelling, simulating and emulating
take place in an independent or federated deployment, to replicate and build cyber
capabilities whether in people; through cyber training with multiple cyber scenarios
augmenting cyber resilience or; in cyber processes that govern the cyber posture of an
organisation or; in technology by undertaking research and development of compu-
tational cyber product, to emulate appropriate cyber defences and retaliatory means,
through T&E with the utilisation and integration of different sensors and instru-
mentation. This definition for a CR is supported in more detail in Section 2.4. CRs
have been in use for the greater part of fifteen years, in which time the CR model has
been developed to operate on highly sophisticated technology platforms.

This thesis will address the need for a set of criteria to classify different levels of
a CR and to determine a CR capability and maturity, and will propose a Capability
Maturity Model (CMM) as the solution. Consequently, this thesis will address the
following: defining a CR and determining the core capability elements in a CR in
order to establish a firmer understanding of a CR capability. Once the capability
is defined, a classification level schema for a CR is proposed, using a real network
to determine sound baseline criteria. This development of CR levels will precede
the main focus area of the research: a proposed Capability Maturity Model (CMM)
for a CR. A synthesised approach is used to build the CMM for a CR. This choice is
grounded in work already undertaken in multiple publications on CR capabilities and
various maturity models, as discussed in Chapter 2. After the initial understanding
of a CR and a proposed CMM for a CR a questionnaire was compiled and sent to
identified CR experts to give inputs to the research of a CMM for a CR. The results
are analysed and then used to modify initial classification levels, resulting in an
upgraded version of a CMM for a CR. Finally, this thesis is concluded and revisits
the problem statement and the research questions to evaluate to what extent this
was accomplished.

Chapter 1 provides an overview of the research process and a description of the
focus thereof. The introduction will describe the context of the research, followed
by the problem statement in Section 1.1 that will define the focus for this research,
followed by Section 1.2 which describes the research goals for the thesis. The Re-
search Approach Section 1.3 describes the methodological approach and the research
process. The Scope and Limits Section 1.4 defines areas of research covered in this
study and points to work outside the scope of the project. The Research Contribution
Section 1.5 will suggest potential use-cases for this research within the academic and
private sectors. The chapter concludes by summarising the structure of the rest of
the document.

1.1 Problem Statement

In the current cyber domain there is a growing necessity to ensure that the quality
of cyber security as an entity is maintained. The complexity and the increased de-
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mand for connectivity and information sharing in the cyber environment has caused
a massive flow of data between users. In order to ensure that these diverse complexit-
ies in the cyber environment are secure, a platform to perform T&E on cyber products
and cyber skills is imperative. There are multiple different types of CRs that can be
utilised to T&E in terms of variety, capability, level of maturity and in complexity. In
researching a CR capability and maturity level in order to develop a sound CMM for
a CR, there is no single authoritative and detailed view to serve as a standard. Previ-
ous work published by Priyadarshini (2018) “Features and Architecture of the Modern
Cyber Range: A Qualitative Analysis and Survey” describe the perimeters of an ideal
CR; Spirent (2017) “Operational Impact of Cyber Range Elements, Simulations and
Realism”, white paper describe a holistic view of CR capabilities, and Hwang and
Bush (2015) “Operational Exercise Integration Recommendations for DOD”. CRs have
indicated that the measurement of a CR is complex, particularly with respect to the
Measurement of Effectiveness (MoE) and the Measurement of Performance (MoP).
CRs are defined and used for different purposes in different organisations, making
the identification of a global model for CR levels of capability maturity difficult, how-
ever this thesis will propose a baseline towards a CMM of a CR through a common
consensus.

The primary problem for this thesis is the challenge of developing towards a CMM
for a CR while considering literature and the dynamics of understanding the different
views from CR experts on the interpretation of CR capabilities maturity levels. By
focusing on the initial problem, the research allowed for the larger project goals to
be solved - the construction of an acceptable baseline towards a CMM for a CR. In
solving the primary problem the following research questions posed include:

1. How should the measures of capability maturity levels, using the CR core cap-
abilities elements, be integrated towards a Capability Maturity Model for a CR?

2. What are the CR core capabilities and how should they be synthesised to derive
CR capability levels?

3. How should the maturity of a CR be synthesised to derive CR maturity levels?

4. What is the outcome of results from experts to factorise in and formulate a
baseline CMM for a CR?

1.2 Research Goals

CRs and their many applications have been widely researched in the academic com-
munity. A primary focus of these examinations is the comparison of a variety of CRs
which have been developed globally, as per the Australian technical report “A Sur-
vey of Cyber Ranges and Test Beds” (Davis and Magrath, 2013). However, during
the course of this project the researcher was unable to identify any hard evidence in
open-source research information that focuses on a research view of a CMM for a CR.
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The research for a CMM for a CR is novel, making this thesis a needed contribution
to the academic conversation on CRs. The research goals compliment the research
questions in achieving the primary problem of the project. The research goals are
evaluated in section 8.2 to the degree to which they have been met. In order to ad-
dress this lack of scholarship, the research goals to be posed by this examination
include:

1. The primary research goal - defining the measures of capability maturity for a
CR with their different elements and in determining viable levels. The focus
is on defining the core capability and maturity elements for a CR, to provide
an acceptable baseline towards a CMM for a CR. This will be determined by
factoring in literature and results gained from an expert review.

2. The secondary research goals aided in reaching an understanding of the primary
research goal:

(a) Determining the CR core capabilities by analysing the relative importance
thereof. The higher the relative importance, the more critical the core cap-
ability element, which informs the level of capability for a CR. By synthes-
ising the proposed classified capability CR levels this enables the estab-
lishment of a baseline criteria for CR levels. An expert review will aid in
determining a consensus for the core capability elements and synthesised
capability levels for a CR.

(b) Determining the maturity measures and levels by synthesising defined
CMM models identified in literature, similarly an expert review will aid in
determining a consensus for the maturity elements and synthesised levels
for a CR.

(c) Factorising in the results of the experts review into a modified CMM for a
CR, by analysing the proposed capability maturity elements and levels in
determining a consensus for a baseline modified CMM for a CR. The focus
is to determine a CMM for a CR, by fully understanding the measures for
CR capability maturity, to incrementally reach a certain standardised level
that is agreed upon in the CR community as a whole.

1.3 Research Approach

The research described in this thesis focused on the development of a CMM for a CR
to identify CR capability maturity at various proposed levels. A conceptual model was
used, providing a useful level of abstraction in the development of a CMM for a CR.
More generally, this project proceeded within a pragmatic and deductive approach to
research - mixed methods testing existing theories, to the analysis of relevant literat-
ure on CRs and capability maturity models in order to synthesize current knowledge
towards the development of an acceptable baseline towards a CMM for a CR. The
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various facets and research activities addressed in this thesis are discussed for un-
derstanding the research process followed, link to the research objectives as in the
generic research framework in Figure 1.1.

The background and initial research was a qualitative approach to first establish
a theory and knowledge base for the cyber environment, CRs and CMM’s to structure
the specific knowledge gained into a logical flow. This was done through discussion
with my supervisor and other knowledgeable members from a research institute,
and through the evaluation of research and data acquired from various digital and
print scholarly resources. With respect to the broader construction of the project, the
choice was made to use a multi-method approach, dividing the research into different
streams, with the results generated separately. A Forced Choice Pared Comparison
analysis, also known as the Pairwise Comparison (Tsukida and Gupta, 2011) was
utilised as a methodology, and during this process the relative importance of the
core capability elements of a CR was determined. This formed the baseline for the
initial understanding in the development of a CMM for a CR and the CR capabilities
addressing the first secondary research goal.

Addressing the model an action research approach - diagnosing the primary re-
search problem to develop a solution, with the goal of improving on professionalism
within the cyber security environment was used. The practicality of this approach al-
lowed the research to specialise on a specific data capture, which was used in tandem
with previous academic research in step one to determine a baseline for CR criteria
for capability maturity, classification levels, measurement criteria and the detailed
measures proposed. This formed the baseline for the development of a proposed CMM
for a CR addressing the both first and second secondary research goal.

A quantitative approach was used in order to acquire further practical data, a
questionnaire using open ended questions was distributed to CR experts electronic-
ally using a google forms. The questions were derived from the literature study which
were structured with the purpose to obtain answers to gaps identified in literature
and an understanding of the views of CR experts, specifically focused on the proposed
capability maturity for a CR. The participants for the questionnaire were recruited
random from the international community of whom have written article’s and journ-
als on CR’s, from the local Zuid-Afrika (ZA) community the participants were selec-
ted from the Counsel for Scientific and Industrial Research (CSIR) of whom have
developed a CR or have been part thereof. A convenience sampling type was utilised
with the minimum sample size for the questionnaire being seven with a maximum
of thirty participants this was calculated by the amount of open source CR expert
participants that were identified during the literature review. The limitations of the
sampling were considered during the project due to the generalisation thereof. The
number of the CR population is generally not known due to the nature of a CR, it is
particularly difficult to obtain information from CR experts in some open and classi-
fied environments. Thirty initial requests for participation were sent out, which gen-
erated seventeen responses from CR expert participants. Following this, seventeen
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Figure 1.1: Generic Research Framework

questionnaires were sent out, with fourteen questionnaires received. The final ratio
of participants was five international experts and nine local experts, of which five
were from the same organisation. Data generated via questionnaire was analysed
quantitatively, using the Likert approach. This formed the baseline for factorising in
the experts review on the proposed CMM for a CR, addressing the third secondary
research goal. The questionnaire went through the ethics committee of Rhodes Uni-
versity Grahamstown South Africa and was approved (trace-key number: CIS18-09,
approved on 16 November 2018).

The results were captured, discussed and analysed from CR experts of which
themes were generated. The data collection for the project included both primary
and secondary data analyses, of which the research design was an exploratory study
using text data analysis, content analysis, textual criticism, and a historical study
to build towards the proposed modified CMM for a CR. This contributed to address-
ing the primary research goal by defining the measures of capability maturity for a
CR with their different elements and viable levels, to provide an acceptable proposed
CMM for a CR. The research framework in Figure 1.1 describes the generic research
process that followed.

1.4 Scope and Limits

The scope of the thesis is the proposed research towards a CMM for a CR. The thesis
covers the generic terms used in the cyber environment and their relevance to a CR in
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order to add context to the terminology that is used. The capability maturity models
used in literature are discussed to provide a more detailed understanding of the de-
velopment of a CMM for a CR. This will lead to the composition of a CR in which the
core capability elements for a CR and the relative importance thereof forms a baseline
for CR classification levels. The capability development of a CR was determined to
highlight the process to develop a CR through its life cycle. A selection criteria was
then developed to form the baseline criteria for capability maturity levels of a CR,
leading to the proposed measurement criteria, namely the Measurement of Capabil-
ity (MoC) and Measurement of Maturity (MoM). These measurements are described
according to their different elements in context towards a CMM for a CR. Following
the development of the baseline criteria, further data acquired via questionnaire was
analysed and used to determine necessary changes, which were then incorporated
into a revised and modified CMM for a CR, which forms the primary result of this
project.

While this thesis focused on the development and description of a CMM for CR,
there are some aspects of this topic that were outside the scope of the project. These
include the measurement and analysis of CRs from a quantitative view using a CR
evaluation tool to evaluate a CR capability maturity against defined metrics. The
legal applications of a CR are also not included in the thesis due to the challenging
nature of different interpretations and opinions of cyber domain laws and rules of
engagement. Finally, this thesis does not provide specific recommendations on the
application of a CR. Most of the relevant CR documentation that is currently avail-
able as open-source, has been retrieved up until June 2019, and has been addressed
in this thesis.

1.5 Research Contribution

The research described in this thesis is grounded in a high level approach to CRs,
with a focus on identifying core capability elements and proposing a development
process to build a working CMM for CRs. The research holistically generated a bench-
mark against a proposed criteria and classified capability maturity levels for a CR,
which organisations can utilise. The levels for the measurements of capability ma-
turity and their elements, in conjunction with the proposed CMM for a CR, can also
be utilised to qualitatively evaluate the capability maturity of a CR to incrementally
improve organisational CR levels. The outcome of the research will inspire future
research in the development of an accepted CMM for a CR, as discussed in Section
8.4.

1.6 Document Structure

The remainder of the thesis is structured as follows:

1. Literature Review (Chapter 2): This chapter provides and introduces key con-
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cepts that are covered in this thesis. Concepts addressed include an under-
standing of the cyber domain, cyber ranges, and capability maturity models.
This chapter provides background and context, both on the current research
landscape relating to CRs and also on the need for a CR. Finally, this chapter
will also elaborate on other related work pertaining to the detailed operation
and functioning of a CR.

2. Defining a CR (Chapter 3): This chapter provides an interpretative overview of
the literature on CRs, with a particular focus on the CR design and system and
the CR’s core capability elements on a high level. A pairwise comparison was
completed to determine a baseline for CR levels.

3. Criteria for a CR Capability and Maturity Model (Chapter 4): This chapter iden-
tifies measurement criteria, introducing the Measurement of Capability (MoC)
and Maturity (MoM) for a CR, along with the proposed baseline criteria for CR
levels and a process to evaluate a CR.

4. Proposed Capability Maturity Model for a CR (Chapter 5): This chapter defines
the Measurement of Capability (MoC) and Maturity (MoM), and establishes the
theory and concepts used to develop the first iteration of a CMM for a CR.

5. Results and Discussion (Chapter 6): This chapter provides the results of the
data captured from the questionnaire distributed to CR experts and discuses
the findings.

6. Modified Capability and Maturity Model for a CR (Chapter 7): This chapter
describes the development of the modified CMM for a CR, outlining the ways in
which the different results obtained from the expert review were used to develop
a second iteration of modified classified capability CR levels and a CMM for a
CR.

7. Conclusions (Chapter 8): This chapter provides a summary of the project, ad-
dressing the initial research question and how they were met, commenting on
the significance of the research and findings, and outlining potential future
work.
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2
Literature Review

This literature review synthesizes research undertaken by a wide variety of scholars
within the cyber domain and cyber range fields, providing necessary context for the
main goal of this thesis - building a capability maturity model for a Cyber Range (CR),
as described in Chapter 1. This chapter will discuss the key concepts for this thesis,
with several definitions given to outline the cyber domain and how it integrates with
the Cyber Range understanding. The general concepts of a CR and CMM will also be
outlined for clarity.

Initial research utilised wide-ranging search criteria to identify relevant resources,
and included any naming style of a CR or an association or conatation towards a CR
and the following keywords: Cyber Range (CR), systems, capability, maturity, model,
development, evaluation, measurement, metrics, criteria, evolution, core capability
elements. Due to the relative lack of open-access scholarly resources on CRs, this
thesis incorporated a wide variety of research into initial findings, with the majority
of findings being peer-reviewed journals, proceedings, conference papers and present-
ations, technical reports, electronic blogs and webpages.

In Section 2.1 the cyber domain is defined with its attack vector groupings. Sec-
tion 2.2 describes the cyber threat landscape in which a CR operates, and is followed
by Section 2.3 where the dilemma of cyber security and information security is ad-
dressed. Section 2.4 provides a general overview of the CR. Section 2.5 discuses the
modelling, simulation and emulation processes that are key to a CR. This is followed
by Section 2.6, which describes the literature on models and CMMs in order to estab-
lish a baseline understanding on developing a proposed CMM for a CR. Section 2.7
provides a summary of the Chapter to highlight the key concepts.
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2.1 The Cyber Domain

The cyber domain, as defined in the Finland cyber security strategy, is “an electronic
information (data) processing domain comprising of one or several information tech-
nology infrastructures” Goverment of Finland (2013, pg 12). Within the cyber domain
the utilisation of electronics (computational systems and devices) and the electro-
magnetic spectrum (wireless technologies) for the purpose of storing, processing and
transferring data and information via telecommunications networks is effectively the
core enablers for the cyber domain (Goverment of Finland, 2013, pg 12). The cyber
domain can be described as multiple nodes connecting to other nodes using differ-
ent protocols, allowing for digital binary packets to flow, which are displayed as data
(text), voice or video to an incumbent (user). The cyber domain is directly associated
with the cyber space, which is defined as “The interaction of people, software and
services on the Internet with technology devices and networks connected to it, which
does not exist in any physical form” (ISO Institute, 2012a, pg 4). Thus cyber domain
and cyber space have a similar meaning and are often used together; in general, the
cyber domain can be described as a man-made digital environment in which compu-
tational connectivity occurs with multiple devices using the Internet and World Wide
Web (Denning, 2015). NIST (2013, pg 58) defines the cyber space as a “Global do-
main within the information environment consisting of the interdependent network
of information systems infrastructures including the Internet, telecommunications
networks, computer systems, and embedded processors and controllers”. The de-
pendency on the cyber domain and cyber space has become so vital that it can be
described as a human right to be connected securely, however the cyber domain and
cyber space is plagued with malicious code which is used to compromise nodes via
many different methods. These methods have been divided into five different attack
vector groupings, all of which attack computational infrastructure and devices in the
cyber space and are defined below.

The CR, which is a sandboxed and virtual cyber environment, models, simulates
and emulates a part of the cyber space of a computational network. Cyber events us-
ing scenarios and narratives are developed for the different attack vectors to train
cyber security personnel by ensuring computational networks are not vulnerable
against the different attack vectors, as depicted in Figure 2.1.

Figure 2.1: The Attack Vector Groupings in the Cyber Space linked to a Cyber Range
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Cyber warfare, from a military perspective, is a war fighting capability in which
warfare is conducted in the cyber space under the auspices of a cyber operation,
against either another nation state, non-actors, or criminal organisations for the pur-
pose of collecting information, disrupting, or destroying computational infrastructure
or devices. Robinson et al. (2018) describe cyber warfare as, the use of cyber attacks
with a warfare-like intent. In July 2016, NATO declared cyberspace an operational
domain, calling it the 5th domain of warfare (Baldor, 2016). This was a signific-
ant historical development, and ensured that cyber warfare would be approached in
the same way as military operations on land, sea, and air; from 2016 cyber space
became an operational area, one which private and public environments must take
cognisance of from a cyber resilience perspective. Thus from a private and public
view cyber warfare can be viewed as a war against cyber criminals who penetrate
computational networks of organisations and steal information, intellectual property
or finances, affecting both the nation’s economic sector and its citizens. Cyber war-
fare can be summed up as attacks using malicious code with intent on a computer
network which contains information or a computer controls systems.

There are many different cyber tactics and techniques which use multiple differ-
ent malicious tools to circumvent a computer network but all ultimately lead to data
breaches and information loss, which can have multiple ramifications for a nation,
organisation or business. Today cyber warfare is the reality, and it affects all humans
and machines both from a behavioural level to a total shut down of any systems and
services which utilize computational power and connectivity. Attacks of this nature
are prevalent, especially as war fighting technology are integrated and the risk and
the opportunity for a cyber attack increases proportionally, as described in the Met-
calfe Law (Hwang and Bush, 2015).

Cyber terrorism, according to the the Oxford English Dictionary is the, “politic-
ally motivated use of computers and information technology to cause severe disrup-
tion or widespread fear in society” (Maurer and Morgus, 2014, pg 60). A real world
example of this is the ways in which terrorist organisations use the Internet to sup-
port their recruitment, fundraising and propaganda activities, and use various forms
of cyber techniques such as hacking, DDoS attacks, logic bombs, polymorphic and
metamorphic malicious code to engage on their identified targets (DOD Republic of
Korea, 2012, pg 10). “Terrorists are very aware of the potential of exploiting cyber
systems due to their vulnerability and increasing human dependency on cyberspace”
(Goverment of Canada, 2010, pg 5).

Cyber peace , as a concept, describes a state in which there is a balance in the
maturity of cyber and information security and the adherence to legislation. This is
a cyber environment where a complete non-threat cyber environment exists. The en-
vironment of cyber peace is one managed and configured accurately with all people,
processes and technology coexisting as an entity to ensure that all cyber threats are
eliminated and vanquished. Internationally, cyber peace is viewed as an arrange-
ment where nations strive for a common good in the cyber space and are not in a
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state of cyber threat towards each other (Robinson et al., 2018). The United Na-
tions (UN) approach to cyber peacekeeping is the application of cyber capabilities to
preserve peace performed by a cyber peacekeeper - an individual who performs cy-
ber peacekeeping activities. A cyber buffer zone refers to a network or site that is
protected and monitored by peacekeeping forces, one where cyber attacks have been
excluded (Robinson et al., 2018).

Goverment of Austria (2013, pg 20) defines cyber espionage in essence as “spying
within an IT system, dubbed digital spying”. This is performed by collecting informa-
tion through stealthy or covert cyber techniques without detection on a computational
system. The aim is to obtain sensitive information, normally done by an intelligence
agency or community not affiliated with a regular government, examples of which
include non-state actors or criminal organisations. The Tallinn Manual defines cyber
espionage Rule 66 as “any act undertaken clandestinely or under false pretences that
uses cyber capabilities to gather or attempt to gather information with the intention
of communicating it to the opposing party” (Schmitt, 2013, pg 159).

Cyber crime, as defined by the Qatar national cyber security policy, is any “mis-
conduct or crime committed using technology” (Goverment of Quatar, 2014, pg 23).
Cyber crime is also defined as anything that “comprises illegal attacks from cyber
space on or through ICT systems, which are defined in penal or administrative laws”,
(Goverment of Austria, 2013, pg 21). In most cases, cyber criminals are motivated by
financial gain, and the organisation and moving around of financial assets in a covert
manner.

Cyber power is viewed as the disguising and exerting of power in cyber space
by a nation or organisation in order to shape the experience of another nation or
organisation (van Haaster, 2016). Cyber power consists of both physical attributes
(as represented by Diplomacy, Information, Military and Economics (DIME)) and the
cognitive levels pertaining to national power (Jansen van Vuuren and Leenen, 2018).
Cyber power is important to understand, as it determines the stance of a nation
with regard to the enhancement or development of their cyber capabilities to de-
fend or attack. Cyber power will also enable a nation state or organisation to build
capabilities and trained resources to effectively ensure certain cyber power abilities.
Langer (2016) defines cyber power as “a society’s organised capability to leverage
digital technology for surveillance, exploitation, subversion and coercion in interna-
tional conflict” (Jansen van Vuuren and Leenen, 2018). It is critical to note that a
smaller organisation or nation with superior cyber ability compared to a stronger or-
ganisation or nation will have superior cyber power, which adds to their ability as
a force, thus enabling a smaller or weaker organisation or nation to have a better
defensive posture and deploy a large effect (Guzman, 2018).

Because cyber power includes both physical and cognitive elements, a CR should
have the ability to be utilised to train cyber peace keepers, as part of cyber warrior or
security experts training, to be best suited in their approach to ensure cyber peace.
The use of CRs for cyber warfare training supports an understanding of the different
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cyber techniques used by cyber terrorists and other criminal elements. CRs are crit-
ical for training cyber experts to identify a spying agent in a computational system
and/or build on cyber skills in malicious code analysis, and can also be used to train
cyber experts to use forensics tools to assist in the apprehension of cyber criminals.
Developing on the capacity and capability of cyber warriors and security experts in
the art of cyber defence, will incrementally increase an organisation or nation’s cyber
power.

Within a CR context, the sandboxing and virtualising of a cyber event is per-
formed by different teams, as discussed in more detail in Section 2.4.4. These groups
are allocated in a CR to function as different disciplines, however these can change
depending on organisational naming conventions for their teams or entities. Damod-
aran and Couretas (2015) describe the following teams for a CR:

• Red team (Offensive participants, the attacker).

• Blue team (Defensive participants, the defender).

• White team (In control of the events in a CR).

• Green team (Ensures infrastructure support for the events).

• Grey team (Generates traffic in the CR for cyber events).

Priyadarshini (2018) adds two more teams to the CR: a Purple team, which is a col-
laboration of Red and Blue teams and is more focused on improving the gaps in the
defensive and offensive operations, and a Yellow team, which is a human uninten-
tional infection team, using human innocent clicks on malicious sites or links.

2.2 Cyber Threat Landscape

The cyber threat landscape is extremely wide due to its dynamic and multifaceted
nature; with the extensive variety of methodologies for both attacking and defending
targets and exploits, it can seem like an endless circle that is in constant evolution
(Compute Scotland, 2015). Individual threats, however, can be defined by three com-
mon elements: there needs to be an intent, then an opportunity is created or available
to exploit, and finally a capability that is not known (a typical Zero Day). While attack
methodologies differ depending on the identified targets, and types of cyber attackers
(non state actors, organised crime, and hacktivism, to name a few), threats typically
involve the above three elements. An illustration of the cyber threat landscape, as
depicted by Compute Scotland, can be seen in Figure 2.2.

Cyber targets are assets identified in a cyber environment that are focused on,
either to be destroyed, captured or observed. Cyber defence measures designed to
combat this include the following: a Network Operations Centre (NOC); a Security
Operations Centre (SOC); a combination of the two which is referred to as a Network
Operations Security Centre (NOSC) (Spirent, 2017); risk, identity and configuration
management; and cyber awareness training.
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In summary of the above, the cyber threat landscape is a vast maze of endless
patterns of computational code, which makes cyber security very challenging. How-
ever, a greater understanding of the cyber threat landscape allows for cyber scenarios
to be developed to teach cyber skills to future cyber warriors or security information
experts, either to defend or attack a computational network.

Figure 2.2: Cyber Threat Landscape (Compute Scotland, 2015)

The Threat Analysis Group (2010) defined a threat as, “anything that can ex-
ploit a vulnerability, intentionally or accidentally, and obtain, damage, or destroy
an asset”. Thus, a cyber threat can be described as malicious code that comprom-
ises a vulnerability, either intentionally or accidentally, causes damage and destroys
computational property or information. As stated in the Data Breach Investigations
report by Verizon 2018, 94% of cyber security incidents fall into nine basic attack pat-
terns: denial of service (DOS) attacks, privilege misuse, crimeware, web applications,
lost and stolen assets, miscellaneous errors, everything else, cyber espionage, point
of sale intrusions, and payment card skimmers (Verizon, 2018). Hwang and Bush
(2015) describe in a cyber threat model, the terms used most frequently to delineate
a threat include the following:

• Threat: a potential event, the occurrence of which may harm an asset.

• Vulnerability: the weakness or flaw that makes a threat possible.

• Attack: the action taken to exploit vulnerabilities.

• Adversary: the actor conducting the attack.

The evolution of cyber threats within cyber space is a huge concern within the global
digital age; this is a result of the many different cyber-affiliated transgressions that
take place on a daily basis - from nation states to criminal activities and rogue ac-
tions, the list is endless. Further, the ever-changing cyber threat landscape is also
going through a maturity process, and threats are becoming more and more sophist-
icated and almost impossible to detect, as noted by multiple cyber security vendors
and security reports within the cyber security realm. ENISA (2018) discusses a com-
prehensive threat landscape report which highlights the main trends captured in
2018.
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Table 2.1: Threat Tier Structure (Defence Science Board Task Force, 2013)
Tier Description
1 Users that rely on others to develop code and deliver mechanisms using

known exploits.
2 Users with good knowledge to develop code and tools from known

vulnerabilities.
3 Users who focus on the discovery and use of unknown malicious code to

target Government and Corporations to steal data and sell it to criminal
elements or nations.

4 Criminals or State Actors who are highly skilled and organised in teams
to discover vulnerabilities and develop exploits.

5 State actors who can influence the design, development or manufacturing
of products to enable exploitation of networks and systems of interest.

6 State with the ability to execute the full spectrum of Cyber capabilities in
combination with military and intelligence to achieve a specific outcome
politically, military or economically in scale.

While a threat assessment and its process is not covered in this thesis, this project
will make use of threat tiers in the development of the proposed CMM for a CR. A
threat tier is described as threats that are in distinctive levels and are categorized.
The threat tiers are based on the adopted US Defence Science Board 2013 cyber
threat taxonomy description (Hwang and Bush, 2015). This tier structure is based
on threats which are measured according to the global cyber threat actors and their
intent. The threat tier structure is outlined in Table 2.1.

As previously discussed, cyber defence is a major drive in nations and organisa-
tions, especially due to the global shortage of cyber skills noted in (Oltsik et al., 2016).
Godwin et al. (2014, pg 47) defines cyber defence as, “an organized capabilities to pro-
tect against, mitigate from and rapidly recover from the effects of cyber attack” and
describes cyber defence capabilities as the ability to effectively Protect, Detect, Re-
spond, and Recover, from a cyber attack; these capabilities are also central in Cyber
Emergency Response Teams (CERTs). More generally, cyber defensive capability in-
volves counteracting a cyber attack, the basic parameters of which are often called
the five “D’s” (Hwang and Bush, 2015):

• Deter an adversary from conducting an attack.

• Detect an attack and act against it.

• Deny: prevent an attack from being realised.

• Delay: slow down an attack.

• Defend: mitigate the severity of an attack.

Cyber defence in some cases is referred to as cyber security, however it is the applica-
tion of cyber security that enables cyber defence in an organisation - this is discussed
in more detail in Section 2.3. Being mindful of cyber defence and the application of
cyber security with a clear understanding of cyber resilience is fundamental and is
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defined by Bodeau and Graubart (2016, pg 1) as “the ability to anticipate, withstand,
recover from, and adapt to adverse conditions, stress, attacks, or compromised cy-
ber resources”, by applying cyber awareness, policies and security mechanisms using
people, processes and technology in harmony.

Cyber resilience is imperative for all cyber users, as it forms an incremental ma-
turity in cyber security and thus allows for the ability to limit malicious cyber events
within an organisation. Cyber resilience ensures an organisation’s survivability (spe-
cific to data protection) against a cyber attack, no matter what the circumstances, but
this is a tall order in itself (Conklin and Kohnke, 2018). The difference between cy-
ber resilience and cyber security is that cyber resilience ensures absolute security
and reliability of critical functions, which the organisation needs in order to continue
to survive and carry out its mission. By contrast, cyber security is focused on the
information assurance approach, based around creating and ensuring a protection
perimeter and assuring all logical points, placing a higher demand on resources and
maintenance service (Conklin and Kohnke, 2018).

Cyber resilience only focuses on the critical systems, because that is where the
data is handled. Most intruders will want to obtain the data of an organisation.
While there is a need to secure every computational logical point, the focus should
be on ensuring survivability of an organisation’s data to narrow the scope of a cyber
attack. Cyber resilience requires a well-documented set of cyber penetrations (incid-
ents) in an organisation’s cyber space which are electronic and behaviour-based, and
a recovery process if an attack was successful. This is to better prepare against and
to ensure that a breach is not executed. An example of a system that can be imple-
mented is a Security Information Events Management (SIEM) which is discussed in
Section 4.4.5.

When considering cyber defence, security and resilience, the most challenging as-
pect of a breach within an organisation is cyber attribution. Irwin (2014, pg 101)
describe cyber attribution in the following way: “the source(s) are identified, initially
as an IP address, and then resolved using various methods to a source organisation”.
Wheeler and Larsen (2003, pg 1) define cyber attribution as “determining the iden-
tity or location of an attacker or an attacker’s intermediary”. Shamsi et al. (2016)
divide attribution into two techniques, namely the technical and the human. Tech-
nical attribution can be seen as finding out the host from which the cyber attack or
event originated, in which case the use of sophisticated techniques can be used. The
human attribution is more complex, as humans can hide their identity, making it
difficult to achieve positive confirmation. The three attribution steps as proposed by
Shamsi et al. (2016):

• Step 1: Identification of the cyber weapon used.

• Step 2: Determining the origin of the attack, and

• Step 3: The identification of the actual (human) attacker.

Cyber offensive actions are in most cases classified - this is the weapon part of the
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Figure 2.3: Cyber Kill Chain (Schmidt, 2013)

cyber domain. Godwin et al. (2014, pg 49) defines cyber offensive capability as, “a
capability to initiate a cyber attack that may be used as a cyber deterrent”. An of-
fensive cyber capability will augment a nation’s freedom of action in the cyber domain
as discussed in Section 2.1, where cyber has become the 5th domain of warfare. The
maintenance of cyber offensive capability is largely state funded - research and devel-
opment within institutions in developing cyber offensive capability, whether national
or private, are generally dependent on state funds.

In order to launch a cyber offensive, a cyber attack needs to be planned. There
are multiple definitions for a cyber attack, but all are generally similar in nature -
to take the Oxford Dictionary’s definition, a cyber attack is “An attempt by hackers
to damage or destroy a computer network or system”. The Goverment of Canada
(2010, pg 3) definition is, “the unintentional or unauthorised access, use, manipu-
lation, interruption or destruction (via electronic means) of electronic information
and the electronic and physical infrastructure used to process, communicate or store
that information”. A cyber attack is also related to an act in cyber space that could
reasonably be expected to cause harm (Robinson et al., 2018).

Cyber attack methodologies are based on attack trees, which are structured around
solving a problem to reach an end state, which is ultimately the cyber attack method
and technique itself. The Cyber Kill Chain is a model used widely across the cy-
ber defence environment, and was initially developed by Lockheed Martin (Hutchins
et al., 2011). In this model, a specific cyber process is initiated that forms the recon-
naissance of a target, which is followed by the development of a cyber exploit, the
deployment of that exploit, the exploitation of the target, and finally the exiting and
erasing of any traces from the specific target, as depicted in Figure 2.3. and also
in Lockheed Martin (2015). CRs are integrated into the cyber threat landscape in a
multitude of ways. A CR has the ability to emulate the cyber threat landscape by
building basic attack patterns (as in Verizon (2018)) into its scenarios. This ability to
model real-world cyber scenarios is one of the many reasons that the use of a CR is
central to augmenting cyber resilience and developing the necessary skills to enable
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the ability to perform attribution and allow for growth in the capacity to launch a
cyber offensive action if and when required.

CRs have the ability to train cyber warriors (CWs) and white hat hackers to utilise
exploitation cyber actions on certain identified targets in a computational network or
system. This training allows for the use of pre-built scripts as payloads and/or the
utilisation of cyber penetration tools, which are available as open-source on the Inter-
net. In a CR, a Red team uses a variety of attack vectors and mechanisms, each imple-
mented to suit the specific scenario or System Under Test (SUT). Attack vectors can
include various malicious software (viruses, worms, spyware), phishing techniques,
social engineering, fake and malicious webpages, embedded payloads in emails and
document downloads, remote exploitation and privilege escalation techniques and
various other cyber attack tactics and techniques using multiple exploitation tools to
have the desired effect (ISO Institute, 2012b).

The ever-changing cyber threat is also going through a maturity process, as repor-
ted by multiple cyber security vendors and security reports across the cyber security
realm. This evolutionary maturity of cyber threats has been a constant battle of up-
dating and protecting cyber assets and data from cyber transgressors in all forms.
Thus this will impact directly on the capability and the maturity of a CR. Given this
context, it is pertinent to reiterate the fact that threat analysis and an environmental
scan is paramount. This is to ensure that the level at which the CR is constructed is
correct, as it must cater for mitigating those cyber threats to a nation and organisa-
tion which have been identified or are unknown in order to ensure that the ability to
implement cyber security is at an acceptable standard and level.

A CR is obligated to cater for the requirements and specific cyber threats as set
by the organisation it supports. Therefore an important and fundamental compar-
ison between a functioning CR and the maturity of the cyber threat must ensure
that they complement each other in that the one works with the other in a syner-
gistic relationship. The identified challenge in this is that the unknown variants are
not always captured, and the cyber risk must also be based on exploratory research
and development to produce a result. The building of capabilities in the cyber envir-
onment, whether it be public, private or military in principle, will follow the same
process, and as the CR evolves through its different stages, the capability of the CR
will mature.

The products or technology that are used in a CR will ultimately reach their end
of life or end of support, however the maintenance of the capability is still to be main-
tained throughout its life cycle, and the process should be recorded. The threat tier,
as determined and categorised according to a level, will allow for a CR to be measured
against standard threat tiers, which a CR must be able to accommodate. This use of
a tiered system for classifying threats present in the cyber threat landscape gives a
good overall view on what types of potential threats will need to be developed within
a CR scenario or event and what capability it will need to operate effectively.
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2.3 Cyber and Information Security

Any understanding of the difference between cyber security and information security
requires clear definitions of each going forward. Cyber security is defined in ITU-
T X 1205 as “the collection of tools, policies, security concepts, security safeguards,
guidelines, risk management approaches, actions, training, best practices, assurance
and technologies that can be used to protect the cyber environment and organisation
and user’s assets” (ITU Institute, 2008, pg 2). Based on this definition, cyber security
can be defined as all governance and technology used to protect an organisation from
a cyber attacker.

ISO/IEC 27000 (2009) defines information security as “The preservation of con-
fidentiality, integrity and availability of information in addition, other properties,
such as authenticity, accountability, non-repudiation and reliability can also be in-
volved” (ISO Institute, 2009b, pg 3). The Goverment of Montenegro (2013, pg 5)
describes information security as “Information security is focused on data regardless
of their form: electronic, printed and other forms of data”. The most fundamental
terminology that is widely utilised in the information security environment is the ac-
ronym CIA: Confidentiality - protection against unauthorised data disclosure; Integ-
rity - protection against unauthorised data modification; and Availability - protection
against denial of reliable data and services (Hwang and Bush, 2015).

There has been an increasing conceptual fusion over the past ten years of cyber
security and information security, and they are often treated as equivalent. This fu-
sion is emphasized by recent shifts in cyber security, which has begun to consider
the securing of data as part of its domain (Stevens, 2016). However, it can be con-
cluded that the main difference between cyber security and information security is
that cyber security is focused on Governance, Risk and Compliance (GRC) and the
technology needed to protect an organisation from a cyber attacker, with an addi-
tional more recent interest in securing data. Information security, by contrast, is
focused on the data regardless of its form, using the principles of CIA. For a more
detailed comparison of the variance in focal areas between these two fields, see Table
2.2.

Similar differences exist between a cyber warrior (CW) and an information secur-
ity expert (ISE). A CW is described as a solider who is highly skilled in the cyber
environment, trained to fight a cyber battle in cyber space both from a defensive and
an offensive posture, and who engages in cyber warfare, whether for personal reas-
ons or out of patriotic or religious belief. CWs come in different forms depending on
their roles, but all deal with cyber security and information security in one form or
another. It is important to remember that there needs to be a balance in the ways
in which cyber warriors are utilised; a more detailed analysis of CW’s different cyber
skills and their economic benefit can be found in the cyber incentive balance.

A general understanding of an expert is an individual who has attained super-
ior performance in a particular domain (Ericsson, 2008). An ISE is described as a
highly skilled ICT person who monitors and ensures that there are no security or
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Table 2.2: Cyber Security and Information Security Comparison (Knowww, 2017)
Description Cyber

Security
Information

Security
Information in paper form x
Confidentiality, Integrity and Availability
(CIA) of information when using physical,
administration or personal security

x

Protection of information and systems from
unauthorised access, use, disclosure,
disruption, modification, or destruction in
order to provide CIA

x

Cyber warfare x
Negative social impacts of interaction of
people, software and services on the Internet

x

Online radicalisation x
Cyber stalking x
Critical infrastructure protection (for control
systems)

x

Part of the IoT security, where no processors
are used (some controllers and passive IoT -
Radio Frequency identification (RFID)

x

Protection of organisation and user’s assets x
CIA which may include authenticity and
non-repudiation

x x

information breaches within the computer system they are responsible for, all while
working according to legislation and other best practices and policies. Information
security has numerous areas of specialisation, including application security, net-
work defence, intrusion detection, digital forensics and incident response endpoint
protection, governance, risk and compliance. Therefore, one approach to determining
whether someone is an ISE is to consider the extent to which that person has attained
superior performance in one or more of these areas within the broader information
security domain (Zeltser, 2017).

Functions determine what needs to be completed to ensure that the desired out-
come is reached. Skills enable a human to accomplish their function, and skills are
the underlying effect of knowledge put into practical use (Chapaev et al., 2016). In en-
suring that the skills competency level of an individual is maintained, a skill needs to
be not only taught, but also practised over time. The age-old philosophy - that learn-
ing does not stop, but continues every day - is especially true of work in the cyber
environment, where the landscape is in constant evolution and human skills need to
be updated in the same way as software. A high level comparison were extrapolation
and an interpretation of the variation of functions and skills for a cyber warrior and
information security expert as presented in Table 2.3.

The cyber incentive balance argument is one of the more interesting debates in
this field, and has been around since the earlier years of computer science, when the
study of information security generally proceeded by trying to predict what an ad-
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Figure 2.4: Cyber Incentive Balance to Defend or Attack

versary would do and worked off that assumption. This worked well as an approach
for encryption, the design of algorithms, and to secure a computer networks and its
communication (Moore et al., 2010). The adversary, in this context, is viewed as a
group or person wanting to gain unauthorised access to a computer system. This
approach has not been viable with the rise of the Internet, as there are significant
other needs that must be taken into account to secure a computer network; further,
there is an economical view that must also be considered when working to secure
a computer network. The economic value of securing information has allowed for a
massive growth in the information security market, and this has lead to debates re-
garding the economical prospects for ISEs and whether there is a balance to be struck
from an ethical perspective.

A central issue in the context of this debate is the fact that when defending a
computer network, computer security experts are needed and vice versa when an
adversary is attacking the computer network. Consequently, security has become a
blurred environment, especially in a cyber warfare context (Moore et al., 2010), a real-
ity that has contributed directly to the rise of the cyber warrior, as discussed earlier.
One can look to the US cyber command as an apt demonstration of this blurred en-
vironment with respect to cyber warfare. A cyber command needs to execute both
defensive cyber action - as part of defending national cyber security - and offensive
action - by launching cyber attacks against adversaries who intend to harm the cyber
security of the nation. These cyber operations, as discussed in Section 2.3, are opera-
tions in which both defence and offensive cyber actions are performed. However this
approach is a double-edged sword; in order to make strategic use of cyber technology
to maintain national security, a CR can be used to test cyber weapons to maintain cy-
ber offensive readiness and test cyber networks to secure and evaluate the networks,
as shown in Figure 2.4. Figure 2. 4 highlights work undertaken in the position paper
by Moore et al. (2010) which presents two scenarios:

• Scenario 1: A nation-state finds a vulnerability, does not make it known, and
builds an exploit at the risk of its own civilians, one that can be exploited to
their own purposes but is also potentially known to adversaries.

• Scenario 2: A nation-state makes the vulnerability known and secures its civil-
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ian population from been exploited.

The logic behind these two approaches is that in Scenario 1, the nation state wants to
not only build an exploit, but also stockpile that exploit for its potential use against
an adversary. With this scenario, the nation-state will need to have highly trained
CWs to defend against the vulnerability; these specialists will also need to be highly
skilled to exploit that vulnerability on an adversary’s computer systems. In this case,
knowing about the vulnerability and maintaining it can give a highly-skilled cyber
warrior force an advantage. Conversely, in Scenario 2 the nation-state makes the vul-
nerability known, securing their civilians but also securing their adversaries against
exploitation.

This second scenario is more applicable to a nation-state that does not have well-
trained CWs or the cyber capacity to defend itself against a cyber attack from an
adversary. This then leads back to the question of what economical prospects there
are for information security experts. A nation-state will need to determine what their
stance is, whether it be based on pursuing a defensive posture or pursuing an offens-
ive posture (Moore et al., 2010). For obvious reasons both postures are applicable,
however the dynamics of cyber skill levels, testing and evaluating capability, the na-
tion’s digital readiness, economic power and other factors need to be considered.

Cognisance must be taken of cyber culture, especially in any understanding of
how humans are interacting via computational devices and computer networks with
each other. Humans using computers have the ability to interact in anonymity, use
a persona or simply pretend to be something else within a computer network. This
leads to hacker culture, where an individual can operate under the umbrella of many
faces, good, bad, white, dark. Hacker culture, as a concept, describes an environment
where individuals come together to try to circumvent software and computational
devices, working to identify methods to either crack or find vulnerabilities, with the
end goal of either demonstrating that it can be done or using the vulnerability to
their advantage (Strickland, 2017). However hackers are divided within the hacking
community, as in any community; there are many competing dynamics and these
dynamics lead to divisions, even though hackers are united in the more general goal
of hacking computers.

Utilising a CR is a strategic way to integrate the training of CWs and ISEs in
protecting computational systems while learning skills to either penetrate or exploit
adversarial systems. There is a thin line between a military cyber operation and a
public or private cyber security intervention due to laws of a given state. One of the
main functions of the CR is to train CWs to defend and attack an adversary under the
auspices of a military mandate, and to train ISEs to defend and follow appropriate
legal processes to apprehend a cyber attacker. The CR should be able to test cyber
weapons and cyber networks in a closed sandboxed and virtual environment. The
impact of cyber and hacker culture on cyber training and the development of cyber
scenarios must be understood in order to contextualize the many different attack
vectors and Tools, Tactics, Techniques and Procedures (TTTPs) that are currently in
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use.

2.4 A Cyber Range Overview

This Section will present a high-level view of a CR, as presented in current literature
on CRs. There are multiple definitions for a CR, all of which centre on its abilities
and functions and the specific purpose for which the CR is developed. From a military
perspective, the use of the term “range” in this context - a piece of land which is used
to practice using military capabilities to prepare military forces - underscores the
way a CR is a virtual version of a military or industrial shooting range.

The basic understanding of a CR is a contained cyber environment that utilises
and enables access to virtual computational networks, providing tools for learners to
execute Capture the Flag (CTF) and Cyber Defence Exercises (CDX) (Ošlejšek et al.,
2018) as detailed in Section 2.4.4. The general composition of a CR is hardware
(computational devices which enable a the CR), software (the operating systems and
applications in the CR), firmware (the software to drive the computational devices),
wetware (the people skills to operate and processes to operate and use the CR), traffic
generated (generate IP/RF traffic and security threats), and scenario generator (to
allow for cyber security event to be generated for a response).

A CR is important within System Security Engineering (SSE) and Risk Manage-
ment Frameworks (RMF) (Cooper, 2018), as a response to cyber threats that are very
prevalent, and to prove cyber security policy in systems. A CR also speeds up the
evolution of cyber technology, both in computational performance and security due
to the CRs flexibility, and its ability to provide quick identification of vulnerabilities
within the cyber realm.

The core capability elements of a CR are identified and defined in Section 4.4.
Ošlejšek et al. (2017) alludes to CRs having mainly four types of services that they
offer: resource management, interaction of users with hosts, monitoring services,
and learning and understanding of cyber security processes. Ultimately, there is no
distinctive definition of a CR that can be firmly agreed upon, as a result of the many
different purposes or different perceptions people focus on in defining a CR. This is
discussed further in Section 6.2 with several key definitions outlined below:.

• USDOD (2018, pg 68) define a CR as “An event environment that supports cyber
effects on information technology; weapons; C4ISR; and other network-enabled
technologies for experimentation, testing, training, or exercising on a real or
simulated network”.

• European Cyber Security (2016, pg 100) define a CR as “A virtual environment
typically built on top of standard hardware and used for multi-tenant hands-
on training, experimentation, test and research in cyber security, supporting
CDX’s”.

• NIST (2017, pg 1) define a CR as “An interactive, simulated representations of
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an organization’s local network, system, tools, and applications that are con-
nected to a simulated Internet level environment. They provide a safe, legal
environment to gain hands on cyber skills and a secure environment for product
development and security posture testing”.

A CR’s main focus is on training and exercising different cyber events, due to the
constantly evolving nature of the cyber threat landscape. A CR, as a training tool,
can assist in the technical skill growth for CWs or a ISEs. A CR has more flexibility, in
that it has the ability to test cyber competency in organisations, T&E and hardening
cyber technologies used in computational networks from a cyber security view, and
can also be used to plan, develop and test a response against a cyber-onslaught on
a specifically-designed network infrastructure (Davis and Magrath, 2013). In this
context of this thesis, a CR is defined as a closed sandboxed and virtualised cyber lab
environment used to perform the following tasks:

• Model, simulate and emulate with high fidelity utilising computational systems
in a distributed, federated or independent method.

• Replicate and build cyber capabilities, whether in individuals through cyber
training with multiple cyber scenarios augmenting cyber resilience, in cyber
processes that govern the cyber posture of an organisation, or in technology by
undertaking research and development of computational cyber product.

• To emulate appropriate cyber defences and retaliatory means through testing,
evaluation, verification, validation and certification, with the utilisation and
integration of different sensors and instrumentation.

The context in which a CR can be utilised will vary depending on its various imple-
mentations in multiple clusters. A CR is part of the cyber ecosystem which enhances
cyber security within these clusters, industries and private sectors. The CR applica-
tion for different contexts as extrapolated and interrupted by the author from NIST
(2015) and is described in Table 2.4. This context is a holistic representation, in which
areas a CR can be applied to augment cyber capabilities, namely:

• The security cluster organisations, for example military (cyber warfare), police
(cyber crime specific to forensics and attribution), intelligence agencies (cyber
collection), and the Justice department (forensics).

• The Economic cluster, for example banking sector with specific focus on incident
response.

• The research and development cluster, for example institutions, and universit-
ies focus on experimentation, T&E and verification in the cyber environment.

• The Industry sector focused on critical infrastructure.

• Telecommunications sector focused on ICT infrastructure, static, mobile, and
terrestrial.
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• Engineering sector focused on ICT in systems.

• Small Macro Economies (SMEs) focused on cyber resilience in companies and
private usage.

Table 2.4: Cyber Range Applications in Different Contexts (NIST, 2015)

Cyber
Security
Training
Exercises

Testing Com-
putational
Products

Testing
Cyber
Payloads

Testing Com-
putational
Applications

Testing a
Computa-
tional
Designed
Network

Other
Testing

Generate
Cyber Events
and Exercise
Scenario on
layer 1 to 7
(Open Systems
Interconnec-
tion (OSI)
stack on IP
and RF
platform.

Benchmarking
the true
products
computational
capability and
behaviour on a
network.

Using
emulated
methods to test
Cyber Payload
(Either
defensively or
offensively)
behaviour
before
deployment.

Benchmarking
the true SW
and FW
capability and
behaviour on
computational
devices.

Confirming the
computational
design of a
network for
feasibility in a
current
network and
setting up the
configuration.

Other
computational
and war
gaming
simulations
and
emulations.

Cyber Events
and scenarios
on demand at
high speeds,
fidelity and the
ability to
distribute and
or federate
timorously.

Testing a
baseline
system and
configuration
with
computational
products before
deployment
into a network.

Testing of
propriety SW
as developed
for a specific
functionality
or purpose for
an
organisation.

Benchmarking
the true HW
capability and
behaviour on
computational
devices.

Testing of
wired and
wireless
Infrastructure.

Exercising a
Cyber Attack
scenario on a
war fighting
physical battle
platform
grouping;
Cyber Warfare.

Cyber CTF and
CDX.

Testing of
vulnerabilities
on
computational
products.

Testing for
detection of
payload.

Testing of
vulnerabilities
in
computational
applications.

Testing of
setting up the
configuration.

Testing of
research and
development of
new
computational
technology.

2.4.1 Brief History of Cyber Ranges

The JGN-X (Japanese Gigabit Network)1 is a gigabit class network, large scale multi
cast IPv6 environment, and advanced optical test bed network. It has been developed
by the National Institute of Information and Communications Technology (NICT) in
Japan since 1999 (NICT, 2016). NICT also collaborates with the large scale emula-
tion environment, StarBED3, to enable a test bed for experiments, from emulation
to a wide range of network experiments (NICT, 2016). One of the first concept CRs,
which has been in operation since March 2004 and was used for academic testing for

1https://testbed.nict.go.jp/jgn/jgn-x_archive/english/info/what-is-jgn-x.html
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medium scale-computer security testing, was the cyber-Defense Technology Experi-
mental Research (DETER) test bed (Benzel et al., 2007). The development of CRs
really started to gain momentum from early 2009 to 2012, when the United States
of America at the Defence Advanced Research Project Agency (DARPA) developed a
National CR (NCR), which was handed to the US DOD Test Resource Management
Centre (TRMC) in 2012 and then operationalised for US DOD cyber training and
experimentation (TMRC, 2015). The USA NCR provides a large-scale Global Inform-
ation Grid (GIG) infrastructure, in which technologies are tested in their current
state and projections are made for the future. A CR must have the ability to test
new network protocols, satellite, radio frequency (RF) communications, and mobile
tactical and maritime communications (DARPA, 2008).

The USA DoD has a federated set of CRs called the “DOD Enterprise Cyber Range
Environment” (DECRE3), which include the National CR (NCR), the DoD cyber se-
curity Range, the Joint Information Operations Range (JIOR), and the Joint Staff
J6’s C4 Assessments Division (C4AD) (Damodaran and Couretas, 2015). This is a
joint CR environment that allows for multiple streams of cyber security training and
testing and evaluating people, processes and technology within the cyber domain.
Since 2012, multiple CRs have been developed that cater for military, public and
private entities, and which are fully functional and powerful enough to deliver mul-
tiple capabilities in various methods. A selection of these are mentioned in Appendix
A, however this is by no means the entire list of CRs globally. For a more complete
survey of cyber ranges and test beds, see (Davis and Magrath, 2013).

2.4.2 Cyber Range Evolution

Older, more traditional CRs have extensive physical infrastructure and data centre
needs; as a result, their reconfiguration involves a great deal of effort, can take time
to change, and is a very involved task (Pridmore et al., 2010). New CR are virtual,
instantaneous, on demand, configured speedily, distributed and federated. They also
have the ability to be provisioned and accessed through a cloud service provider us-
ing an Internet connection by using authentication credentials. For example, in the
NCR, the concept of Flexible Automated Cyber Technology Range (FACTR) has been
applied. FACTR consists of two core elements, namely a tool suite that has the abil-
ity to automate, construct and validate high-fidelity test beds using a common pool of
resources, and a Cyber Scientific Methodology (CSM) that supports end-to-end cyber
testing (Pridmore et al., 2010). In a traditional CR resources are needed to run a
cyber event, with an additional need of highly skilled specialists to develop, operate
and maintain the necessary HW needed. Specialists are also needed to perform con-
figuration and setup, to build the network and routing, and install cyber defensive
tools, services, traffic generation and applications, all in support of the cyber event.
This is a mammoth task which takes large amounts of planning, cost and time. The
drive to increase in scaling the CR size and capabilities in order to have more real-
istic networks and generate more traffic has increased the complexity far more and
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driven up CR operation and maintenance costs significantly. Hence the HW of a CR
are consistent generally, but the network topologies, services and traffic will change
depending on the specific cyber event being generated (Braje, 2016).

A primary challenge in this arena involves maintaining human capacity, or the
cyber skills needed to operate, support and maintain a CR, especially if the CR is
of a sizeable nature and federated. There are currently many collections of CRs
maintained globally, and there is a drive towards federating CR between nations
and militaries in order to optimise through collaboration the skills needed, the cyber
scenarios, infrastructure and cyber tools. The CR as a concept can be seen to have
developed in conjunction with the evolution of the cyber environment as T&E within
the cyber environment has become more and more imperative.

The CR has grown exponentially from its humble beginnings as a computer test
bed in which the testing of hardware and software was defined, developed, verified
and certified for its purpose, under a specific specification and standard. Likewise,
the cyber environment in the past few years has grown at a massive rate. A prime ex-
ample of this is the Internet of Everything (IoE), which is growing exponentially and
needs to be connected to the Internet continuously (Banafa, 2016). There are mul-
tiple different variations of CRs that have been developed in the commercial market
environment and within government, especially in security departments throughout
the world. Since then, CRs have broadened their horizons to keep as close to the
hyper-real cyber environment - one emulated with high fidelity to give a hyper-real
feel, as if living in the cyber space. The European Defence Agency is in the process
of establishing one of the first cyber defence pooling and sharing projects as part of
the CR federation project, which includes eleven European countries, with the lead
being the Netherlands. This project is focused on closing capability gaps in the cyber
domain with a federated CR (European Defence Agency, 2017). There are multiple
different approaches in the utilisation of a CR, each of which fit a specific purpose for
their different organisations, whether in the military, public or private cyber envir-
onments.

With this in mind, there is a definite increase in the demand for CRs, as stated
by (Eborn, 2017): “To meet the growing demand for cyber vulnerability testing and
training, the Defence Department’s Test Resource Management Centre (TRMC) wants
to set up and operate an integrated suite of facilities like the National CR”. An ex-
ample of this can be seen in the growth of the National CR (NCR), the Michigan
Institute for Technology (MIT) CR, and the NATO (CCDCOE) CRs. Figure 2.5 re-
flects the author’s view of the exponential growth of CRs over the past few years and
the growth of cyber threats; from this it can be deduced that the need for CRs globally
is increasing. In future, the focus of the traditional CRs will be augmented to provide
a more focused view in Next Generation CRs (NGCR), which will be the next step
in the CR evolution. There is a huge drive for NGCRs (Vill, 2018), which are more
agile because they use higher computational performance and have the ability to re-
spond to real-time cyber scenarios and or transgressions automatically through the
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Figure 2.5: Growth of Cyber Ranges Globally

utilisation of Artificial Intelligence (AI) and Machine learning (ML) during Red and
Blue teams training. The NGCRs are smarter families of systems (different systems
having similar characteristics, namely CR capabilities), which are also integrated,
distributed and federated (Spirent, 2017). Their abilities include the emulation of
multimedia and audio services. Further, their graphical user interfaces (GUIs) are
smarter and more user-friendly while also providing access to multiple use-cases.
An example of this is the SMART GUI, in which the user is able to map Internet
Assigned Number Authority (IANA) IP addresses by regions, emulate Global Nav-
igation Satellite System (GNSS) and General Packet Radio Services (GPRS), along
with 3/4/5G cellular networks, wireless families (802. 11 variations) network traffic
(WEP, WAP2/3), Bluetooth short range wireless communication, and Next Genera-
tion Networks (NGN) devices (for example smart firewalls and switches).

Development Operations (DEVOPS) in private clouds is a growing environment,
especially with respect to the development of cyber scenarios for a CR (Edwards,
2010). The ability to use data leaks as a concept within a CR is a possibility, as is the
emulating of the “Quantum Internet” within a CR, based on quantum entanglement
(a type of encapsulated encryption) (Wehner et al., 2018). A final possibility is FOG
computing or FOG networking, which is an architecture that a CR can utilise and
which uses one or a collaborative multitude of end-user clients or near-user edge
devices to carry out a substantial amount of storage (rather than stored primarily
in cloud data centres) (European Cyber Security, 2016). It is also worth noting that
the technologies in gamification are on the rise and can be utilised in Cyber Defence
Exercise (CDX) and Capture the Flag (CTF) exercises to augment and create a better
sense of a hyper-real cyber environment for cyber training.

The use of Artificial Intelligence (AI) methods such as Machine Learning (ML),
which learns in different ways from the data created within the CR, will enhance the
CR effectiveness and performance. ML is becoming a huge driving force in today’s
technology, in that systems are becoming more independent in nature. ML is also
on the rise globally in different industrial platforms. Alpaydin (2010) explains the
primes on which ML is based, using data or experience to program a computer to op-
timize a performance criterion. Murphy (2012) describe the goal of machine learning
as the automatic detection of patterns in data to predict the future and other out-
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comes. Bishop (1999) gives another view of pattern recognition, which focuses on the
ways in which computer algorithms can be used to discover regularities in data.

Data - and a lot of it - is needed for ML to take place, and there are a number of
different ML techniques that can be used. For a CR, ML can be applied in concept,
and is an added benefit in the following method: data captured to form a pattern
which can predict cyber threats. Capturing CW and ISE responses to identify failure
points in their processes and skill development will generate a quicker response time
and give a more accurate result, thus the quality of service (QoS) will improve in the
CR. Another AI Method that can be used is affective computing, which is the machine
equivalent to human emotional intelligence; this can be utilised to improve computer
human interaction and interpret human activities and behaviours. For example, it
can be used to detect human emotions, facial expressions, the way a person types text,
and other human behaviours (Spacey, 2016). This method of AI will identify gaps in
users’ actions during a cyber event. Using ML will enhance the sustainability of
the CR system health, and provide a higher turn-around time for testing multiple
systems as in, work completed by Rege et al. (2018) namely, “Predicting Adversarial
Cyber Intrusion Stages Using Autoregressive Neural Networks”.

2.4.3 Purpose and Types of a Cyber Range

A CR’s main purpose for existence is the cyber threat landscape, as discussed in
Section 2.2, with a primary focus on cyber training (CDX and CTF) of CWs in a
military sense and ISEs in a civilian sense. Utilising a CR and generating cyber
events augments cyber skills and processes to defend against cyber threats as part
of the development of cyber resilience. Examples of these cyber events are corporate
disaster recovery exercises, data breach exercises both in public and military, cyber
skills assessment, cyber security awareness training, penetration testing exercises.
Secondary focuses allow for the T&E and integration of any type of computational
devices to determine functionality under cyber stressed conditions, and possible re-
actions under certain cyber scenarios. Finally, certain attack vectors determine how
secure the ICT in a contained environment is. This service is referred to as Testing
as a Service (TaaS).

For the utilisation of a CR there needs to be competent cyber skilled resources
available to support operate and maintain a CR, and for this reason the CR resources
should consist of a cyber test team, including highly valuable and highly cyber-skilled
people to fulfil multiple services, namely end-to-end test support, test bed design sup-
port, cyber and test expertise, threat vector development, customised traffic genera-
tion, sensor and visualisation support, customised cloud support, custom data ana-
lysis, integration of custom assets software (SW), hardware (HW), wired and wireless,
and remote Red and Blue team and other teams, as in Section 2.1 (TMRC, 2015).
There are multiple other purposes for the application of a CR: testing critical infra-
structure (Supervisory Control and Data Acquisition (SCADA) networks); as a test
platform for HW, SW, and Firmware (FW); reverse engineering; testing cyber tools;
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testing ICT projects for security testing on systems; testing of disaster recovery (Ba-
ham and Kisekka, 2015); testing of the Internet of Things (IoT); and the Industrial
Internet of Things (IIoT); mobile environment testing and other ICT experimental
testing; and the facilitation of forensics training.

The extensive list of purposes for a CR listed above demonstrate the need for
skilled cyber resources to support, operate and maintain a CR. It is also important
to note that the establishment of boundaries reflects the author’s view as depicted in
Figure 2.6 is central for the purpose of a CR. The ethics of a CR need to be defined in
specific areas, which will then determine the application of the CR, for example;

• The testing capability for Governance, Risk and Compliance (GRC) in organisa-
tions focused on processes.

• The research and development capability to augment the CR evaluation as an
instrument in a virtual environment.

• The providing of different cyber resilience training including cyber events and
exercises.

• Cyber testing, evaluating verifying, validating and certifying of ICT as a whole.

Figure 2.6: Boundaries of a Cyber Range with Ethics

The purpose and application of a CR will determine its ideal type and size for a
given organisation, and whether the organisation will choose to either develop or go
through an acquisition process. It is crucial that the requirements for a CR be formu-
lated from the business drivers of an organisation in order for that organisation to
position itself towards its cyber strategy and cyber resilience policies. There are vari-
ous types and sizes of CR, all of which are implemented via different methods, namely
the cloud and the stack methods. CRs which are more stack-based have a physical
infrastructure that is on site. The following examples illustrate the stack-based CR:
constructing a static facility for fixed small, medium and large CRs utilising compu-
tational HW and SW of which some examples are in Appendix A. A “CR in a box” is a
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concept that allows for a CR to be portable in nature and provide Cyber training on
the go (Bell, 2014).

CR in the cloud as a concept uses cloud services to provide CR on-demand services
and storage utilising the cloud Infrastructure as a Service (IaaS), Platform as a Ser-
vice (PaaS), and Software as a Service (SaaS) for different public, private or military
CRs, dependent on access and authorisation of use. Anything as a Service (XaaS) is
an added concept, which refers to an increasing number of services that are delivered
over the Internet rather than provided locally or on-site (European Cyber Security,
2016).

Edwards (2010) explains that the transition from products to services has im-
pacted on SW development, as companies that develop SW and developers also op-
erate on SW due to the cloud concept, in which SaaS is on all layers of the IT stack.
Edwards (2010) also alludes to the fact that IaaS delivers on-demand virtual ma-
chines, networks, and storage. PaaS delivers on-demand databases, caches, work-
flow engines, and application containers. SaaS delivers on-demand functionality and
can be applied to CR functionality, allowing customers to consume services based on
demand, pay for them based on consumption, and relinquish responsibility for the
masses of traditional stack-based CR infrastructure.

An example of a cloud service provider is Amazon Web Services (AWS)2 and Mi-
crosoft Azure3. These providers are global cloud platforms that host services on the
cloud to run applications, providing IaaS, SaaS, PaaS and storage. These services
are able to create instances, virtual private clouds (VPC) to create networks, virtual
storage, relation databases, DNS Scales according to demand, load balancing and
automatic scaling. These services are paid for on demand or over a certain period.

Priyadarshini (2018) has classified the types of CR as follows: Military, Defence
and Intelligence focused on the cyber warfare capability; Education, focused on the
idea of “CR for education” - a collaborative effort between military, industry, and re-
search institutes based on cloud-based CRs; Enterprise and Commercial CRs from
vendors specific for commercial organisations to train in cyber defence activities; Ser-
vice providers that offer CR services; open-source CRs providing free access to learn
cyber security skills and law enforcement, focused on application testing for respond-
ing to cyber crime and forensics. The European Cyber Security (2016) describe two
types of CR, namely open ranges - to involve more participants in the exercises, train-
ings, testing, experimenting and so forth in a collaborative manner - and closed black
box ranges - for parties that need a closed environment to conduct classified trainings
or testing.

The federation solutions for CRs allow for the utilisation of capacity and capability
of other CRs, which while providing cost savings for an organisation will also require
a high integration of systems capabilities. The federation of CRs’ minor hardware can
be procured to maintain the storage space or speeds needed for the CR. Challenges to
the development of a traditional CR include a lengthy procurement and configuration

2https://aws.com/
3https://azure.microsoft.com/en-us/
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time and effort in getting the stack operational. The traditional CR is more of a
silo infrastructure and requires a large workforce to deploy, monitor and manage.
There has been a significant shift in focus from the traditional stack CR to a Hyper
Converged Infrastructure, which includes software-defined infrastructure containers
within a CR, and to making use of cloud services providers to host CR cyber events.
For any organisation considering the balance of funds versus operational capability,
a determination must be made if it is feasible to continue to develop a certain type
and size of CR, or whether it is more beneficial to procure or pay for CR services.

2.4.4 Training and Skilling in a Cyber Range

Cyber skills will need to be defined by the purpose and task that the cyber skill
needs to perform in the CR. Thus the cyber skills level will need to be determined
from the complexity or basic needs of the cyber environment the participants are
exposed to. The fundamental skills that are generally required for a CR to operate
include cyber strategic and operational management; cyber security; cyber analysis
(with its subsets malware, threat, and risk); networking (physical and virtual); cyber
scenario planner, designer and developer; computer programming skills in various
languages; and mobile and web application developer. This list is of course dependent
on the purpose of the CR. Oltsik et al. (2016) indicated that the cyber security skills
shortage has increased exponentially, rising from 23% in 2013 to 25% in 2014 and
28% in 2015. Most recently, Enterprise Strategy Group (ESG) stated that in 2018
that 51% of organisations have a problematic cyber security skills shortage, implying
that the cyber security skills gap is getting worse (Oltsik, 2018). The European Cyber
Security (2016) alludes to allowing stakeholders to utilise CRs in a shared and secure
manner for integration and collaboration for cyber security training, especially cyber
training exercises, as these can solve some challenges in the CR domain.

Information Systems Security Association (ISSA) and ESG have warned organ-
isations who are trying to defend against increasing threats and comply with the im-
plementation of regulatory demands with a cyber security team that is understaffed
and lacking advanced skills (Security, 2017). Mavroeidis and Bromander (2017) state
that security analysts and incident responders need the right skills to recognize at-
tacks before performing defence efforts. Cyber skills is a concern in multiple organ-
isations and the demand thereof has increased; training to augment cyber resilience
is therefore an imperative in organisations to ensure good cyber governance.

Testing response time for a cyber incident or event is vital for a CW’s or ISE’s
effectiveness against a threat, and the correct cyber competencies and ability to work
under pressure will enable a short response time. it is imperative to understand
what is needed to train cyber security personnel in the current era of complex cyber
attacks; to understand a cyber attack requires an understanding of different tech-
niques and forms of malware, namely polymorphic, metamorphic, hybrid, worms,
viruses, trojan, file-less malware and many more. It is also crucial to understand
how an attack was executed, what to look for, and how to stop it. Time versus the cy-
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ber activity is another important consideration in training, as time will be needed to
firstly train users in the beginning of a cyber activity to obtain a certain level of cyber
skill. As learning takes place, time needs will then decline. Consistently monitoring
the time that learning takes is an effective method in which one can pace the amount
of time needed for training in a CR.

Ošlejšek et al. (2018) allude to two main cyber exercises: Capture the Flag (CTF)
and Cyber Defence Exercise (CDX). A Capture The Flag (CTF) exercise is an exercise
in which users practice attack skills while executing a single task at a time in an
incremental approach to obtain hidden flags in a cyber scenario. A cyber scenario for
a CTF is developed on different layers, from basic to highly advanced, for users to
attack or defend using both tools provided locally or online. This aim of the exercise
is to simulate a cyber environment where participants can execute cyber actions to
solve cyber challenges and gain as many flags as possible.

A CDX is a more complex and closer to real-world cyber events scenario, in which
there are several cyber issues and events to maintain at a given time. A CDX is
a well-planned and coordinated event which needs highly-skilled people in multiple
different cyber domains, namely cyber security, education law and media. Within the
CDX there are specific teams in the exercise beginning with the Blue team, which
defends systems from the Red team, which attacks the Blue team’s systems with
a specific goal in mind. The White team controls scores and implements rules for
the orchestrated cyber event by injecting different cyber incidents which changes the
cyber attack or changes the configuration of a server on the Blue team’s system. The
Green team maintains the infrastructure and other assets in the CR (Ošlejšek et al.,
2018).

For a CTF or CDX exercise to function at an acceptably realistic level, the type
and size of the CR needs to be considered. Similarly, Brundage et al. (2018) describe
the practice of Red teaming, in which a “Red team” composed of security experts
or members of the organisation deliberately plans and carries out attacks against
the systems, processes, policies and practices of an organisation (with some limita-
tions to prevent lasting damage), while an optional “Blue team” responds to these
attacks. These exercises explore what an actual attack might look like in order to
better understand and improve the security of the organisation’s systems and prac-
tices. Damodaran and Couretas (2015) also states that there are different teams that
are allocated in a CR to function as different disciplines; these can change depending
on the organisation’s naming convention for their teams or entities.

Kick (2014) has stated that cyber exercises that are conducted should have a “Hot
Wash Session”. This is a session for discussing lessons learned, including where to
improve on the exercise conducted and potential areas for skills improvement for the
CWs or participants. Based on this output, a training program is suggested, and
is to be made viable so that improvements on a re-run of the exercise can be per-
formed. Table 2.5 illustrates the generic process steps for a cyber event: planning
and preparation, allocation of resources and a dry run in testing the cyber event, and
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the execution and analysis thereof, with a final step of sanitising the CR. The Detec-

Table 2.5: Generic Process Steps for Conducting a Cyber Event
Ferguson et al. (2014)
Suggested steps for
NCR

Damodaran and Couretas
(2015) Suggested steps

Ošlejšek et al. (2018)
Adopts four phases for a
cyber scenario or event

Define the test is a
planning cycle that needs
to be confirmed, to ensure
that the test or the
evaluation is what is
required to be completed.

Planing the cyber event,
(gathering the
requirements, designing
for a specific goals that is
to be achieved.

Preparation Phase: This is
phase where planning
takes place over many
months in which the

outcome is the detailed
scenario, the rules, scoring

system, and the
infrastructure deployed

Allocate resources for the
cyber event that needs to
take place.

The deployment (creating
a virtual environment)
within a physical stack or
cloud infrastructure in
which a System Under
Test (SUT) is being tested.

Dry run Phase: This is
testing the planned detail

scenario.

Configure the hardware
and software that needs to
be utilised in the test or
the evaluation.

The execution (start the
cyber event).

Execution Phase: This is
when the participants play

the CDX

Run the test, with the
support of the allocated
resources according to the
test or evaluation plan.

Analysis and evaluate the
event and assess the
performance of the cyber
event.

Evaluation Phase: This is
the phase in which all
aspects of evaluation is

executed, this is also done
on all phases and

especially during the CDX
to aid in the improvement,

and lessons learnt
Obtain the results
captured and do analysis,
complete a report give
feedback and augment the
event if needed and log in a
data base.
Sanitize the resources used
for the cyber event, to be
ready for the next cyber
event.

tion Maturity Level model as proposed by Stillions (2014) describes the maturity of
an organisation based on their ability to act upon given threat information. Threat
information include Indicators of Compromise (IOC), Tools, Tactics, Techniques and
Procedures (TTTPs) of an actor, threat intelligence reports, and so forth (Mavroeidis
and Bromander, 2017). This model can be adapted for skilling CR users in terms of
handling threat information and responding to a cyber incident.

Governments, public, private and military personal in today’s complex cyber en-
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vironment need to have a basic knowledge of cyber security. For this reason, the
author suggests Cyber Immediate Action Drills (CIAD) are to be implemented within
the basic education structures of society. This can be compared to the basic first
aid course that is taught generally in schools. CIAD is a fundamental building block
within the educational curriculum to use in every day life when using the cyber space
with computational devices. Here are some basic CIADs that can be implemented as
a quick win: (as per author reference): avoid opening an email that is suspicious and
not identified or trusted, enable spam filters, update anti-virus, update operating
systems and firmware, back up files off-site, and store cryptography keys on another
device, amongst others. The relevance of this in a CR is to get foundational cyber
awareness implemented across an organisation.

2.5 Modelling, Simulation and Emulation for a Cyber Range

A CR will need to model, simulate and emulate cyber activities at a level of fidelity
- high or low - depending on the amount of nodes that are virtualised in a contained
environment, to enable a close-to-hyper-real cyber environment. Most CR events are
sandboxed and not connected to a live network or the Internet. Modelling, simulation
and emulation will save costs when creating and practising certain cyber events and
testing in a CR. Figure 2.7 provides some guidance for choosing a cyber event envir-
onment, as drawn by USDOD (2015, pg 61): by analysis, modelling and simulation,
emulation or prototype development, of which a CR has the ability to maintain the
last three environments described.

Figure 2.7: Cyber Event Environment (USDOD, 2015)

2.5.1 Modelling

Modelling is using a mathematical formula or representation to copy a system in the
same method the system would operate to predict an outcome or a result. Models
allow us to reason about a system and make predictions about how a system will
behave (Astrom and Murray, 2010). An example of a modelling tool is Riverbed4,
which can model systems and simulate their behaviour.

4https://www.riverbed.com/
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2.5.2 Simulation

Simulation in general is to pretend that one deals with a real object while really work-
ing with an imitation, and is useful for studying a system’s behaviour. In a CR the
simulation is a computer model of the simulated reality, for example a power supply
system in which Programmable Logic Control (PLC) are modelled and are then sim-
ulated as part of a power plant system to observe the PLC behaviour. Arsham (2015)
compares this to a flight simulator, which is a model for flying an aeroplane, and is
implemented on a computational platform on a computer, showing on the screen the
controls and what the "pilot" sees from the cockpit. Mammadov (2017, pg 6) describe
simulation as “a tool that, given an input, uses mathematical modelling or software
techniques to generate an expected output based on what the model is supposed to
be simulating”. Calheiros et al. (2013) suggests that simulations rely on models of
software and hardware for evaluation, implying that a model needs to be developed
for simulation to be effective for evaluation.

Simulation as a whole requires less hardware resources than emulation for ex-
perimentation due to developers using models and applications to simulate whole
systems. Thus, simulation does not have scalability limitations, as is the case with
emulation, however simulation results are as accurate as the model of the software
submitted to the simulator, so accurate modelling is key in simulation (Calheiros
et al., 2013). Thus, simulation simulates a system’s behaviours, similarly to the real
system, using models dependent on its accuracy, therefore not according to a system’s
rigid rules. Henninger et al. (2008) describe the Live, Virtual, Constructive (LVC)
simulation terminology that is utilised to classify kinetic CR simulations which has
been adopted in CRs, in which live and virtual simulation provides a better level of
fidelity in CR than a constructive simulation. Damodaran and Couretas (2015) has
described these terminologies as follows:

• Live simulation: operate on and with actual systems and protocols. Due to
being a closed contained environment, live simulation is considered simulation
because the scenario is simulated and attacks are not conducted against a live
cyber threat.

• Virtual simulation: physical assets may interact with limited or representative
system models and visa versa.

• Constructive simulations are limited or representative asset models.

In the context of a CR, simulation imitates the cyber events of a real-world cyber
threat in a closed environment. Some examples of simulation software platforms
used in CR include Metova5, Cyberbit6, Tintri7 and others (Priyadarshini, 2018).

5https://cybercents.com/
6https://www.cyberbit.com/
7https://www.tintri.com/
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2.5.3 Emulation

Mammadov (2017, Pg 6) describe an emulator, as a “tool that actually performs the
actions in between the input and output stages of the process that yield in the de-
sired output”. Davis and Magrath (2013, pg 5) describe emulation as “the process of
mapping a desired experimental network topology and software configuration onto
the physical infrastructure of the CR”. Emulation emulates a system that behaves
exactly like the system must in the real world, with all the system rules, in a emu-
lated environment using SW, for example EXate8, CORE9 and others. Calheiros et al.
(2013, Pg 596) states, “emulation uses the actual software deployed in a model of the
hardware infrastructure”. Emulation is also more suited to be utilised once an ap-
plication software prototype is available, however emulation has limitations specific
to scalability and hardware constraints or the difficulty in generating large and real-
istic workload (Calheiros et al., 2013). Schiess (2001, pg 1463) present the following
analogy:

“Emulation is the marriage or combining the two worlds of two distinct
disciplines, namely the simulation and controls designs, (controlling SW
of the system), to effectively achieve ’virtual world’”.

Emulation ensures that the behaviour of the real ICT system is copied, implying
that an emulator tries to duplicate the inner workings of the device in real time and
emulates physical HW and SW of a system. The emulator SW allows for the full
functionality of the hardware and its original SW code in the emulator. An emulator
can be used for large ICT systems; the balance of true results will need to be weighed,
however the results are very accurate as there is no approximation. The use of having
a System in the Loop (SITL) and/or the Operator-in-the-loop (OITL) in cyber events
that are emulated will allow for a more mature assessment approach that includes
decision making and human performance within a CR.

2.5.4 Fidelity

Lewis et al. (2012) indicates that simulators perform at low or high fidelity depending
on how closely they represent real life. All network components, such as switches and
virtual hosts, behave in a highly predictable way while they operate in HW. When
these components are emulated, the behaviour of these components should be close
to the real way the component operates in real time, this is where the high and low
fidelity during emulation takes place. The term “network invariant” (Heller, 2013)
describes the delay that is inherent in a real network and is to be considered when
determining low or high fidelity.

To achieve network invariant, the emulator needs to consider and calculate the
error during an emulation run so that the network invariant for a network can be
emulated as close to a real time cyber environment as possible. Fidelity is viewed as

8https://www.scalable-networks.com/exata-network-emulator-software/
9https://www. nrl.navy.mil/itd/ncs/products/core/
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the ability to ensure that the emulation performed in a CR is as close to the hyper-real
network environment to ensure that the factor of “network invariants” is considered
during the emulation of nodes. In ensuring high fidelity, the number of nodes pro-
visioned are to be considered - as more nodes are emulated, fidelity will decrease.
Achieving a high level of fidelity with its complexities is a key consideration for a CR
to be as accurate and close to a real-time environment as possible.

2.5.5 Hyper Real Environment for a Cyber Range

Bonanni (2006, pg 130) describe hyper-reality as “distributed computing interfaces
that weave existing environments with additional channels of sensory feedback to
enhance everyday activities without confusing users”. Making use of virtual reality,
augmented reality, tangible interfaces and ambient displays add new channels of di-
gital information to the “real world” without overwhelming users (Bonanni, 2006).
By ensuring the quality of simulated content by being more illusionary, where vir-
tual reality is at one extreme and reality at the other, hyper-reality can be seen as
extending the spectrum of how “real” an experience feels by superimposing sensory
simulation based on the existing environment. Hyper-reality is seen as a condition
in which what is real and what is fiction are seamlessly blended together. Some
famous theorists of hyper-reality and hyper-realism include Jean Baudrillard, Albert
Borgmann, Daniel J. Boorstin, Neil Postman and Umberto Eco. In Figure 2.8, an
adapted synthesised view is depicted, from virtual to hyper reality.

Figure 2.8: Virtual to Hyper Reality as synthesised. After Bonanni (2006)

Baudrillard (1988) suggests that hyper-reality is a result of simulation, utilised
to replace actual objects and experiences. Using the science of emulation and high
fidelity and the ability to create a hyper-real environment is key to ensuring that
the CR has the ability to perform as it would on a real computational network. A
hyper-real environment can be described as an environment that matches the real
cyber world through the utilisation of computational devices and instrumentation to
enhance the emulated environment. Reality within the cyber environment is difficult
to achieve in more methods than one, for example creating a cyber space that is a
replica of the current Internet environment.

The reality is that within a CR the creation of a real-world cyber event will never
be completely accurate, or as if it were live; this is due to the massive amount of
diverse errors, packet flow, up and down time of multiple applications and services
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all executing and running at once (network invariants). This is why the drive for
an as-close-to reality solution for a CR is so challenging. Hence the hyper-real cyber
environment is plagued with different “network invariants” and cyber challenges.

2.6 Capability Maturity Models

Mateski et al. (2012, pg 10) describe a model as, “something used to represent or
explain the operation and mechanism of something else, or a simplified represent-
ation of something else”. Thalheim and Tropmann-Frick (2015, pg 604) describe a
model as being a “well-formed, adequate, and dependable artefact that represents
origins and must be commonly accepted by its community of practice”. In layman’s
terms, a model is an abstract view of a concept that highlights the main details of
the concept. Models are one of the main instruments in scientific research, and
they are considered to be the third dimension of science (Thalheim, 2013). Models
have two kinds of meaning, namely referential meaning, which establishes an inter-
dependence between elements and the origin (’what’), and functional meaning based
on the function of an element in the model (’how’) (Thalheim and Tropmann-Frick,
2016). Johnson and Henderson (2002, pg 26) define the conceptual model as a “high-
level description of how a system is organized and operates”. Thalheim (2012, pg 86)
alludes to the fact that a “conceptual model enhance models with concepts that are
commonly shared within a community who are involved in the modelling process”.
Johnson and Henderson (2002, pg 28) applies this rule: “if it is not in the conceptual
model, the system should not require users to be aware of it”.

Conceptual modelling is a widely applied practice with a large body of knowledge,
and concepts are the basis for concept modelling. They specify our knowledge by
indicating what objects are, and what properties objects have, thus one of the main
reasons for using a model is to provide a solution to a problem (Thalheim, 2010). Con-
ceptional modelling aims at the creation of an abstract representation of the situation
under investigation, or rather the method users employ to think about it (Thalheim
and Dahanayake, 2015).

There are strategic, tactical and support layers to consider when developing a
model, however as in Figure 2.9, the concept of modelling in it narrowest sense is
synthesis, which lives in the tactical layer. The modelling properties describe the
purpose and characteristics of the model; the modelling activities describe the actions
for developing a model including work product, scope, resources, goals, intentions,
time span, restrictions, and obligations; and the modelling constructs describe the
need for a common understanding in the community (CR community) of language,
application and engineering that is used in the model.

Salah et al. (2014) have proposed an evaluation template for a maturity model.
The template highlights that a maturity model includes three components: reference
model, or the fundamental elements that are to be assessed; performance scale, which
used by the assessor to rate the fundamental elements, and assessment procedure,
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Figure 2.9: Modelling in the Narrow Sense as synthesised. After Thalheim (2010)

which is a guide that has a maturity recording sheet, levels, performance and help
tips. These components are then evaluated accordingly as per a maturity model.

Maturity model have structured levels that allow for improvement in effective-
ness, and anyone that moves through these structured levels becomes more capable
(Fowler, 2014). Caralli et al. (2012, pg 3) describe a maturity model in its simplest
form as a “set of attributes that represent progression in a particular domain which
is mostly determined by levels”. The outcome of a maturity model provides a stand-
ard to benchmark against and delivers a roadmap to guide improvement. Thus by
guiding improvement, when an evaluation has taken place on an organisation’s pro-
cesses, the outcome of the evaluation is redirected to the “Plan, Do, Check, Act” cycle
to validate that improvement has taken place (Caralli et al., 2012).

The importance of a benchmark is that the benchmark must be validated prac-
tically by empirical data and measured accordingly, thus each level in the maturity
model must be more mature than the previous step, based on the evaluation of the
processes, practices and methods which are scored against a clear set of best prac-
tices and standards. Thus if the CR has achieved the determined attribute the CR
has then achieved the benchmarked maturity of a certain level, keeping in mind that
levels are not to be skipped.

Caralli et al. (2012) has also elaborated on the essential components to a maturity
model that are imperative for its structural form. These are: the levels - different
levels to progress through during a CR’s evolution; the domain areas - the CR domain
of which a domain is regarded as a “process area”; the attributes - the core content of
the process areas; and the appraisal and scoring methods, which are used to facilitate
evaluation using a common standard of measurement. Scoring methods can apply
weights or values on certain data collected for a certain attribute, with attributes
weighted or valued higher than others depending on the approach. The “Plan, Do,
Check, Act” cycle assists in improving the level, once weighted or scored, to progress
to the next level. A depiction of the components that are essential to a maturity model
is shown in Figure 2.10.

Caralli et al. (2012) indicates that there are three different types of maturity mod-
els. First, the progression model, which represents simple progression of attribute
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Figure 2.10: Components of a Maturity Model as synthesised. After Caralli et al.
(2012)

maturity. Second, the CMMs, also known as “Process Models”, which represent an
organisation’s capabilities with the processes and mature culture they use to reach
a certain level of maturity. Curtis et al. (2009, pg16) describe a CMM as, “An evolu-
tionary improvement path from an ad hoc, immature process to a disciplined, mature
process with improved quality and effectiveness”. Finally the hybrid model, which
is a combination of the progressive model’s characteristics and the CMM’s (Caralli
et al., 2012). However note that insufficient results may be derived from these mod-
els due to their abstractness, which is a general flaw in most CMMs. For this thesis
the type of maturity model used is the CMM or process model. There are multiple
CMMs that have been developed and defined over the years, and some of the most
utilised and well-known are discussed below.

2.6.1 Capability Maturity Model

The Capability Maturity Model (CMM) for software is primarily focused on and util-
ised to determine software capability maturity. It provides guidance on processes
for developing and maintaining software and on how to evolve toward a culture of
software engineering and management excellence (Paulk et al., 1993):

• Level I: Initial: The software process is characterized as ad hoc. There are very
few processes that are defined, and success is more of an individual effort.

• Level II: Repeatable: Basic project management processes are established and
the necessary process disciplines are in place from previous projects that were
successful.

• Level III: Defined: The SW process for management and engineering activities
are documented, standardized, and integrated into a standard software process.
All projects use the same SW standards documentation.
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• Level IV: Managed: Detailed measures of the SW process and product quality
are collected and are quantitatively understood and controlled.

• Level V: Optimizing: Continuously improving the process through quantitative
feedback and other innovations and ideas on technology.

2.6.2 Capability Maturity Model Integration (CMMI)

Capability Maturity Model Integration (CMMI) initially is a combination of three
predecessor models namely "Capability Maturity Model for Software", "Systems En-
gineering Capability Model" and "Integrated Product Development Capability Ma-
turity Model" (CMMI Team, 2010). CMMI provides characteristics of best practices
to give guidance to an organisation to improve its processes, quality and efficiency,
covering activities such as, hardware and software development from inception to
maintenance throughout its life cycle, to reach a certain maturity (CMMI Team,
2010). Its main driver shows an organisation what to do to improve, but not how
to do their processes (Constantinescu and Iacob, 2007). CMMI is a process improve-
ment model which conforms to the ISO/TS 9000 standard, which is an international
quality standard using the quality management principle - the process approach ISO
Institute (2016) - in which both entities complement each other. CMMI is not an im-
plementation but rather an application of concepts to reach (Fowler, 2014) maturity
from a process perspective.

The three CMMI concepts provide guidance to organisations; these are Develop-
ment, Acquisition and Services which form the core CMMI Process Area (PA). The
CMMI PA, which is not a process description but rather areas of interest that are
common for all three concepts which, when performed collectively, satisfy a set of
goals for process improvement Kulpa and Johnson (2008). CMMI for development
is a reference model that covers activities for developing both products and services,
covering the product’s life cycle from conception to maintenance. The emphasis is
on the work necessary to build and maintain the total product (CMMI Team, 2010).
There are two representations, namely staged and a continuous structure (levels III
and II are the same). Continuous representation focuses on capability, allowing an
organisation to focus on a specific process to augment the capability or organisa-
tion’s objective. Continuous representation includes the following levels: Level 0:
Incomplete (inconsistent performance); Level I: Initial (addresses performance is-
sues); Level II: Managed (identifies and manages progress); Level III: Defined (focus
on achieving performance objectives). The Staged representation focuses on overall
maturity of an organisation’s process, improvement and achievement across multiple
process areas to improve incrementally throughout an organisation Kulpa and John-
son (2008). This is discussed in more detail in Section 5.2.2. The levels for the CMMI
Staged representation are:

• Level I: Initial: Processes are not structured and are reactive.
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• Level II: Managed: Basic processes and controls are present, focused more on
a project based process which is reactive in nature.

• Level III: Defined: Standardizes processes and controls are present through-
out.

• Level IV: Quantitatively Managed: Quantitative techniques measure the stan-
dardized processes.

• Levels V: Optimizing: Focus on continuous improvement to strive for excel-
lence and added value to the improved processes.

2.6.3 Levels of Information Systems Interoperability (LISI)

The Levels of Information Systems Interoperability (LISI) model is a reference model
and process for testing interoperability between information systems. This improves
interoperability between information systems and can be utilised to link different
levels of CRs and CR systems in themselves (Kasunic, 2001). When combined with
the maturity levels, the acronym PAID - which references the interoperability attrib-
utes of the LISI Model, namely Policy, Application, Infrastructure, Data - becomes
the LISI Capability Model. The maturity levels for LISI are as follows (Chie, 2001):

• Level I: Isolated, which is manually implemented for interoperability with re-
movable media or manual configuration.

• Level II: Functional is peer to peer interoperability connected for basic two
method communication.

• Level III: Connected is distributed interoperability, namely Local Area Net-
work (LAN).

• Level IV: Domain is integrated interoperability, namely Wide Area Network
(WAN).

• Level V: Enterprise is universal interoperability, connected to multiple topolo-
gies and heterogeneous systems levels.

2.6.4 Cyber Security Capability Maturity Model (CSCMM)

The Cyber Security Capability Maturity Model (CSCMM) indicates different levels
of cyber security capability and the maturity of an organisation (Oxford University,
2014). The maturity of this model can be used to determine the levels of cyber resili-
ence that need to be implemented in a CR. This has been broken down into five levels
of capability maturity, namely:

• Level I: Start-up: At this level there is limited to no cyber security.

• Level II: Formative: Some cyber security features have begun to be formulated.
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• Level III: Established: Elements of cyber security are in place and working in
that cyber security is functional and defined.

• Level IV: Strategic: A decision on priorities for cyber security is determined,
focused on and put in place.

• Level V: Dynamic: There are clear cyber security mechanisms in place to aug-
ment a cyber strategy in terms of the threat environment, and there is a scene
of responsibility within the organisation towards cyber security.

2.6.5 People Capability Maturity Model (PCMM)

The People CMM is focused on implementing practices that continuously improve
a workforce by managing, developing, motivating and retaining a workforce with
reference to the business objectives using best practices (Valdez et al., 2008, pg 76).
Curtis et al. (2009, pg 5) describes that people CMM as “a proven set of human capital
management processes to improve a work force”. The model has five distinct levels
in which people maturity can be improved, this is discussed in more detail in Section
5.2.1. The levels for the People CMM are:

• Level I: Initial: Skills are not certified and are haphazard in nature.

• Level II: Managed: Implementing basic workforce practices.

• Level III: Defined: Development of structured workforce practices and rewards
for people.

• Level IV: Predictable: Capability management and continuously improving
workforce practices.

• Level V: Optimizing: People are striving for performance excellence, optimising
the workforce.

2.6.6 Capability Maturity Model Comparison

Comparing the CMM, CMMI-Dev, LISI, CSCMM and the People CMM, discussed
above, one can clearly see an alignment in the maturity levels. The underlining
baseline in the comparison of the CMMs is that it is clear that there are five levels in
each model: Level I Initial, Level II Managed, Level III Defined, Level IV Quantitat-
ively Managed, Level V Optimised. This general view is directly associated with the
CMMI-Dev view of levels. All of the models complement each other and can be util-
ised for a proposed CMM for a CR to measure its capability maturity on five different
levels. Thus the CMM, CMMI-Dev and People CMM are appealing to be synthesized
and adopted using a staged representation structure for a proposed CMM for a CR.
A comparison of the CMMs is depicted in Table 2.6. An analysis of cyber security
models was completed in work by Le and Hoang (2016), namely “Can Maturity Mod-
els Support Cyber Security” is also referred to in determining the different maturity
levels.
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Table 2.6: Capability Maturity Model Comparison
Capability
Maturity
Models

Focus Area Level I Level II Level III Level IV Level V

CMM Software
Process

Initial Repeatable Defined Managed Optimised

CMMI - Dev Processes Initial Managed Defined Quantitatively
Managed

Optimised

LISI Interoperability Isolated Functional Connected Domain Enterprise
CSCMM Cyber Security Start Up Formative Established Strategic Dynamic

People CMM Workforce Initial Managed Defined Predictable Optimised

2.7 Summary

Chapter 2 established the baseline definitions for the cyber domain, the cyber threat
landscape and its elements, which have a relevance to establish a CR for specific pur-
poses. A comparison of cyber and information security established the differences
thereof and gave a description of the skills and functions of a cyber warrior and in-
formation systems expert. A CR overview established context for the understanding
of a CR, the origin of the concept of a CR, its different purposes, function, and util-
isation to form a firm base of understanding of a CR. The next generation CRs have
been discussed to give insight into the future focus of CRs. The concepts of modelling,
simulation and emulation were discussed to allow for better understanding of their
uses in a CR, with the understanding of fidelity and a hyper real environment.

From literature on models and the CMMs that were identified it was established
that a conceptual model type is more appropriate, which will provide a level of ab-
straction in a conceptual approach to the development of a capability maturity model
for a CR. A combination of CMMs that have been discussed are adopted and synthes-
ised to develop a proposed CMM for a CR. It was also established that most CMMs
have five levels, which are adopted accordingly as an incremental approach. The
main focus for this thesis is to form a baseline for the development towards a CMM
for a CR. The literature review identified no formulated CMM for a CR, standardized
measurement for a CR, standard classification of a CR on different levels, or com-
mon CR definition. This literature review is the departure point to determining a
proposed CMM for a CR.

Chapter 3 will build on from the literature in defining a CR, highlighting the high
level architecture, the CR as a system and defining the core capability elements of
a CR and their relative importance. A real network is introduced to benchmark a
baseline to emulate a CR on a specific proposed level. The functional attributes and
capability elements of a CR are proposed to portray the complexity of enabling the
capability development of a CR.
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3
Defining a Cyber Range

In Chapter 2 a literature review was completed which focused on describing the hol-
istic picture of the cyber domain, the CR as a concept and the generic CMMs in
literature, which forms the baseline understanding for the development of a CMM
for a CR.Chapter 3 focuses on determining the core capability elements of a CR and
establishing their relative importance. In Section 3.1, a holistic architecture provides
the establishment of a foundation for the design and development of a CR. Section
3.2 looks at the CR as a system to allow for Section 3.3 to define the core capability
elements of a CR; this flows into Section 3.4 which presents a Paired Comparison
analysis and determines the relative importance of the core capability elements to
determine proposed CR levels. In Section 3.5 a real network’s data was captured to
form a baseline for a CR level. Section 3.6 addresses the capability development of
a CR according to a process which is discussed, establishing a view on the capability
life-cycle of a CR. Section 3.7 provides a summary of the chapter.

3.1 Cyber Range Architecture

Architecture focuses on abstraction, as the skeleton of a system is used to visualise
the big picture, indicating the plan for the structure of a system, and what the system
must do (Spacey, 2017). A CR is developed according to an operational viewpoint, the
type of cyber operations it is to maintain, organisational objectives, and the missions
that are to be performed. The more realism in a CR the better the effect when per-
forming certain cyber-related events. An established operational view allows for a
system viewpoint to be established; the system viewpoint links to the systems that
are used to achieve the operational view, hence understand which node or subsystems
are linked or related.
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Figure 3.1: High Level Cyber Range Architecture

There are many architectural models that are documented in literature and can
be adopted to form a CR architecture. Two architecture models are briefly discussed
below, namely an open and closed architecture. An open architecture model allows
for different hardware (HW) and software (SW) components to be added within the
design of a system. A closed architecture model is manufactured for a specific system
and is not compatible with other SW or HW (Levison, 2019), hence if one component
changes it changes the entire system. This type of architecture is mainly used in
closed systems that are interdependent. In comparing the two architectures, the
open architecture is a more prescribed approach to use due to its flexibility, based on
allowing a CR to evolve. Hwang and Bush (2015) also indicates some other models
that are utilised for a CR:

• Monolithic model serves all user bases, due to a stand-alone high-level virtual
interface over other computational hardware systems.

• Distributed model: allows a system using technology to be more flexible, by
physically separating subsystems and enabling the exchange of resources through
standard interfaces over networks.

• Federated models allow a system to utilise capabilities of other systems on de-
mand, and enables interoperability to share information and allow resources to
be augmented using computational processing.

As an observation, distributed and federated model is a more viable implementation
method for a CR. Mosleh et al. (2016) has indicated to move away from a monolithic
model to a distributed model to allow for flexibility.
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The high level CR architecture, as in Figure 3.1, is comprised of five main areas,
namely management, control, virtual environment, other connections and distrib-
uted or federated infrastructure. The management area is divided into two ap-
proaches: first, the administrative management of the CR, which is predominantly
focused on resource from a technical perspective, and the life cycle of the CR. The
second approach is the management of cyber events focusing on generating cyber
events for training and T&E of computational products from a research and develop-
ment view. The control environment is controlling the CR cyber events and activities
that are performed in the CR from an operational viewpoint by allocating resources
and assets.

The virtual environment enables the cyber events to take place by hosting them,
either in a containerised or a cloud environment, to accommodate different cyber
events. The virtual cyber event are either modelled, simulated or emulated, of which
IP or RF traffic is generated and teams are allocated accordingly. Analysis is per-
formed on the cyber event by utilising different sensors to collect and measure data
to determine the effect of the event. A platform that allows other connections such
as instrumentation is optional to implement, and can augment the effectiveness or
performance of the CR depending on the cyber event. The distributed or federated
infrastructure (either utilising a stack or cloud infrastructures) provides users access
to the CR and the utilisation of resources and assets in other CR.

By utilising the high level architecture of a CR as a concept, a design can be
determined. Designing a system is fundamental and creates a plan to develop some-
thing specific, as determined in the architecture, enabling the designing of specific
core components for a system based on how the system will work (Spacey, 2017). The
core capability elements of a CR are the subsystems for a CR system, which have an
impact on the design of the CR and which are discussed in Section 3.3. The design
for a CR system must consider the CR’s operational environment and engineering
process approach, as in Figure 3.2, where the external environment refers to those
systems the CR needs to interact with without hampering its own operation. The en-
vironment is where a CR system executes its function and purpose. The CR system
indicates how the design should look to fulfil its purpose and the capabilities that
are expected. The CR subsystem includes the core components needed for a CR to
function as a system. The CR user is the user’s ability to operate the full comple-
ment of the CR functions in a user-friendly manner. There are however two different
users that will use a CR system, namely application and administrative users. The
application users, who use the services of the CR system, will utilise the CR system
to perform a specific function or task without having any technical expertise or un-
derstanding of the system itself. Administrative users configure the operations and
maintenance of the CR system and provide systems testing and training for the CR
application user.
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Figure 3.2: Cyber Range Operational Environment Engineering Process

3.2 Cyber Range as a System

The CR requirements are to be understood in the context of the purpose of the CR
and its expected outcome. A modular and scalable approach to the development of
a CR is a logical view to implement. This is due to technological changes, upgrades
and the integration with other capabilities. Firstly, a feasibility study including a
technical, economical and operational study must be completed to determine whether
to develop, procure or outsource CR services (stack or cloud infrastructure). When
procuring a CR system the requirements are to be met according to the product’s
specifications and the criteria that are needed to suit the needs and purpose of the
CR. The criteria for a CR are discussed in Section 4.1.

In the development of a system there are certain principles that are to be con-
sidered. Bentley and Whitten (2007) have proposed the principles of system devel-
opment as follows: get the system user involved, use a problem solving approach,
establish phased activities, produce documentation throughout the development, es-
tablish standards, manage the process and projects, justify information systems as a
capital asset, do not be afraid to cancel and re-scope, divide and conquer and design
systems for growth. These principles can be adopted when developing a CR.

A system is divided into two broad areas, namely functional , which is what the
system will do, how it will do it, under what conditions, and what other systems are
involved with the operation. Similarly, the physical is what the system’s components
will look like and be used for from a detailed technical specification, and how they
will integrate with each other. A system is much more than just an integration of
components; it addresses the fundamental model of People, Processes and Technology
(PPT) focusing on resources, material, facilities, data, HW and SW. The CR system is
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Figure 3.3: Cyber Range System and Sub-Systems

designed to provide the desired operational environment, and to achieve the desired
functionality and performance. Figure 3.3 illustrates a proposed CR system and sub-
systems which will form the building blocks for the CR core capability elements.

3.3 Core Capability Elements for a Cyber Range

The core capability elements for a CR are identified elements that a CR requires to
function as a system. The mapping and justification thereof are based on a review of
relevant literature and the general composition of a CR, as discussed in Section 2.4.
The core capability elements are further defined to create context for CR capabilit-
ies as a collective. Not all capabilities are implemented in a CR, as this depends on
the purpose the CR is to fulfil. However determining the core capability elements al-
lows for a baseline to be established to formulate CR-specific capability requirements.
Priyadarshini (2018) has proposed an ideal CR with perimeters that are essential in
a CR. The relevant importance of the qualitative values determined are as follows.

• Very High: Infrastructure, Scenarios teams, Simulation Environment, Tools,
Automation, Performance, High Fidelity and Intellectual Property.

• High: Virtual Private Networks (VPN’s) and cloud infrastructure.

• Medium: Seats, Virtual Cloned Networks (VCN’s).
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• Low: People involvement.

This research has assisted in defining the core capability elements for a CR for this
thesis. The core capability elements have been broken down for understanding. Util-
ising the core capability elements, a Pairwise Comparison analysis was used to de-
termine the relative importance of the elements to determine different CR levels, as
in Section 3.4. The bases for determining the core capability elements are used in the
measurement criteria for a CR, as in Section 4.5. The results of the CR core capability
element are discussed in Section 6.1.1 which has aided in acquire a consensus from
CR experts. The core capability elements in the context of this thesis are defined as
the subsystems for a CR. The high-level descriptions of the core capability elements
for a CR are listed in Table 3.1.

3.3.1 Management System

To manage a CR with all its functions and capabilities is complex in nature, thus it is
imperative for a management system to be implemented in a CR. A CR management
system is the central operational hub of the CR, and must have the ability to allocate,
distribute and configure resources, manage cyber events, develop processes, manage
administrative aspects of the CR, and train human resources. The management of
a CR can be divided into two parts: CR management through out the CR’s life cycle,
and cyber events management, which manages cyber events through their life cycles.
A computational management system ensures that the system is controlled as per its
purpose and configuration according to the operational needs (Buyya et al., 2000).

CR management functions that are applicable to managing the technical life cycle
of the CR include the configuration of ICT systems, administering access permissions
and managing the security system for authentication and access control to the CR,
management of on-demand services for rapid implementation of cyber events, man-
aging the integration with other CR systems, database management and digital doc-
umentation, knowledge management in the CR, management of resources training,
and the Quality of Service (QoS) the CR provides. The implementing of CR policies,
operating processes, and standard working procedures for the CR is key in ensuring
standard practices are adhered to. The content of training material and manuals for
operating the CR, whether for an exercise or the CR itself, are to be managed accord-
ingly. Managing the CR events as per requirements for users is dependent on the
cyber event, which is fundamental in a CR.

Cyber event management in a CR is the ability to design, plan, develop, execute
and provision a cyber event. Utilising the necessary tools and capabilities to give an
effective and efficient cyber event which is cyber mission focused and operationally
realistic. When developing a cyber event, a Red and Blue environment is established
to accommodate realistic cyber capabilities that simulate and emulate these envir-
onment. Sensors are to be deployed to monitor and send data back to the manage-
ment system to be analysed using metrics to measure the users responses accurately.
Sensors for the CR are discussed in Section 4.4.3.
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Table 3.1: Cyber Range Core Capability Elements
Core Capability Elements Description

Management System

Main hub of the CR, used to issue and establish different
platforms to host cyber activities in the CR, to create ses-
sions and cyber exercises, to allocate resources, to ensure the
optimal operation of the CR, and to have a view of the com-
plete CR network and activities.

Learner Management
System

Allows for people to interact with a computational system in
relation to lessons or outcomes that need to be performed in
the CR.

Monitoring System with
Sensors

To monitor cyber activities of people and the processes used
based on establishing statistics, to establish lessons learnt in
the CR.

Health Monitoring System
with Sensors

To monitor the health status of the CR with health sensors
to indicate status, failure or faults in the CR.

Security System
The ability to execute both physical and logical security in a
CR.

Security Incident Events
Management (SIEM)

To ensure event correlation and the ability to analyse mali-
cious activity according to SIEM functions.

Back Up and Storage Capabil-
ity

To store and replay cyber activities when required and to
maintain a history and storage of data captured in the CR.

Threat Library Capability
Library in which all types and families of cyber malicious
code are stored.

Scenario Generator Capabil-
ity

Set of cyber scenarios of cyber attacks that have been created,
reference or recorded. Real time cyber scenarios are injects
to cyber events.

Big Data Capability
Methodology to store data in huge amounts due to CR activ-
ities.

Traffic Generator
Capability

Ability to generate digital Internet Protocol (IP) traffic and
Radio Frequency (RF) traffic realistically at high volumes.

Network Infrastructure
Physical high speed computational and networking pro-
cessing capability for a CR.

Virtual Infrastructure

Ability to emulate, simulate and model virtually, and the
ability to create SW defined converged infrastructure, with
high fidelity nodes, and provision networks on demand in a
short space of time.

Software
Operating Systems

Ability to host multiple operating systems within the CR,
whether licensed, open-source or proprietary.

Software Applications
Ability to hold multiple SW, cyber security and offensive
tool set applications within the CR, whether licensed, open-
source or proprietary

Redundancy Mirrored back-to-back system implementation of a CR.

Real Device Connectivity
Capability to connect real hardware devices to execute test-
ing or for utilisation in a cyber event.

Instrumentation connectivity
capability

Ability to connect specific cyber instrumentation to augment
a CR.

Facility
The housing of the physical CR which is dependent on size
and functionality being it a fixed facility or mobile in nature.
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An integrated cyber events tool suite supports the cyber event management, and
includes tools that support cyber scenarios, a scenario generator, and assistance for
cyber event planning. It also defines and manages resources required for a cyber
event, and automatically builds, verifies, and sanitises the CR to support the full
cycle of cyber event development (Hwang and Bush, 2015).

3.3.2 Learner Management System

A Learner Management System (LMS) allows a learner to interact with a computa-
tional system through lessons or evaluations that need to be performed. The LMS
also displays the learners efforts and compliance to a set curriculum in a formal or
informal manner. Hence a LMS is a software application for e-learning in which
courses and education programs can be customised (Elite, 2019). For learning to take
place there is a need for a cognitive balance between practical application and the-
oretical ability to be performed by an individual in order to accredit the individual
efforts and skills (Chapaev et al., 2016).

A conceptual framework for modelling cognitive complexities in a CR in an operat-
ing environment - which highlights the cognitive complexities, tasks difficulties and
workload - can be utilised in conjunction with the LMS in assessing the cognitive com-
plexities experienced by CR users (Antonio et al., 2019). Within a CR the LMS should
be structured according to a structured growth learnership program that caters from
a basic entry level to the most advanced level for each individual. Developing a cur-
riculum for a LMS is a process that is to comply with the Education Training and
Development (ETD) standards of a specific nation. Compliance with formal cyber
certifications will need to be formulated in accordance with international certifying
authority.

Reith et al. (2018) states a LMS forces a linear progression of material coupled
with an evaluation system. Reith et al. (2018) also alludes to a possible rethink of
an LMS, as suggested in the framework “Rethinking USAF Cyber Education and
Training”. The LMS assists in allowing trainees to become accustomed to the cyber
environment through learning multiple different cyber-related learning outcomes.
Similarly, it allows trainees to link up to different LMS sessions to build on and
develop their cyber skills. Access to the LMS is also a widely-utilised system with
wide-reaching abilities to not only augment CR events but also as a platform for
cyber resilience.

The LMS system should be maintained consistently to keep up with the ever-
changing cyber environment. Other approaches that can be implemented to augment
learning in a CR include gamification, which allows for a sequenced cyber game to
play out with participants needing to execute certain functions in the game to reach
an objective or stage linked to a scoring system. The CR LMS system allows training
content, such as cyber lessons and training material applicable to different levels of
cyber training, the ability for users (learners) to interact with cyber lessons as part
of the CR computer-based exercises (not the CTF or CBX), and the ability to interact
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with other CR LMS’s using distributed cloud-based technologies (Reith et al., 2018).

3.3.3 Sensors for a Cyber Range

Sensors are a vital component in a CR, as they allow for the CR to be monitored
in various aspects. The metrics that are collected will aid in giving certain results
pertaining to the effect and performance of human and machine interaction in a CR.
Sensors in a CR are deployed to collect system and events data; this is stored in a
database, and analysis of the data with machine learning techniques allows for situ-
ational awareness of a CR to take place (Labuschagne and Veerasamy, 2017). Franke
and Brynielsson (2014) state that data from the sensors can be fed to a data fusion
process that enables situational awareness and aggregation for a CR. The situational
awareness information of a CR triggers a response, either automatic or manual, how-
ever false positives and negatives are to be considered when taking appropriate ac-
tion to the response.

An example of this is the National Cyber Range (NCR), which is instrumented
with traffic generators and sensors collecting network traffic and data from local and
distributed nodes (Ošlejšek et al., 2017). Another example of this is the utilisation of
Artificial Intelligence (AI) to gather data with sensors or software solutions in the CR
network or networks (Pahi et al., 2017). Sensors can be used to measure the perform-
ance of the CR in the following areas: packet flow, health of the system, security of the
system and multiple other users, or effectiveness (by monitoring peoples’ behaviour
in a cyber event).

An example of technology which has access to a large amount of the aggregated
data are the automotive sensors, which are capable of collecting and transmitting
information derived from personal behaviours (Simon and Graham, 2017). Sensors,
in layman’s terms, can act as a warning to circumvent a critical failure, allowing for
improvement in effectiveness and performance due to the subsequent analysis of the
sensors’ output. Sensors are specific to a function that needs be performed, and there
are a multitude of sensors that can be implemented in a CR. The following list is a
high-level view of sensors for a CR.

1. Monitor System: Monitoring sensors need to be deployed on multiple nodes to
be able to monitor user behaviours while in a CDX (human interaction, where
the human clicks using a mouse). These sensors are able to monitor ports and
IP address connections over a period of time (intrusion detection sensor); all
this statistical data is captured to evaluate the event from both the users’ in-
teractions and the computational actions and ability. It also enables analysis
of user performance while executing cyber events, the generation of statistical
data on the performance of users, the monitoring of the computational actions
performed by the users per an event, and the keeping of a score which displays
the user’s performance.

2. Health Monitoring System: The understanding of the health of a ICT system
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pertains to the sensors that indicate whether the ICT system is operating at
optimum. The health of a CR as a system needs to be monitored to ensure
proactive maintenance to the CR. The health system must monitor the general
well-being of the CR.

3. Instrumentation and Connectivity Capability: Real device connectivity to per-
form a System in the Loop (SITL) test is a useful method to ensure that the
device or System Under Test (SUT) is tested accurately in a CR. Instrument-
ation in the CR environment can be described as tools or cyber sensors that
deliver results or that can augment and enable shortages within a CR capabil-
ity. Instrumentation usage in a CR depends on the application, thus a mixture
of instrumentation sensors are a best fit for a CR. Adding instrumentation to
a CR will enable it to have a better real-time feel for the user. Below are some
examples of instrumentation that can be plug-ins into a CR:

(a) Network telescope (which is a network sensor) allows a user to observe
if there are any anomalies in IP ranges which are not being used. These
telescopes are deployed within a public subnet or other subnets which hosts
no services or normal traffic, with the main function to capture and analyse
traffic that flows in specific subnets (Moore et al., 2004). This will allow for
a CR to utilise a network telescope, to aid a Blue team (defensive team) to
observe specific subnets to detect anomalies such as a DOS attack, IP and
port scanning to name a few (Irwin, 2011).

(b) Honeypots are described as “a system (for example, a Web server) or system
resource (for example, a file on a server) that is designed to be attractive to
potential crackers and intruders and has no authorized users other than
its administrators” NIST Institute (2013, pg 86). Honeynets are extensions
of a honeypot system that can emulate entire virtualised networks (Irwin,
2011). High interaction monitoring systems are also described as a high
interaction honeypot, which is a darknet monitoring system that detects
darknet packets by attempting to connect back to the suspicious host sys-
tem to allow for exploitation to take place to capture the injected malware
samples for analysis (ISO Institute, 2012b). These are useful in a CR to
monitor any traffic that is detected in a scenario and to analyse malware
that is injected into a cyber event.

(c) NetFlow is the name given to a series of protocols developed by Cisco,
which are used to record metadata about a connection (Claise 2004; Cisco
2019). Herbert (2018, pg 15) discribes NetFlow as, “a means of logging
network flows which passes through a flow monitoring device in a commu-
nications pair’s route”. As an example, the information recorded by these
protocols include, but is not limited to, what IPs were involved in a con-
nection, what ports were used, the number of bytes sent, the number of
flags raised, and the duration of the connection. NetFlow differs from Deep
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Packet Analysis (DPA) in that DPA analyses each packet within a commu-
nication, whereas NetFlow only concerns itself with generating a log about
a communication. The benefits of using both approaches is that the one
augments the other, in that NetFlow identifies the problem area and DPA
drills in deeper to solve the attribution. NetFlow is also a unidirectional
logger that analyses the packet traffic in one direction. This means that in
a communication between two end-points, a NetFlow log will be generated
for all data sent from the first host to the second, and another NetFlow
log will be generated for all data sent from the second host to the first.
NetFlow is a near real-time system in that it creates logs after a commu-
nication is complete. This severely limits its ability to respond to a network
event while the event is occurring. The typical data that will be collected
on a specific problem area will be IP address, flags, ports and services. A
NetFlow system operates holistically in the following method: a publisher
is started up which tells the process modules (PM) what it needs processed;
the PMs then communicate to the collectors - hardware components - that
collect NetFlow data which is needed on a specific network.

(d) Cyber security instrumentation, of which there are many examples, includ-
ing NESSUS1, NexPose2 and OpenVAS3.

(e) Performance instrumentation, which is specific to computational devices, is
used to establish an accurate performance level, for example oscilloscope,
wave propagation instrumentation and other electronic scientific measure-
ment instrumentation.

3.3.4 Security System

In a CR the containment and the maintenance of the sandboxed and virtual en-
vironment is key for both a stack or cloud implementation of a CR. All sub-system
components have functions which need protection mechanisms to allow for the sub-
components to function and fulfil their purpose without compromising the CR sys-
tem as a whole. The security architecture for a CR should be integrated as part of
the design from the start to ensure that the protection of the CR is segmented in
different authorisation layers. The security system must visualise the component be-
haviour through a security interface, and feedback status is to be provided to the CR
management system. The acceptable risk appetite for a CR from a security perspect-
ive is to be considered, and what risk reduction activities are necessary to mitigate
the risks. To address this, CR risk management process are to be documented. The
“black swan theory”, which focuses on a surprise event that is not predicted and has
a major impact on an organisation (Summers, 2012), must be taken into account, in
that cyber event exploits are to be contained in a CR, so as not to leak on the Internet

1https://www.tenable.com/products/nessus/nessus-professional/
2https://www.rapid7.com/products/nexpose/
3http://www.openvas.org/
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and or other distributed CR networks.
The risk appetite is to be confirmed through conducting a complete security threat

and risk analysis on the sub-system components of a CR from a security functionality
and assurance perspective. A consideration of the cost verses the risk appetite is to be
defined for the CR, addressing whether in each case it would be better to accept the
risk or procure security controls, which can over capitalize the CR sub-system or com-
plete system. A residual risk will also need to be considered for corrective actions to
be implemented, for a security failure of a sub-system or system. Consistent changes
in technology and the approaches of malicious actors will need to be considered in
securing sub-systems in the CR. A way to address this involves a consistent security
maintenance plan to support the evolving CR. Authentication and non-repudiation
for access to the CR is fundamental to a security system and is to be implemented
accordingly.

Perimeter and application firewalls between the Internet and a distributed net-
work are to be configured to filter ingress and egress traffic and allow for deep packet
inspection (Spirent, 2017). Intrusion detection and prevention systems, the utilisa-
tion of encryption to secure connection, and Endpoint Protection Platforms (EPP),
which provide malware protection of endpoints are to be centrally managed. Security
standards implementations are also to be considered for a CR. When participating in
a CDX, a Blue team perspective operating in a CR requires security tools to detect,
isolate and block security attacks and exploits from Red teams. The CR is to cater for
various different cyber categories of security classifications within a security system,
namely unclassified, restricted, confidential, secret and top secret cyber events.

The physical protection of a CR is also to be considered in the light of potential
physical breaches, such as theft and the utilisation of CR without appropriate author-
ization. Other functions for a CR security system include the following: the ability
to contain a security incident in the CR, the ability to enable encryption internally
and externally; the separation and containerisation of CR cyber events; the imple-
mentation of cyber security standards in the CR as adopted by an organisation; the
logical security for access to CR services within the CR; the ability to ensure data
integration for the CR; the physical security of the CR and the visual monitoring;
authentication and access control implementation; degaussing or sanitising exposed
systems in the CR facility or Lab after utilisation; and finally the ability to enforce
and ensure the security classification of CR events.

3.3.5 Security Information Events Management (SIEM)

A SIEM is employed to display the data collected by network and security systems
(Spirent, 2017). The SIEM is a vital capability in the security environment in that
the SIEM will monitor and confirm security compliance within an organisation, and
is a benefit to a Security Operations Centre (SOC). SIEM will have the capability
to receive feeds from sensors and sources in a network, namely routers; servers,
switches, Intrusion Protection Systems (IPS), Intrusion Detection System (IDS), and
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other sources within a network. The sources will give logs in which the events that
take place on the sources are logged. Event correlation will then be executed to link
events together and to monitor if there is a cyber security incident or an Indicator of
Compromise (IOC).

If there is a cyber incident in which the event shares a certain signature or pat-
tern with a malicious act, a red flag is indicated and a triage process is activated
to analyse the event, which is categorised according to its risk it poses to a net-
work , and a response will then be generated to contain or eliminate the malicious
event (NIST Institute, 2012). Typically in a SIEM there are different capabilities, in-
cluding log collection and processing, searching and reporting, real time monitoring,
incident management, threat intelligence and user behaviour analytics. Utilising
these capabilities together supports the viability of an organisation’s network secur-
ity (Subhalakshmi, 2018). Karlzén (2009) states that a SIEM provides a centralised
log analysis, hence identifying errors on networks, and providing policy monitoring
and identity management. In a CR the SIEM will aid in allowing CR technical staff
to prioritize workload due to the SIEM generating events or alarms. A SIEM in most
cases deploys a SW agent that is installed to collect data to either pull the data at a
specified time or pull the data from devices to the SIEM for analysis (Coetzee, 2015).
It is worth noting that the next generation SIEM applications have allowed for de-
velopers to write their own SIEM apps (Spirent, 2017).

3.3.6 Back Up Storage Capability

A back-up system is fundamental in any ICT system, and is essential especially in
cyber events to replay the event, allowing users to learn from mistakes made or to
augment the process used in the event. Having a replay ability also enables the CR to
maintain a history, whether as logs or the cyber event itself, and store data captured
in the CR itself. Back-up systems are normally designed to have a on-site and off-
site functionality according to best practices. Rabinovich et al. (2018) has eluded to
different back-up techniques that can be utilised to reduce storage size to a central
server, which can be applied in a CR. Another method of backup storage is SW defined
storage, which allows for a shared pool of storage in which servers have a SW layer
implemented to provide separate storage (Sreenivasamurthy, 2018). Cloud storage
is mostly used globally as a service, and is an added benefit to a CR, especially when
utilising a cloud service provider to provision a CR and during cyber events. From
a security viewpoint the data that is stored in a back-up site is to be tamper proof,
with logs of all changes or deletions kept, data integration maintained, and accurate
clocking of the metadata.

Back-up storage, from a practical viewpoint for a CR, is to provide back-up on-site
and off-site: the importance of this is to ensure the consistency and reliability of the
CR. Encryption techniques are to be implemented to ensure secure storage of data
within the CR as well as the validation and management of digital signatures, keys
and hashes. Organisational procedures on secure data disposal are to be implemen-
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ted accordingly within the CR management of databases (Jones et al., 2017). The
use of portable external backup storage devices is to be managed and be maintained
according to CR security processes.

3.3.7 Big Data Capability

Big Data, as the name suggests,deals with large quantities of data, and requires
different approaches, techniques, analytical and statistical tools, processes and ar-
chitectures (Grobelnik, 2012). This is a fundamental part of a CR due to the masses
of data that are generated from the events management, cyber scenario generator,
execution of the CDX and CFT exercises, and from computational test and evalu-
ation. Big Data refers to the 3Vs, namely volume, velocity, and variety, where volume
is the amount of data, velocity is the speed data is processed, and variety is the num-
ber of different types of data sources (Su, 2012). Grobelnik (2012) describe the key
enablers for the growth of sufficient data as the increase of data storage capacities,
computational processing power and the availability of data on demand.

A big data platform in a CR will enable and maintain the V3 in a CR. By using
datasets in a CR to capture multiple cyber event data and applying AI methods spe-
cific to Deep Learning, an algorithm can be trained using the CR data sets (Hurley,
2018). Using big data techniques, tools and processes will augment the CR capability
in decision-making on various levels regarding the management of a CR. Adding to
this, big data will benefit the cyber threat library and scenario generator capability.
This will also allow for the CR to have the ability to have accurate and relevant in-
formation specific to identifying the gaps in the CR events, supporting the systems’
ability to function optimally. Using big data methods to collect, analyse, visualize
and share information (Labuschagne and Veerasamy, 2017) is essential in any CR
for future implementation of smart CR systems. An example of big data techniques
and tools used in a CR is the CyberVAN using the Apache Hadoop4 family (Ošlejšek
et al., 2017).

3.3.8 Threat Library

There are multiple CRs that utilise threat feeds from shared platforms to receive
feeds and download threats from malicious code laboratories from different vendors
and open-source crowd-sourcing malicious code sites. Using threat intelligence tech-
niques in analysing data and detection of cyber threats is vital to the development of
a threat library. The known and unknown cyber threats and vulnerabilities of com-
putational HW and SW are to be stored with their signatures, and must include a set
of standard definitions and descriptions, namely a threat agent library (Mavroeidis
and Bromander, 2017). A national threat library is beneficial - having a centralised
threat database for the utilisation of the threat library for CRs and for utilisation
in research on cyber threats provides the ability to cross-reference families of cyber

4https://hadoop.apache.org/
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threats and to determine the threat signatures of non-state actors.
These benefits will enable the CR to generate real to hyper-real cyber threats in

an event or in the T&E of computational devices. In the development of a threat
library, the library will need to be contained in different threats vaults, and access
control mechanisms will need to be implemented. The threat library must have the
ability to populate the library with cyber threats, feeds from malware labs or crowd-
based labs in real time, due to the ever changing threat environment in cyber space.
Cyber threat signatures are to be confirmed either as a proprietary threat contained
for research purposes or families or signatures of cyber attackers, and this is to have
a cross-reference capability and a database where each threat is categorised as high,
medium or low.

Examples of directories and repositories that add value to a threat library in-
clude NIST’s National Vulnerability Database repository (NVD)5 and MITRE, which
has many threat directories that can be utilised, namely Common Platform Enumer-
ation (CPE)6, Common Weakness Enumeration (CWE)7, Common Attack Patterns
Enumerations and Classifications (CAPEC)8 and the Adversarial Tactics, Techniques
and Common Knowledge (ATT&CK)9, and endless other sources. Mavroeidis and
Bromander (2017) describes the directories and repositories as connections that aid
in the collaboration and identification of threat actors, TTTP’s and identities. Threat
libraries form an integral back-end part of the security attacks that a traffic gener-
ator provides in a CR. The threat library is depicted in Figure 3.4 with the scenario
generator.

3.3.9 Scenario Generator

A scenario generator forms an integrated part of the cyber events management sys-
tem of a CR, and can provision VMs based on random cyber scenarios (Schreuders
et al., 2017). Cyber scenario are based on past events or events which are not re-
corded, current trends and statistical data and historical facts that have occurred or
that are predicted to occur in the future. This assists in the conceptualisation of a cy-
ber event that an organisation can be confronted with. In planning a cyber scenario,
all possible occurrences pertaining to a specific event are to be considered. A cyber
scenario library is a repository in which cyber scenarios are kept which are either de-
veloped, recorded or predicted. For instance, a real-time cyber event can be logged in
a SIEM, from which the scenarios can be extracted and developed further for a CDX
or CTF exercise, enabling participants to test their cyber security skills to prevent,
detect and respond to a cyber attack. Figure 3.4 shows a basic layout of a cyber threat
and scenario library. For cyber scenario development to be effective there needs to be
an in-depth knowledge of the operational view of the cyber domain, the threats, and

5https://nvd.nist. gov/
6https://cpe.mitre.org/
7https://cwe.mitre.org/data/
8https://capec.mitre.org/
9https://attack.mitre.org/
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Figure 3.4: Cyber Threat and Scenario Library

how a cyber operation should be performed to provide and create realism in a CR.
The goal is to train as realistically as possible to accomplish a certain cyber mission.
Before the deployment and implementation of a cyber scenario an assessment of the
entire cyber scenario must be undertaken to confirm that the scenario satisfies and
imitates a close-to-real-world cyber environment. This is an important part of the
validation process for the cyber scenario library. Cloppert (2009) suggests that when
developing a cyber scenario, the “Kill Chain Methodology” can be utilised. The steps
for conducting a cyber event, as discussed in Section 2.4.4 in Table 2.5, are linked to
the general process for developing a cyber scenario. The link is that the cyber event
will run multiple cyber scenarios where the cyber scenarios are to be tested before de-
ployed in a cyber event. The general development steps for a cyber scenario include;

1. Step one: perform an environmental analysis to consider all relevant cyber
trends, environments and cyber threats globally.

2. Step two: decide on a target and draft a probable plan for the use of different
cyber offensive and defensive TTTPs for different cyber topology, systems and
computational devices.

3. Step three: identify possible vulnerabilities in the target, and harden or soften
security accordingly.

4. Step four: develop a cyber threat, either a proprietary cyber attack or known
vulnerability.

5. Step five: test and evaluate the scenario to confirm that it satisfies the required
objective as set.

6. Step six: implement changes if needed, re-evaluate and then validate and cap-
ture the scenario in the scenario generator repository.
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Scenario development is an intellectual process. The scenario developer needs to be
creative and imaginative and have a sound cyber security background with experi-
ence in the cyber field, and have the ability to cognitively apply his or her mind to how
and with what TTTPs a non-state actor or a cyber criminal would act. Other consid-
erations include the CR capabilities, which include the skill level of the participants,
the time needed to develop and perform the scenario, the tools needed and the ability
to implement injects to the cyber event. The NATO CR, located in Tallinn Estonia,
has a digital library which allows for a shared development and storage environ-
ment for cyber security exercises, and includes texts, images, video, configuration
files, scripts, executables, virtual machine images, and so forth (Estonian Ministry of
Defence, 2017). Utilising a shared digital library will save costs in developing cyber
scenarios.

The most common types of cyber scenarios which can be developed include but
are certainly not limited to: Distributed Denial of Service (DDOS) on computational
systems, IoT, IIoT and mobile platforms, privilege escalation, extracting informa-
tion, webpage defacement, man in the middle, evil twin, kill command, shadow shell,
phishing, ransomware, social media exploits, critical information infrastructure (CII)
attack on SCADA networks, and scenarios to simulate social engineering attacks on
humans or a targeted workforce. The OWASP10 top ten application security risks,
as identified for 2017, are injection, broken authentication and session management;
sensitive data exposure; XML External Entities (XXE); broken access control; secur-
ity misconfiguration, Cross-Site Scripting (XSS); Insecure deserialization, the utilisa-
tion of components with known vulnerabilities, and insufficient logging and monit-
oring of organisations computational networks. These are typically the type of cyber
attacks that are implemented in a CDX or a CTF exercise scenarios.

3.3.10 Traffic Generator

A traffic generator can be divided into two categories, namely generating digital and
radio frequency (RF) traffic in a simulated and emulated environment and simulat-
ing security attacks. Generating IP traffic on a network is vital in a CR, as this allows
for a simulated and emulated environment to take place. It also allows for network
invariants, to a certain extent, in a virtual environment. Holistically, traffic generat-
ors are utilised to model or simulate IP /RF traffic on a network via communication
packets and payloads that would be produced by computational devices on a network
(Edgar and Manz, 2017). High-fidelity traffic generators take the real behaviour of a
network, both of the computational devices and users behaviour, and emulates this
traffic, providing for a more real-life feel in a network that is being used in a CR
(Edgar and Manz, 2017).

The traffic generator generates datagrams on layers 2 to 7 of the Open Systems
Interconnection (OSI) stack. This includes Internet Protocol (IP) traffic that is a
realistic representation of the Internet traffic organisations would generate, for ex-

10https://www.owasp.org/images/7/72/OWASP_Top_10-2017_%28en%29.pdf.pdf
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ample social media traffic, multimedia video traffic, unsolicited IP packets (.onion),
connection-oriented TCP/IP, connectionless UDP traffic, and other stateful applica-
tion protocols within a network. The generator is to emulate traffic for hundreds
of the Internet Assigned Number Authority (IANA) country codes (Spirent, 2017),
as well as generate mobile application traffic and enterprise services such as email,
database and voice services. Other traffic to be generated includes satellite signals,
such as Global Navigation Satellite Systems (GNSS), Internet of things (IoT), as well
as critical infrastructure industrial systems used in SCADA networks. Updating
traffic generators with reference to protocols, newer technology services and so forth
is essential to maintain accuracy.

Security attacks (cyber attacks) are to be generated to exploit clients, servers and
services on all OSI stack levels that are simulated and emulated. The security at-
tacks are to include all variations, types and families of malicious code, which include
exploits in the Common Vulnerability Environment (CVE)11, Denial of Service (DOS),
deployment of botnets, fuzzing technologies for Zero Day exploits, mobile application
vulnerabilities, other vulnerabilities for IoT, and critical infrastructure and GNSS.
Using the security attacks, the traffic generator allows for computational products to
be tested in a system in the loop test, confirming performance and security. The up-
dating of the security attacks is vital for a traffic generator to stay within a minimal
relative lag period in terms of the new global cyber security threats.

All CR fundamentally are to include a traffic generator, and the purpose of the
CR will determine the size and specifications for the traffic generator. However, a
standard traffic generator that can operate using the minimum requirement for the
number of clients and servers that are simulated or emulated is to be implemented.

3.3.11 Physical Network Infrastructure

Legacy stack infrastructure for a CR, which are traditionally HW orientated by us-
ing physical HW and loading virtual SW for cyber events and tests, are hugely costly.
However the need for high-speed computational and networking processing capab-
ility is essential in a CR to route Internet and other network traffic between nodes
and is required to enable a CR infrastructure. Some HW examples of this are routers
and switches, servers, devices supporting IPv4 and IPv6 network protocols, security
devices, firewalls IDS, IPS and other peripherals used in SCADA systems. The per-
formance of HW and its use should maximize the potential for implementing a virtual
environment in a CR; this is critical, as most cyber events are sandboxed and virtual.
The physical HW infrastructure must accommodate and implement multiple virtual
machines in a relatively short period of time. The HW set up of the infrastructure
for a CR is to be modular, scalable and flexible in nature with a network segregation
ability.

The physical infrastructure according to the specification for a CR capability should
comply with the CR design and architecture, configuration of the CR network and

11https://cve. mitre. org/
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configuration management. The setup of the CR network is to be simple and man-
aged to allow for the infrastructure to route traffic, isolate networks and block devices
accordingly (Spirent, 2017). The maintenance and support of the physical CR HW,
the performance of infrastructure, and the devices are mapped according to CR pur-
pose and standards. Quality of service (QoS) on the infrastructure is critical to en-
sure accuracy within the CR network. Conway (2018) describe the drive for digital
transformation, and the innovation of hybrid infrastructure and SW defined solutions
which are to be used to upgrade physical infrastructure.

3.3.12 Virtual Infrastructure

Virtual Infrastructure for a CR is a critical core element, due to a CR being a sand-
boxed and virtualised environment. Virtualisation using virtual machines (VM) is
better suited to a CR due to the VM being safer and isolated; testing can thus be
more sophisticated. Therefore while the sandbox approach is flexible, it will not be
as accurate in results as virtualisation (Priyadarshini, 2018). When using virtual
tools to simulate and emulate a network for a specific cyber event or test, the main
outcome is to design network topologies with high fidelity nodes in a speedy setup.
Heller (2013) reiterates that within the virtual infrastructure the virtualisation is to
be of a high fidelity - this is of great importance within a CR environment.

Sreenivasamurthy (2018) describe hyper convergence as a pool of computation,
memory and storage in a single platform that makes storage available natively within
a hyper-visor. A hyper convergence model, which varies the computing and storage
to provision resources accordingly, is a newer and more cost-effective solution for a
CR. A SW defined converged infrastructure is a compilation of SW defined servers,
storage, and infrastructure containers (Sreenivasamurthy, 2018). A SW defined in-
frastructure allows for containment, isolation, portability, automation and security
using a crypto key per a container. Utilising SW defined infrastructure in a CR en-
ables infrastructure orchestration, which is a simple drag and drop activity. The
simplicity of drag and drop functionality can create and configure infrastructure on
demand, and has the ability to deploy and rapidly clone an infrastructure with its
devices at the push of a button, all while keeping the original devices in their ori-
ginal and native state.

With the utilisation of a SW defined converged infrastructure the benefits include
the following: cost savings - there is less HW infrastructure needed - it is faster and
scalable, and it can provision an infrastructure of multiple nodes in a short space of
time. One of the other views in using SW defined converged infrastructure is a SW
defined military application, where it is possible to emulate different military plat-
forms ships, aircraft, tanks and vehicles ICT systems by creating cyber attack scen-
arios to experiment with what vulnerabilities there are in the platforms ICT within a
CR. This can be augmented with other examples, such as SCADA networks, SMART
cities, autonomous cars and drones. Cloud-based technologies like SaaS, PaaS and
IaaS also allow for the flexible provisioning of virtual infrastructure nodes for a CR.
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Priyadarshini (2018) alludes to CRs that are utilising hyper-visors such as ESXi,
which are unfortunately not supported on certain cloud infrastructures. Most current
CRs have implemented a cloud infrastructure and virtual private networks (VPN),
and a limited few CRs have implemented Virtual Clone Networks (VCN) (Priyadar-
shini, 2018). Using virtualisation, VMs can be deleted and provisioned in any form
or manner according to the desired event that is needed (Spirent, 2017).

3.3.13 Software for a Cyber Range

Software (SW) for a computational system is essential for the system to operate (Gar-
rido, 2011). The two components of SW are discussed holistically, namely Systems
SW - Operating System (OS) and SW Applications. Globally, there are multiple dif-
ferent types of OS that are utilised and installed in CRs, ranging from the popular
OS Linux12 to a Microsoft Windows platform13 utilising various different versions
and releases. Adding to this are proprietary OS versions that are independently de-
veloped in organisations. From a SW development perspective, upgrades throughout
the life-cycle are to be managed according to a standardised SW development pro-
cess. Open-source SW development is widely utilised due to costs, however careful
consideration of this is to be made so as to implement SWs that are fit for the purpose
of the CR.

Virtual SW is a fundamental and essential part of enabling a CR to emulate OS
and provision multiple networks in a small space of time. There are multiple virtual
SW applications that are utilised in CR, with the most common virtual SW utilised
being VMware14 (Fusion and Workstation), Oracle VM Virtual Box15 and other Linux
based virtualisation SW (such as Red Hat virtualization). There are multiple other
virtual SW that are utilised in a CR and are discussed in work by Davis and Magrath
(2013), which highlights SW utilised in academic, military and commercial CRs. In
customising SW for a CR, the approach of Development and Operations (Devops),
which is a combination of SW development and operations, enables a collaborative
effort in SW construction (Edwards, 2010). Some Devops tools are Ansible16 which
is a development configuration tool similar to Chef17 and Puppet18, which have been
applied in CRs and can be applied easily and seamlessly to the management and
configuration of virtual nodes.

Examples of vulnerability SW tools utilised in CRs include OpenVAS19, NES-
SUS20, and Forensics tools such as (Forensic Tool Kit (FTK)21). There are multiple
open-source tools and software hacking peripherals that are similarly utilised in a

12https://www.linux.org/
13https://www.microsoft.com/
14https://www.vmware.com/
15https://www.virtualbox.org/
16https://www.ansible.com/overview/devops/
17https://www. chef. io/devops-tools/
18https://puppet. com/solutions/devops
19http://www.openvas.org/
20https://www.tenable.com/products/nessus/nessus-professional
21https://accessdata.com/products-services/forensic-toolkit-ftk
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CR, namely Pwn Pad22, Wifi Pineapple23, and USB Rubber ducky24. Other SW that is
widely utilised in a tool box for cyber security testing and evaluation includes Kali25,
Black Arch26, Maltigo27, and multiple other SW security testing tools. Other SW
utilised for modelling, simulation and emulation are discussed in Section 2.5. When
utilising SW applications in a CR, the following considerations are to be taken into
account: licensing related to cost, upgrading and testing of the SW, development of
proprietary SW related to its sustainment over time and cost through its life cycle,
and finally the risk of SW failure and the impact thereof on the CR effectiveness and
performance.

3.3.14 Redundancy

Redundancy for a CR can be debated due to its virtualisation either in a cloud-based
or stack infrastructure. The concept of IaaS can be utilised depending on the cloud
service provider and the imaging of the virtual instances. The redundancy of the
physical computational processing platform can be mirrored as a back-to-back sys-
tem that is updated regularly to ensure redundancy in case of data loss -if a CR
system gives errors or a failure. This will depend on the cost and feasibility of the
implementation, and on whether a CR is distributed and can use other computa-
tional processing platforms. Considering a mirrored back-to-back system for a CR
must take into account the different power distribution, SW appliances, critical serv-
ers, Core LAN HW (routers, switches), boundary HW (gateways for distribution and
federation), and data links. These pointers are to be configured according to the
identified CR. Redundancy works together with backup systems in that the course of
action is to restore the system or applications to their original state, especially when
conducting cyber war gaming or a cyber event (Fox et al., 2018).

3.3.15 Facility

The facilities for a CR are to comply with its type, purpose and size according to na-
tional occupational health standards. There can be other layouts that are appropriate
for the type and size of the CR that is required, as discussed in Section 2.4.3. CR fa-
cilities differ according to its purpose and method for accommodating users, either
by utilising a small room or remote container to a cloud service provider, which links
users in remotely through VPNs, or the traditional computational stack infrastruc-
ture facilitating a static testing and training environment. A static facility concept
layout of a CR, as adopted from TMRC (2015) is depicted in Figure 3.5 and described
below:

22https://www.pwnieexpress.com/mobile-line-shift-to-aopp
23https://www.wifipineapple.com/
24https://shop.hak5.org/products/usb-rubber-ducky-deluxe
25https://www.kali.org/
26https://blackarch.org/
27https://www.paterva.com/
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Figure 3.5: Proposed Concept Layout Cyber Range Facility

• CR operations centre: Overall situational awareness of the CR, implementing
cyber scenarios and monitoring the overall view of the performance of the test
ranges.

• Technical support office: All related technical support for the CR (setting up of
cyber events, CDX, CTF, degaussing and sanitising hardware).

• Cyber development scenario office: Development of cyber scenarios for different
cyber events.

• Cyber threat and cyber scenario library: Housed in a secure data centre.

• Test range lab: Testing of the initial cyber event for a specific network or tech-
nology.

• CR office: Administration of personnel and booking of cyber events and/or re-
quirements for testing and evaluation.

• Security office: Administration of security testing with the testing lab for Com-
mercial off the Shelf (COTS) and Military off the Shelf (MOTS) products, FW,
HW and other SW.

• Test ranges: Dependent on size and number of users to be trained in a CR.

3.4 Cyber Range Pairwise Comparison

A "world-view" is a generalised view of the world and how individuals and objects
are related and fit into the world, with reference to the view-holder’s beliefs, socio-
political, moral and aesthetic ideals, and the principles by which they know (Spirkin,
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1983). ’The principles by which they know’ is the premise from which the argument
is based by using experience, understanding of literature and observations of a CR.

The author has utilised the world-view methodology and the Forced Choice Paired
Comparison Analysis, which is also known as Pairwise Comparison (Mindtools, 2018),
to determine the relevant importance between two different CR core capability ele-
ments. This evaluation was reviewed by experts, as in Section 6.4. Based on this
understanding, these methods were used to determine the relevant importance of
core capability elements for proposed CR capability levels I to V, namely limited, low,
medium, high and ultimate. The relevant importance was determined with the cap-
ability levels in mind, with the top five core capability elements forming the basis of
the level that is being compared. This was done to get an output to minimize bias
and manipulation. This technique of analysing is used in engineering requirements
and other environments, and enables one to work out the importance of a number of
options relative to one another to decide on the relevant importance of the core capab-
ility elements . To analyse the Pairwise Comparison data, there are different models
that can be utilised, namely Thurstone’s model, which states that when a person
judges whether A is better than B, they draw a realization from A’s quality distribu-
tion and a realization from B’s quality distribution, and then choose the option with
the higher quality. Bradley and Terry introduced an alternate model, also known as
the Bradley Terry Luce Model (BTL) (Tsukida and Gupta, 2011), which differs from
the Thurstone model in that it uses Gumbel random variables for the quality of each
option Tsukida and Gupta (2011). For this thesis the Thurstone model was utilised
to derive the higher quality.

The Pairwise Comparison analysis tables are included in Appendix D,where the
four different CR levels (with level V being multiple level IVs), were determined ac-
cording to the proposed CR capability levels, namely Limited, Low, Medium, High
and Ultimate, as captured in Sections 4.2 and 4.3. The scores for the analysis were
Low = 1, Medium = 2, High = 3. The score was calculated to give a result which was
rated from highest to lowest relative importance. The results are not perfect, however
for the purpose of justifying the relative importance of the core capability elements
for the different CR levels, the Pairwise Comparison allows for a result to be determ-
ined. The results that were captured using the Pairwise Comparison analysis are
depicted in Table 3.2.

The tables are incrementally displayed, starting from a level I CR cascading up
to a level IV CR, and level V is a presented as multiple level IVs. The core capability
elements that are determined in CR level I are by default part of level II and so forth.
As can be seen, the top five core capability elements are allocated into the different
CR capability levels. The rationale behind this result is that there needs to be a
baseline established for CR capability levels, however the fundamental critical core
components are to be implemented, as discussed in Section 3.3. The analysis of the
relevant importance for a CR as per expert review is presented in Section 6.1.2. The
overall relevant importance for the CR capability levels is depicted in Table 3.3.
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Table 3.2: Relevant Importance Cyber Range levels I to IV

Table 3.3: Relevant Importance for Cyber Range Capability levels

3.5 Case Study SANReN

The real network data capture of the South African National Research and Education
Network (SANReN28) was used as an inspiration to form a baseline in determining
a level III for a CR. The reason for this was to utilise a sizeable real network as
the midpoint for creating a baseline criteria for classifying CR levels based on the
network’s capabilities. From these network capabilities, the levels are incrementally
adjusted for lower and higher levels. The SANReN was used to gather technical
results based on throughput, speeds, latency and other data as a real-time view of an

28http://www.sanren.ac.za/
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ICT network in order to quantify the analysis of networks to be implemented in a CR
at different levels. The SANReN is comprised of a core national backbone, backbone
extensions, back-hauling from submarine cable, several metropolitan rings, and link
extensions. The logical view of the SANReN network is depicted in the Figure 3.6. By

Figure 3.6: SANReN Logical View (SANReN, 2018)

attaining the results of the relative importance of the core capability elements and
establishing proposed CR capability levels, the results of the data received from the
SANReN allow for a network to be emulated in a CR in a realistic manner to establish
a benchmark of a real network. The rationale for this is to provide an example of an
organisation’s real network topology, which can be emulated in a CR depending on
its capability. The data that was gathered from the real network was done through
the implementation of sensors that were deployed on the network through a project
that is envisaged to be implemented to monitor the SANReN. Data captured from the
SANRen was received on 29 June 2018 for the period 12 April to 21 May 2018.

1. Hosts (divided into two parts)

(a) Full stack of physical hosts. The SANReN total IPs in IPv4 range from /15
to /24 with a total of IPv4 addresses 5 757 440. However, due to the live
nature of SANReN, getting the exact number of hosts is challenging due
to users joining and leaving the network on a continuous basis. The IPs
which are active was determined in a given hour on a normal work day.

(b) Per hour, on average, 789 667 unique internal IP addresses were observed,
which connect to 3 897 504 unique IP addresses externally. However, in
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Table 3.4: Top 20 Generic Services Running on SANReN 12 April to 21 May 2018
Port Protocols Flows Port Protocols Flows
443 HTTPS

(TLS/SSL)
3. 9B 6666 IRC(U) Internet

Relay Chat
184. 7M

80 HTTP 2. 4B 3545 CAMAC
Equipment

168. 4M

445 Samba -
SMB(server

message blocker)

1. 5B 6060 Unique 163. 8M

53 DNS 1. 4B 81 Host 2 Name
Server

145. 6M

23 Telnet 1. 2B 2323 3D-Nfsd (IOT
devices)

137. 2M

22 SSH 701. 5M 6881 Bit Torrent 131. 8M
123 Network Time

Protocol
548. 7M 143 IMAP (Email) 120. 8M

3309 TNS ADV 305. 4M 51413 Unique 110. 1M
0 Not a valid port 304. 1M 8083 Unique 94. 7M

8080 HTTP 213. 7M 41543 Unique 92. 8M

general there are approximately 1.2 million users and there are approxim-
ately 1.8 million devices connected to the internal SANReN network.

(c) Traffic generated generally in one month is approximately 50.61 petabytes
of traffic flow travelling between the SANReN and external networks in
one month.

(d) Total network capacity is 3 292 Gbps, and at the time this data was re-
ceived the current utilised capacity was 240 Gbps (only 7.3% utilised).

(e) Services running on the SANReN at the time this data was received are
illustrated in Table 4.1; this is the type of traffic that needs to be generated
within a CR.

2. The number of servers was unknown due to the SANReN not owning, operating
or controlling servers on the network, however there can be multiple at any of
the end points.

3. The network itself:

(a) End points are approximately 1.8 million internal endpoints in the back-
bone, the back haul is dependent on the link, which varies between 100GB/10GB/1GB
links, and the core backbone routers are approximately 239, of which 231
are situated at research institutes and university sites.

(b) Throughput on average to each site as per above SANReN logical view is
3.7 Gbps.

(c) Latency, National Latency (response time): < 50 ms (Telnet) and Interna-
tional Latency (response time < 260 ms (Telnet)).
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The SANReN will be utilised as an implementation scale type level III network to
formulate a start baseline for the CR levels. This is the type of infrastructure that
is to be emulated, and traffic generated in a level III CR (medium CR) is used as a
baseline to categorise the different levels of a CR, as in Section 4.3.

3.6 Capability Development for a Cyber Range

Developing a capability starts off with a reason why the capability is needed. In
most cases, this is derived from a strategy which gives direction for the future. For
a capability to be developed requires an understanding of what the capability must
achieve to fulfil certain objectives and effects. In the development of a CR there
are two main areas which are focused on, namely the functional attributes and the
capability elements. Functional attributes are functions that the capability needs to
fulfil with reference to the effects that the capability must achieve (Thaba, 2017). The
functional attributes of a CR are suggested as follows: cyber fire power, Command
and Control (the management) of a CR, mobility of a CR, information flow in a CR,
the protection (security) within the CR, the level at which the CR should operate,
the funds available for the development of the CR and the sustainment over the
CR’s life cycle. Capability elements, or system elements, are the elements that the
capability requires in order to operate (Thaba, 2017). The capability elements of
a CR can be associated with the acronym POSTEDFIT, as described by Smith and
Oosthuizen (2011); Botha and De Vries (2012) and Thaba (2017), which suggests
which elements are needed to sustain the CR capability in an organisation. A CR,
according to POSTEDFIT, is described as follows:

• Personnel - the teams that are utilised to ensure that the functioning of the
CR exercises.

• Organisation - what organisation the CR will be associated with.

• Structure - how the CR will be structured with personnel.

• Training - what training is required to operate the CR and what training is
provided in the CR.

• Equipment - what is needed to build, develop and maintain the CR.

• Doctrine - what processes and rules apply when using the CR and how the will
be CR utilised.

• Facility - how sufficient must the facility be and what should be in the facility.

• Information - how will the information be shared and communicated in the
CR.

• Technology - what technology is needed and what is needed to be researched
and developed for a CR.
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There are two other well-documented capability elements; firstly, the US Depart-
ment of Defence uses an acronym DOTMLPF, which stands for Doctrine, Organisa-
tion, Training, Material, Leadership and Education, Personnel and Facilities (De-
fense Acquisition University, 2005). The British defence force uses Defence Lines
of Development (DLOD) which include Concepts and Doctrine, Equipment, Inform-
ation, Infrastructure, Interoperability, Logistics, Organisation, Personnel and Train-
ing (TRAK-Community, 2010). These capability elements can also be adopted to aid
in the development of a CR capability.

After the development of a capability, the full life-cycle capability management
will need to be implemented to ensure that the capability is updated due to changing
environments. PPT need to embrace the changing environment. With this in mind,
the development process for a CR capability will evolve as the cyber environment
changes. The main focus in developing a CR is viewed as an effect-based approach
to enable the CR to fulfil its purpose and ensure that the functional attributes and
capability elements are appreciated for the CR development. However, this will only
be satisfied up until the next major cyber threat, this will then lead to a heightened
motivation to improve, thus increasing the maturity level through the CR’s evolution.

The capability development process for a CR is based on the IDEF 029 functional
modelling method, in that the model needs an activity that has an input, a mechan-
ism, a control and an output which becomes an input for the next activity. Figure 3.7
illustrates the holistic approach for the capability development generic process for a
CR.

Within the capability development process, there must be a cyber security strategy
that gives direction. In the strategy there are multiple considerations that must be
taken into account, thus the threat analysis - as part of an environmental scan of
both external and internal environments - must be quantified and understood, hence
the focus on the cyber domain (5th Domain of Warfare) with specific goals, objectives
and missions that need to be achieved, as described Section 2.1.

The capability development starts as a higher level concept as part of identifying
the national cyber maturity and identifying the cyber gaps. In identifying the gap, a
Required Operational Capability (ROC) will be developed, addressing what capability
needs to be developed, this is known as the Conceptual stage, and is the input to the
Technical Building stage. In this stage the requirements to build a CR are drafted in
a User Requirement Statement (URSt), which will give input to the functional and
system requirements (the system is divided further to sub-system and component
level), allowing for a plan to be drafted as input to a User Requirement Specification
(URS) for the CR. The specifications will cater for an array of specific features, taking
into account specific needs (HW and SW) and core capability elements for the CR
system. The requirements and the specification phase is the main crux for maturity
of a CR, as this forms part of determining the level of CR capability maturity and will
direct the technical development of the CR in its design.

29http://www.idef.com/idefo-function_modeling_method/
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Figure 3.7: Generic Capability Development Process for a Cyber Range

The design phase must have an initial concept design, which must comply with
the requirements, and the detailed design must comply with the specifications. Once
the design is accepted it forms the input to the Developmental Stage in developing
the CR itself. Before the development of the CR, the acquisition phase must be ap-
proved; this is a determining factor in the level of capability maturity once the CR is
operational. After the development of system artefacts, Proof of Concepts (POC) and
the integration of the sub-systems for the CR will lead to rigorous testing and eval-
uation (T&E) of the CR to ensure that the requirements, specifications and design
have been satisfied. Once the T&E is analysed, the results are given either a pass or
fail score. If there are rectifications needed this is adjusted and a complete T&E is re-
done. This is to ensure that there is quality assurance. Validating the CR against the
ROC and measuring the CR in a real-time cyber event ensures the CR functionality.
Once validation is completed, the capability maturity can be determined and the CR
will enter the Operate Stage. This stage is where a CR is implemented in an organ-
isation and operationalised. In these phases the CR will implement the CR capability
elements with the processes and procedures that were developed during the Develop-
ment Stage. This is to accommodate the organisation in terms of the operation of the
CR, and with this the maturity of the complete capability is determined. Throughout
the CR capability life-cycle management and midlife upgrade cycles, the capability
will evolve through the CR’s effectiveness, performance, threat, people, processes and
technology (Research and Development). The continuous improvement of the capab-
ility is key to adhere to the higher level concept of the CR as directed by the cyber
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security strategy of an organisation or nation.

3.7 Summary

This chapter established an understanding in defining a CR, taking into account the
architecture, the design approach and a concept design for a CR. The CR core capabil-
ity elements were defined for clarity. The utilisation of a world view methodology and
a Pairwise Comparison analysis established a baseline for the relative importance of
the core capability elements according to proposed CR levels. A data capture of the
SANReN was used as an inspiration for a network topology to form a baseline for a
CR level III capability, from which the levels were either incrementally increased or
decreased to allow for the development of a proposed criteria for classified CR levels.
An understanding of the functional attributes and capability elements for a CR was
discussed. A capability development process was established to create a process that
can be utilised to develop a CR, taking into consideration the different stages of devel-
opment and capability maturity. Chapter 4 discusses the establishment of a selection
criteria and a proposed baseline criteria for CR capability maturity levels and classi-
fied CR levels, and the measurements for a CR.
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4
Criteria for a Cyber Range Capability

Maturity Model

In Chapter 3 the defining of a CR was discussed, highlighting the architecture of a
CR as well as the CR as a system. The core capability elements of a CR were defined,
in which a Pairwise Comparison analysis was completed to determine the relevant
importance thereof. This enabled the development of a proposed baseline for CR
levels; the capability development process gave a holistic view, outlining the process
to develop a CR through its development cycle and establishing an understanding of
the CR’s functional attributes and capability elements, all of which form the basis for
Chapter 4.

Chapter 4 focuses on determining a baseline selection and measurement criteria
for a CR CMM. In Section 4.1, the selection criteria for a CR are determined to give a
high level view on CR criteria, while in Section 4.2 a proposed set of baseline criteria
for a CR are given to establish levels. Section 4.3 proposes criteria for the classified
CR levels, while Section 4.4 highlights standards that can be utilised for a CR. Sec-
tion 4.5 will discuss the measurement criteria for a CR, such as the Measurement
of Capability (MoC) and Measurement of Maturity (MoM), followed by Section 4.6
which briefly discusses the evaluation of a CR. Section 4.7 gives a summary which
highlights the main discussion points raised.

4.1 Selection Criteria for a Cyber Range

The selection criteria for a CR is based on the ability of a CR to perform what it is
required to achieve, as per a certain requirement derived from an organisation. Using
a criteria allows for a baseline measurement to be formed, either for the development
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or procurement of a CR. The formulation of generic criteria for a CR is complex in
nature due to the diversity of different CR types and purposes. One source that has
developed a proposed criteria for a CR is the National Institute for Cyber Education
(NICE) (Adams, 2019) as shown in Table 4.1.

Table 4.1: NICE Proposed Criteria for CR (Adams, 2019)
Criteria for a CR Description
Purpose For the training of cyber education skills to

cater for beginner to advanced levels, either
by self paced or simulated real-time
experience as defined by a job function. These
functions are linked to a workforce
development framework which guides the
assessment of cyber skills. This is achieved by
either obtaining result of the training or
assessing the process used by the trainees.

Capability The content that the CR can deliver which is
linked to objectives that are to be achieved.
Some examples are CR learning material
(presentations, audio, video), lab exercises
(virtual machines, physical hardware, lab
guides and references), group exercises (Red
vs. Blue) and CDX /CTF.

Accessibility Users ability to access the content either by
remote, on-site, on device and the
network requirements needed for instance
bandwidth and security policies.

Scalability The CR ability to accommodate more users or
different types of content by infrastructure
scaling with physical workstations (type and
cost) and the CR delivery scaling using
resources, facilities and either deploying on
premises or through a cloud provider.

Customizability Ability to alter the content to suit the cyber
event requirements such as security metrics,
the effort is involved in scenario development
the customization thereof.

Usability Administration Managing and adding users (Manual vs.
Self-provisioning), cyber events scored
(Results vs. Process) and user’s access to
integrated LMS.

Mapped to a Workforce
Development Framework

Mapping to Knowledge Skills and Abilities
(KSA’s) and report generation according to
the content which is delivered.

Realism Abstract vs. Real
Measures

Fidelity of the training environment
compared to the actual operating
environment.

The criteria in Table 4.1 have aided in formulating the selection criteria for a CR
from a holistic view and in developing a method of measuring the capability of a CR
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from a performance and effectiveness view. The selection criteria have been derived
and formulated from the understanding of a CR and its functions, as presented in
Chapter 2. Based on this understanding, the selection criteria focuses on the main
areas that are to be considered for a CR. Thus, selection criteria for a CR include the
following:

• CR to be measurable against technical specifications and standards as per the
functional requirement set.

• Specific for its purpose as defined in the design.

• Relevant and verifiable to the goals it is to achieve.

• Economically viable considering capacity, capability development and sustain-
ment over time.

• Flexible and modular in nature over its life-cycle as a system.

• CR service on demand to generate cyber events, learning material and results
in a short space of time.

• High computational performance, Quality of Service (QoS) and high fidelity in
a virtual environment.

• CR management and ease of use for the implementation of CR activities, in-
cluding competency in cyber skills.

• Ability to generate different levels of threat tiers tolerant with the ability to
maintain malicious code libraries.

• An interoperable, intelligent, and integrated CR system with the ability to be
distributed and federated with other CRs.

• Ability to collect data from users of a CR for analysis of a user’s performance
during a cyber event.

In comparing the above selection criteria with the proposed criteria from NICE, it was
established that the focus is predominantly on CR performance and ability to provide
quality cyber skills training. Key for both sets of criteria is the ability of the CR to
provide quality cyber content to develop users’ cyber skills in a cyber development
environment (with high fidelity and accuracy), and to generate cyber event timeously
and with the relevant ease of access. Both of these criteria allow for the development
measures that are to be considered for a CR capability maturity.

4.2 Proposed Baseline Criteria for Cyber Range Levels

CR levels are fictitious in nature for the purpose of this research due to CRs being
considered a closed to confidential environment, however they are used as a baseline
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to illustrate a basic to a highly advanced CR using the literature to substantiate the
different levels, as discussed in Section 2.6, in which the most common number of
levels for capability maturity is five .

For the duration of this thesis, the CR levels are used in measuring the capability
maturity of a CR. The CR levels are more of an evolutionary process, in that the CR
level will consistently evolve and adapt with technology to reach the desired purpose
or performance goal. When developing a CR, the end state, or what the CR needs to
perform effectively,is a vital consideration throughout the CR’s project development
life cycle and as the CR evolves to different levels, as portrayed in Table 4.1.

4.3 Proposed Criteria for Classified Cyber Range Levels

Due to the lack of classified levels currently present in the relevant literature, the
proposed levels are novel. In the development of a proposed criteria for classified CR
levels as in Appendix B, the approach was to utilise the results of the relevant import-
ance of the core capability elements as in Section 3.4, which was based on the Pair-
wise Comparison analysis. The utilisation of real network data capture (SANReN) as
in Section 3.5 was used as an inspiration for a level III CR to create a baseline from
which to incrementally increase and decrease the levels accordingly. The rationale of
developing a proposed criteria for classified CR levels is based on forming a baseline
to allow for a distinction between different CR levels and the ability to measure a CR.
It also allows for an incremental view of a CR’s capability maturity. This has been
determined by five specific levels that indicate the following:

• Description of the CR.

• Core capability elements that are critical requirements for a CR.

• The capabilities focused on a proposed required performance.

• The maturity is focused on the level of maturity of the People, Processes and
Technology in a CR.

• The threat tier level a CR can maintain.

4.4 Standards for a Cyber Range

Standards are specific and technical in nature to guide the achievement of a certain
requirement, whereas a baseline is more mapped to accepted industrial standards,
hence a standard gives a baseline for the minimum compliance requirement (Gregg,
2005). Standards are important to ensure integration, interconnectivity, interoper-
ability and security due to the vast and different ICT technologies. Within a CR the
core capability elements with their different components need to utilise ICT and in-
ternational security standards to allow for the CR to be comparable with industrial
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Table 4.2: Proposed Criteria for a CR Levels
Level Capability Maturity
I Limited: Initial cyber security training

on an isolated simulated network with
limited hosts and limited cyber scenarios,
limited legacy stack infrastructure.

Basic: Initial: People have basic cyber
skills, processes are not structured and
are more reactive, the technology has a
basic maturity.

II Low: More focused on testing and
evaluation of basic cyber projects, cy-
ber processes and cyber security train-
ing, with a modelling, simulating and
emulating capability for medium cyber
scenarios with a legacy stack infrastruc-
ture and limited hyper convergence infra-
structure.

Intermediate: Managed: People have
intermediate cyber skills, basic processes
and controls are present, and more react-
ive in nature, Technology is of a more fo-
cused nature for the initial CR capability
maturity.

III Medium: The focus is on cyber resili-
ence, testing and evaluation of compu-
tational products, with limited research
and development, with a modelling, sim-
ulating and emulating capability for ad-
vanced cyber scenarios but with limited
federation capability which is virtual, in-
stantaneous and on demand for limited
stakeholders, with a legacy stack and a
functional hyper convergence infrastruc-
ture.

Fully Functional: Defined: People are
more certified and trained, processes
are standardised and controlled and are
present throughout the CR, and tech-
nology is of a higher functional mature
nature.

IV High: More advanced focus on cyber re-
silience and cyber testing, with a more
research and development closed-source
focus, with a modelling, simulating and
emulating capability for highly advanced
cyber scenarios and wider federation ac-
cess capability which is virtual, instant-
aneous and on demand for limited stake-
holders on a national level with an ad-
vanced hyper convergence infrastructure.

Advanced: Quantitatively Managed:
People are at an advanced level of ana-
lytic cyber skills level, processes are qual-
itatively measured and are used to stand-
ardized processes, and technology is of an
advanced maturity.

V Ultimate: Focused on quality cyber re-
silience and highly advanced cyber test-
ing with high research and development
closed-source focus for multiple stake-
holders with a modelling, simulating and
emulating capability for ultra highly ad-
vanced cyber scenarios which is virtual,
instantaneous and on demand, testing
cyber capabilities with sophisticated in-
strumentation, with national and global
federation, and with a highly advanced
hyper convergence infrastructure.

Highly Advanced: Optimizing: People
have highly advanced cyber skills, pro-
cesses are focused on continuous im-
provement to strive for excellence to im-
prove the processes, and technology is of
a highly advanced maturity.
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baseline standards. A CR is to be flexible to adjust to an adopted set of standards
depending on its purpose.

An example of work that has been done in standardisation for CRs is the Lincoln
Laboratories. They have proposed a single descriptive language that all CRs can
utilise for a CR event, from which ontologies have been built, named the Common
Cyber Event Representation (CCER). The CCER is used to describe networks and
standardise networks for use in a CR. The data of the CCER is then fed into a CR
tool called Automatic Live Instantiation of a Virtual Environment (ALIVE), which
is a range build out application. This then feeds into the Lincoln adaptable real
time information assurance test bed (LARIAT) application for traffic generation and
control of the range (Braje, 2016). This standardisation addresses the gap in the
lack of rapid virtual network reconfiguration SW for use in CRs in general. The
standardisation of using a common data source for cyber events will greatly lower
costs for other CRs, and the use of a single descriptive language that can be shared
globally can enable interoperability and events reuse (Braje, 2016).

Common Criteria, as described by Mead (2013), enable objective evaluation to val-
idate that a particular product or system satisfies a defined set of security require-
ments or perimeters. Best practices, on the other hand, is described as a concept in
which the best of specifications and applied practices are a culmination of different
standards and implementations from experience and expert views. A combination
of standards, Common Criteria and best practices can be implemented in a CR to
give a holistic guideline that can be utilised for measuring a CR. These list of stand-
ards presented below is not exhaustive, but provides a guideline that can be adopted
for a CR. The rationale behind the selection of these standards is a focus on cyber
terminology and technical and security training guidelines that a CR can implement.

• NIST Special Publication 800-115 (2008) provides a technical guide to in-
formation security testing and assessment covering the basic technical aspects
of conducting information security assessments (NIST Institute, 2008), which
can be utilised in the security testing of computational devices in a CR.

• ITU-T X. 1205 (2008) provides an overview and defining of cyber security,
threats and vulnerabilities and the application of security dimensions and se-
curity layers (ITU Institute, 2008) which can be utilised for for cyber event plan-
ning in a CR.

• ISO/IEC 15408-1 (2009) provides a common set of security functionality and
assurance measures (ISO Institute, 2009a) which can be utilised in a security
evaluation to measure a System Under Test (SUT) in a CR.

• IEEE 802. 1X (2010) provides and specifies common architecture, functional
elements, and protocols that provide authentication and secure communication
between clients attached to the same LAN (IEEE Institute, 2010). This can be
utilised when provisioning networks for cyber events due to the implementation
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of the standard in real networks. This can also be utilised for a distributed CR,
or between CR VLAN’s.

• ISO/IEC/IEEE 42010 (2011) addresses the creation, analysis and sustainment
of architectures of systems (ISO Institute, 2011a), which can be used for CR
architecture for the development of a CR system.

• ISO/IEC 25010 (2011) provides specific measuring and evaluating of systems
and software from a product quality view using the product quality model (ISO
Institute, 2011b). This standard can be used in the development of CR systems,
utilising the product quality model to measure and evaluate products.

• ISO/IEC FDIS 27032 (2012) provides guidance for improving the state of cy-
ber security (ISO Institute, 2012a), which can be utilised when developing CR
training content.

• NIST Special Publication 800-61 (2012) Revision 2 provides guidance in
the handling, analysis and response determination for Computer Security Incid-
ents (NIST Institute, 2012), which is useful in the training that a CR provides
for cyber incident handling.

• NIST 7298 Revision 2 (2013) Glossary of Key Information Security Terms is
a guideline for terminology that can be utilised to standardise terminology used
in a CR (NIST Institute, 2013). Another glossary that can be utilised is the
Cyber Range Interoperability Standards (CRIS) Cyber Range Lexicon Version
1.0, which was created to form standard terminology for cyber activities. This
standard, can still be utilised as part of a best practices approach (Damodaran
and Smith, 2015).

• Draft NIST Special Publication 800-181 (2016) National Initiative for Cy-
ber Security Education (NICE) Cyber Security Workforce Framework (NCWF),
provides a framework for cyber security education, training, and workforce de-
velopment (Newhouse et al., 2016). The framework can assist in developing
content processes for the training application in a CR.

4.5 Measurement Criteria for a Cyber Range

Frost (2000) states the meaning of measure as “a specific observation characterizing
performance”. Black et al. (2008, pg 2) describe a measure as, “a solid objective attrib-
ute, for example a percentage or length of time”. Abbadi (2006) alludes to measuring,
as a quantitative method in which some object is measured by its quantity against a
standard of a specific dimension. Hence a measurement is an agreed-upon attribute,
according to a standard or specific observation of performance using a quantitative
method.

Hwang and Bush (2015) at the Massachusetts Institute of Technology Lincoln
Laboratory, who gave a recommendation for measuring a CR, indicated that there
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are two prominent approaches to measure a CR, namely Measurement of Effective-
ness (MoE), and Measurement of Performance (MoP). Hwang and Bush (2015) argues
that a MoE is a top-down approach, is mission critical, and is measured in a qual-
itative approach. MoP by contrast is a bottom-up approach, is technology focused,
and is measured in a quantitative approach. However, a mixed method research ap-
proach to capture the breath and depth of the CR measurement is ultimately best
suited. By using the mixed method, multiple methods and data sources are utilised
for measuring, which allows for triangulation that can identify aspects from different
viewpoints using different methods. This can be very complex and time-consuming,
and can become unclear in solving discrepancies (FoodRisc, 2016). The mixed method
for measuring a CR will allow for the strengths of both a qualitative and quantitative
method to augment each other, with a more complete and comprehensive understand-
ing of measuring a CR to give an accurate result.

Kiemele et al. (1997) defines a metric as, “an objective indicator or measure which
facilitates process improvement”, which can be adjusted to facilitate people, process
or technology improvement. Merriam Webster (2018) defines a metric as, “a standard
of measurement”. Hence a metric is expressed by a unit of measurement; for example,
a metre is a metric that measures lengths. Mateski et al. (2012, pg 9) states that,
“a metrics allow us to measure attributes and behaviours of interest”, for example
the performance of a CR when in test, or the effectiveness of the CR in emulating
cyber events. Metrics facilitate decision making and can be applied by an operator to
improve performance (Black et al., 2008). Mostly, a metric is a quantitative measure
of the degree to which a system, component or process possesses a certain attribute.

In a CR, metrics are especially designed to characterize the capabilities, perform-
ance, risk, or security of the SUT. A security metric looks at mission-relevant ad-
versarial threats and mission-critical system assets (Hwang and Bush, 2015). In
general, metrics for a CR identify a certain unit of measure, such as gigabit per
second, millisecond, and other ICT units of measurement. The opinion of Black et al.
(2008) is that an organisation should first select metrics, and then determine what
measures it can employ that support those metrics to improve performance. Different
measures using metrics for different CR levels are to be standardised and established
for a CR to be quantitatively measured. This allows for milestones to be achieved,
allowing for progression to another level. This also establishes a benchmark from
baselines that are taken from the real operational cyber environment, which can be
used to determine capability maturity of a CR. Formulating measures and metrics for
a CR is a huge task in itself, and involves consolidating standards of measures accep-
ted by the CR community and experts alike. However, these measures and metrics
will enable a CR to be classified according to levels of capability and maturity.

Software automated collection methods using a quantitative measure are a more
effective and accurate method than that of the traditional manual method, for ex-
ample surveys or evaluation forms, which are less accurate and provide more of a
qualitative measure of collecting data . An example of data collected using a SW
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automation collection method is the time a cyber warrior (CW) takes to solve a cyber
event in a given scenario. The measurement will indicate what processes, tools, and
scripts were used to solve the cyber scenario, providing a step-by-step analysis of the
actions performed (Labuschagne and Grobler, 2017). The data capture from logs of
the cyber events that have been executed in the CR over a certain time period can
be utilised to measure the CR’s effectiveness with reference to the time to configure,
provision or generate new cyber events, and execute a SUT evaluation. The accuracy
of metrics is vital, and is dependent on the accuracy of the measurement determined
by the organisation for its CR. With this, the measures are to be well-defined to not
have any ubiquity. Donovan et al. (2015) stated in his lessons learnt that the current
CRs have sufficient capabilities to capture many general measures of performance,
however specialised tools and instruments are needed to measure effect.

The measurement of a CR for this thesis is based on two distinct categories,
namely capability and maturity, which are measured to determine a proposed level
of capability maturity for a CR. While no scored index or metric for the measurement
of a CR is defined as this is outside of the scope of the thesis, a conceptual baseline
to measure a CR is discussed. These categories - the MoC and MoM - are utilised
to measure a CR from a multiple dimensional view to allow for a more objective and
complete measure. The baseline measures are discussed in more detail in Sections
5.2 and 5.3.

Briefly, the first category MoC is composed of three elements, namely Measure-
ment of Effect (MoE), Measurement of Performance (MoP) and Measurement of Threat
(MoT). These elements with their specific defined levels allow for the overall level of
the CR capability to be determined. The identified elements are prominently utilised
in determining capability in a system. The second category, MoM, includes three ele-
ments, namely People, Processes and Technology. As with the MoC, these elements
with their specific defined levels will allow for the overall level of the CR maturity
to be determined. The identified elements are predominantly utilised to drive suc-
cessful change, focused on the maturity of a CR through defined levels. The following
subsections (4.5.1 and 4.5.2) give a holistic description of these two categories

4.5.1 Measurement of Capability (MoC)

In literature, different methodologies are used to measure the capability of a system’s
ability, effect and performance. The capability of a CR is measured in accordance with
the identified CR core capability element within the elements for the MoC:

1. Measurement of Effect (MoE): The sub-categories measured are the oper-
ator’s cyber skills, CR ability to capacitate a single or multiple cyber operational
tasks, CR ability to adapt to different cyber environment scenarios, CR ability
to manage cyber activities’ effectiveness with different levels of cyber scenarios,
effectiveness of a CR and its core capability elements through its evolution over
time.
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2. Measurement of Performance (MoP): The sub-categories measured are speed,
throughput, fidelity, switching ability between cyber events, quick configura-
tion, traffic generation, storage and retrieval, security assessment, and instru-
mentation connectivity focused on the core capability elements of a CR.

3. Measurement of Threat (MoT): The sub-categories are the ability of the CR
to generate cyber threats for cyber scenarios, capacity of security threat tools,
and the ability of the core capability elements to maintain threats internally
within the CR.

4.5.2 Measurement of Maturity (MoM)

Measuring maturity is a complex and often difficult measure, most maturity models
are incremental in nature, using the achievement of milestones to determine a level.
The maturity of a CR is measured in accordance with the identified CR core capability
element within the elements for the MoM.

1. People Maturity: The sub-categories measured are developing individual cap-
ability to perform in a CR with the necessary knowledge and skills; building
work groups and culture based on communication and coordination in a CR;
motivating and managing performance of individuals, including managing un-
acceptable performance and rewarding exceptional performance; shaping the
workforce of the CR to ensure that people have the necessary skills to operate
in a CR according to the CR’s’ purpose, and core capability elements of a CR.

2. Processes Maturity: The sub-categories measured are process management,
which covers the whole range of developing and improving CR processes; project
management, which covers the CR project management activities; engineering
processes, which cover the CR technical development and maintenance; and
support processes, which cover the CR activities that support the evaluation of
a CR. All of these processes are focused on the core capability elements of a CR.

3. Technology Maturity: The sub-categories measured are the ability and up-
grade of the technology used in a CR through its life-cycle management; the
technology drivers and maturity thereof; managing the technology as a capab-
ility in a CR, and the maturity of computational devices and SW. All of these
processes are focused on the core capability elements of a CR.

4.5.3 Measurement Conceptual Model

The measurement conceptual model for the MoC and MoM for a CR are based around
the core capability elements of a CR. The MoC is based on its elements, in which the
CR MoE is fed by the CR’s MoP and MoT. Achievement of the MoE is based on obtain-
ing the desired end state of what is to be achieved in a certain cyber event in a CR.
The MoP allows for the CR to enable the methods and the means to achieve the MoE
in a CR. The MoT enables the CR to maintain threats on different levels to ensure
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Figure 4.1: Measurement Conceptual Model for a Cyber Range

that the threats generated in the CR achieve the effect necessary for the end-state
cyber event. The MoM in a CR is based on the elements of its people, its processes
and its technology implementation, and allows for the CR to be measured accord-
ing to each element’s maturity at different levels, forming a baseline from which to
incrementally improve from one level to the next.

The relationship between the two measures is best described as follows. Measure-
ment of Capability measures the capability that the CR has for its purpose and use,
including its ability to deliver a quality of service with high fidelity, simulation and
emulation, using quality specification HW and/or cloud infrastructure that is reliable
and cost-effective. The Measurement of Maturity measures the maturity of the CR as
it evolves, reaching certain standardised incremental levels. The maturity is determ-
ined by the CR’s ability to provide a service to the users where they have access to a
quality system that is user-friendly, interactive and seamless. The two measurement
categories when merged together provide an accurate evaluation of the current state
of a CR. The concept model of the MoC and MoM for a CR is depicted in Figure 4.1.

The quality of computational technology products used in a CR, be they HW, SW
or FW, is vital for a CR. This in turn needs a balance of analytical skill of a human
nature, with ICT skills being critical to manage, support, maintain and execute activ-
ities and tasks as and when required. Employing all the latest technology in a CR
does not equate to a mature CR due to other elements that can impact on the capab-
ility maturity thereof, namely cost, outsourcing competencies, national requirements
for cyber threats, and so forth. A quality scoring metric needs to be defined to ensure
that there is a fair and accurate measurement of the capability maturity of a CR.

4.6 Evaluating a Cyber Range

An increase in regulations, standards, governance, management and legislation of
ICT globally has become law in many countries, hence evaluation has become essen-
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Figure 4.2: Evaluating a Cyber Range Capability Maturity

tial. This raises the applicability for a CR to be evaluated. Pridmore et al. (2010)
states that to evaluate a CR is to meet the operational requirements the CR is in-
tended to fulfil. In order to evaluate a CR, planning is fundamental in terms of the
evaluation criteria for the CR and the implementation of measurements. The purpose
of the CR evaluation is to address the following areas: Verification: has the CR met
the design specifications? Validation: is the CR purpose fulfilled? Exploitation: is
the CR exploitable? Mitigation: is the CR defensible and certified, and against what
standards (Hwang and Bush, 2015)? Such evaluation data would ensure compliance
with a certain criteria or standards, and will also determine the CR level of capability
maturity to ensure that the CR purpose is fulfilled, namely providing cyber resilience
training and cyber products testing to deliver accurate results.

Evaluation is viewed as the process of observing and measuring an object for
the purpose of judging it and determining its value, either by comparison to similar
objects, or to a standard (Surbhi, 2017). Thalheim (2010) agues that evaluation is the
passing of judgement against a certain set of standards, however judgement is not in
this case objective, as people judge differently. In laymans terms, evaluation is the
judgement of the quantitative information over a specific period of time. Evaluation
can be performed if a CR is implemented in accordance with the specific criteria,
standards and metrics against which it is measured.

A suggested guideline for the evaluation of a CR is a two-pronged approach, fo-
cusing on capability and maturity. Capability is evaluated against the CR’s ability
to attain a desired set of result according to the core capability elements, which are
measured according to the MoC with its elements MoE, MoP and MoT. Maturity is
evaluated against the MoM of people, processes and technology, using the CMM for a
CR. This is based on a set of metrics for each level, which are used to determine the
CR level of capability maturity. Figure 4.2 depicts a generic process when evaluating
a CR capability and maturity. The evaluation of a CR is out of scope of this thesis.

A CR testing strategy should be compiled to give guidelines on evaluation, espe-
cially when CR’s are federated and share capabilities, with the focus on achieving
a common standard for CR operation and cyber events exchange. Hwang and Bush
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Figure 4.3: Capability Maturity Comparison Table

(2015) describes the benefit of having guidelines as allowing for the CR evaluation to
have the appropriate defined set of objectives; scenarios are developed in accordance
with metrics and measures to align to the end-state of the evaluation. When evalu-
ating a CR two evaluation objectives are to be defined, of which the objectives are to
be specific with reference to the characteristics and purpose of the CR (Hwang and
Bush, 2015). A cyber evaluation begins with defining the components of the tradi-
tional computational stack or cloud components used by a service provider, followed
by the evaluation of the cyber event itself and finalised by how effectively the outcome
of the cyber event was reached.

Another consideration to take into account when starting a cyber evaluation fo-
cuses on the lessons learn” in the cyber security domain, which ensures that both
failures and wins are addressed. The cyber evaluation objective can vary due to
a number of factors, including the network topology being physical or virtual, cy-
ber methodologies used by attackers to penetrate computer systems, cyber counter-
measures that are activated, and the evaluation of computer systems that are not
monitored. Capability maturity can be evaluated simply by low, medium and high
scores depending on where the CR fits in after an evaluation has taken place, as
shown in the capability maturity comparison table for evaluating a CR (Figure 4.3).

4.7 Summary

In Chapter 4 a baseline selection criteria was established for a CR to give guidance
for the successful development of a CR, or for an organisation to benchmark against
when procuring CR services. NICE have provided additional criteria, which are sim-
ilar to the selection criteria proposed. These criteria discussed in the chapter allow for
the capability maturity of a CR to be measured qualitatively. The proposed baseline
criteria for CR capability maturity levels was defined, and a proposed set of CR levels
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was established. Suggested standards were discussed, which mostly focused on cyber
terminology and technical and security training guidelines; these were presented as
guidelines for a CR, and it was noted the standards discussed are not limited.

The introduction of the Measurement of Capability and Measurement of Maturity,
with the establishment of the “measurement conceptual model for a CR”, creates the
building blocks for measuring a CR’s capability maturity according to predetermined
identified CR levels. These measures will form the basis for a novel proposed CMM
for a CR. A proposed process to evaluate a CR was highlighted for an organisation
to use to identify gaps in a CR capability maturity and improve the CR as it evolves.
In Chapter 5, the development of a synthesised MoC and MoM is discussed, which
forms the baseline for the development of the proposed novel CMM for a CR.
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5
Proposed Capability Maturity Model for a

Cyber Range

In Chapter 4 the selection criteria for a CR were established and the criteria and
classified CR levels were determined. This chapter also introduced measurements,
namely MoC and the MoM with their elements, and a measurement conceptual model
for a CR. In Chapter 5 a conceptual model type approach has been utilised to provide
a level of abstraction for the development of a CMM for a CR. The outcome of this
chapter is a proposed novel conceptual CMM for a CR, which has been developed
and synthesised according to identified CMM in the literature study as discussed in
Section 2.6. In Section 5.1 an overview of the CMM for a CR is introduced. This
is followed by Section 5.2, which provides a high level view of the MoC elements
discussed, and Section 5.3 which discusses the MoM to give a conceptual picture of
the different levels for each element. This is followed by Section 5.4, which provides
an initial proposed CMM for a CR. Section 5.5 presents a summary of the chapter.

5.1 Overview of a Proposed Capability Maturity Model

An overview of the CMM for a CR is introduced to give context, for understanding the
proposed CMM for a CR. The CMM for a CR is formed from the following three areas,
the core capability elements, the MoC and the MoM. Utilising these three areas, this
forms the baseline for the CMM for a CR. The core capability elements of a CR were
defined in Section 3.3, and the measurement criteria were discussed in Section 4.5,
in which the MoC and MoM were introduced with their different elements. A high
level view of the elements is discussed in Section 5.2 and 5.3, which does not go into
the granular detail of the measurement itself.
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Figure 5.1: High Level Capability Maturity Model for a Cyber Range

The model indicates the levels for capability maturity, as discussed in Section 4.2.
For understanding the proposed criteria levels for a CR are utilised for the measure-
ments for a CR, namely the MoC and MoM levels, which allows for the level of a CR to
be determined. The measurement of the capability maturity levels in a CR in theory
are similar to the proposed criteria levels for a CR. The results of this is not perfect
but gives a baseline conceptual theory against which a CR level is determined. An
understanding of the defined elements is taken from certain characteristics of CMMs,
as in Section 2.6, of which the elements of measurement are not in proportion to each
other due to different areas of measurement. A high-level CMM for a CR is depicted
in Figure 5.1 for understanding, and the following sections will define the measures
in more detail and provide a proposed CMM for a CR.

5.2 Measurement of Capability for a Cyber Range

A capability is a long term commitment which is budgeted, supported and maintained
throughout its life-cycle. The capability of a CR is an integrated system that requires
not only computational elements, but also the human component, with processes and
related technology. A CR capability is measured according to the MoC, based on its
linked elements MoE, MoP and MoT, as in the conceptual model for measurement
of a CR in Figure 4.1. The elements of measurement are not in proportion to each
other due to different metrics of measurement. The MoC are determined based on the
proposed baseline CR capability levels: Limited, Low, Medium, High and Ultimate.
A matrix of MoC for CR levels is shown in Figure 5.2, which also indicates the levels
of the elements. The core capability elements, as defined in Section 3.3, will form the
bases for determining the capability of a CR.

5.2.1 Measurement of Effect

Effectiveness is defined as how well something does something; it is considered a top-
down approach, and is mainly a qualitative measurement (Hwang and Bush, 2015).
Hence, effectiveness in the context of this project can only be measured against the
accomplishment of a sets of cyber events, missions or a systems-intended purpose
(Sproles, 2001). By contrast, a MoE is more of a statement that is measured, due to
the MoE being independent of a specific solution, namely the CR. To minimise risks
through T&E a set of MoE are developed to provide a guide as to what is to be tested
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to ensure systems do the job required. MoE is an essential part of systems engin-
eering standards, and a powerful tool for judging whether a system that is developed
to solve a problem performs its functional requirements. Hence an MoE is able to
identify whether a CR that is developed fulfils its target purpose.

MoE is a measure that is viewed from the stakeholder perspective, which is an ex-
ternal view (Sproles, 2000). Developing MoE is a cognitive process, using functional
requirements considered critical for the stakeholder to accept the system; if these re-
quirements, or Critical Operational Issues (COI), are not met then the system will not
be accepted (Sproles, 2001). In the context of a CR, the COIs will determine whether
the CR can be accepted to fulfil its intended purpose. To test the CR as a system, the
MoE needs to be given to ensure that the tests can verify if the desired effect that the
stakeholder requires is met. It is important to note that this process does not work
the other way around, where the test determines the effect for the stakeholder.

The data used to measure the effect of a mission accomplishment comes from the
use of the system in its expected environment (Whiting School of Engineering, 2013).
This data can be generated by observing how effectively a user stops an attack in
a given operational cyber scenario, how a user performs under pressure in a given
cyber scenario, or the responses the user executed during the cyber scenario.

Chandra and Mishra (2019) describe MoE from an attack and defensive view.
The former considers the number of computers affected, data losses in terms of time
and volume, target identification, number of targets engaged, number of attempts
or mechanisms used to breach, targets missed, DOS induced in terms of time frame,
number of routers attacked or compromised, number of antivirus defeated, number of
OS breached, number of websites attacked, and the number of applications breached.
The latter focuses on time delay in detection of attack, value of asset before and
after attack, data losses in terms of time and volume. Donovan et al. (2015) view of
MoE focuses on the effectiveness and performance of the Tools, Tactics, Techniques
and Procedures (TTTP’s) that were utilised to defend an ICT network against an
adversary. Hence, the three main themes that are the main outcomes for the MoE for
a CR are:

• The effectiveness of the CR as a system - the provision for a cyber event and
the CR core elements to its functional requirement and ability to integrate with
other core elements.

• The effectiveness of the CR to provide cyber training and content by cyber
events, injects ability, tools, security attacks, monitoring ability and scoring,
and ease of use.

• The effectiveness of the user in a CR - having the ability to operate under pres-
sure, the time to complete a cyber event, and the user’s ability to solve a cyber
problem (this theme is focused on the human behaviour).

Other aspects that are applicable to all levels include operators cyber skills, CR abil-
ity to maintain a single or multiple cyber operational tasks, CR ability to adapt to
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different cyber environment scenarios, CR ability to manage cyber activities, the ef-
fectiveness of the CR with different levels of cyber scenarios, and the effectiveness of
the CR through its evolution over time. A description of the levels follow:

1. Level I: Very Low Level; the metrics provided by the stakeholder are haphazard
and there is no clear understanding of what the CR needs to accomplish. CDX
and CFT exercises and the defensive and attack effects are not achieving the
desired result.

2. Level II: Low Level; the metrics are defined to a level of understanding of what
is required for the CR to achieve its purpose.

3. Level III: Medium Level; the metrics are managed both technically and accord-
ing to a set of predetermined goals for cyber events which identify the effect that
needs to be achieved.

4. Level IV: High Level; the metrics provided by the stakeholder are clear and
the functional requirements are understood.

5. Level V: Very High Level; the metrics are optimised for quality to ensure that
the CR fulfils its purpose.

5.2.2 Measurement of Performance

Measurement of Performance (MoP) is viewed from a developer’s perspective, and
is thus an internal view Sproles (2000). The MoP is also a subset of MoE in that
it supplies data to help evaluate the MoE. Together MoE and MoP determine the
operations for the CR as a system (Whiting School of Engineering, 2013). Perform-
ance is considered a bottom-up approach, and is mainly a quantitative measurement
(Hwang and Bush, 2015), hence the measurement of the performance and efficiency
of component elements. Donovan et al. (2015) summarises the MoP very simply as
the computing power and performance (memory, processor speed, storage speed). The
MoP view focuses on how well the system does what it must do relative to the system’s
effectiveness, efficiency, accuracy and precision, all of which defines and measures the
characteristics of the CR system capability.

Other aspects that are applicable to all levels include speed and throughput, fi-
delity high or low, switching ability between cyber events, quick configuration, traffic
generation, storage and retrieval, security assessment, instrumentation connectiv-
ity, up-time, quality of links, geographical size, IP count (IPV4 or IPV6), latency,
complexity, packet flow, hosts, services, availability, bandwidth, scalability, compres-
sion ratios, channel capability, manual or automated, and measuring how well the
CR accomplishes a task that it must execute. A description of the levels follow:

1. Level I: Very Low Level; CR as a system does not perform effectively, multiple
errors are encountered.

2. Level II: Low Level; CR system is slow to provision the cyber event.
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3. Level III: Medium Level; CR system is performing at an acceptable manner
according to the system specifications.

4. Level IV: High Level; CR system operates according and has no down time.

5. Level V: Very High Level; CR system operates at a high level of optimal per-
formance,according to the system specifications.

5.2.3 Measurement of Threat

Models for measuring cyber threat levels have been published in a variety of literat-
ure. For the measurement of threat in this thesis, the threat tiers as in Section 2.2
and Table 2.1. are utilised as a baseline to allow for an incremental view on what
cyber threats a CR is able to maintain. The MoT will measure the ability of the CR
to generate cyber threats for cyber events, security threat tools, and the ability to
maintain threats internally within the CR. A description of the levels follow:

1. Level I: Simple Level; CR has the ability to maintain simple code that has been
developed and can deliver know exploits.

2. Level II: Defined Level; CR can maintain and develop code and tools from
known vulnerabilities.

3. Level III: Developed Level; Ability to maintain unknown and undiscovered
malicious code.

4. Level IV: Advanced Level; Ability to maintain highly sophisticated cyber threats
developed by teams to discover vulnerabilities and develop exploits and threats
with the ability to design, develop or manufacture products to enable the ex-
ploitation of networks and systems of interest.

5. Level V: Highly Advanced Level; CR ability to execute the full spectrum of cy-
ber threat capabilities in combination with military and intelligence to achieve
a specific outcome

Figure 5.2: Matrix of MoC for Cyber Range levels
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Understanding the measurement of capability with its elements is based on a theoret-
ical view as given in this example: MoE = Low, MoP = High, MoT = Highly Advanced.
This then will give a level of Capability = Low due to the effectiveness of a CR. Hence
the level of capability will consider the level of effect as the level of capability, due to
the MoP and MoT that feed into the MoE for a CR as per the measurement concept
model as discussed in Section 4.5.3. However the determined level according to the
elements gives a baseline for improvement of the capability to be implemented in a
CR.

5.3 Measurement of Maturity of a Cyber Range

When increasing a CR capability through its maturity there are three main areas
that are integrated and focused on: the people, the processes and the technology
(Valdez et al., 2008). A maturity level is not recommended to be skipped as it is a
building block to attain the next level - this is a ground rule that must be applied, as it
will ensure that there is less risk in the long term Wiegers (1996), and is a key factor
in establishing the maturity level for a CR through its evolutionary process. CRs are
complex systems and a holistic approach to improve on maturity is needed in a CR
due to the rapid changes in the cyber realm. A matrix of MoM for CR levels is shown
in Figure 5.3 illustrating the different MoM elements levels. Growth in maturity
can be attributed to multiple areas within the CR, especially in the building of skills
capacity in people, the processes for development and training, and the adoption of
technologies. Different maturity models give a structured approached to incremental
improvement in an organisation and, in this context, a CR (Chapman et al., 2018).

When determining the maturity of a CR the three elements (people, processes and
technology) are viewed from a high level. The elements of measurement are not in
proportion to each other due to different metrics of measurement. Almuhammadi and
Alsaleh (2017) describe maturity models as qualitatively measured and divided into
five levels. The proposed baseline for CR maturity levels are: Basic, Intermediate,
Fully Functional, Advanced and Highly Advanced. The core capability elements - the
MoM elements and sub categories, as defined in Section 3.3 - will form the bases for
determining the maturity of a CR.

5.3.1 Cyber Range People Maturity

The maturity of people focuses on four process trend areas, namely developing in-
dividual capability, building work groups and culture, motivating by rewarding and
managing performance and shaping the workforce (Valdez et al., 2008, pg 39). Cyber
skills, as in Section 2.4.4, are a huge concern globally due to the shortage thereof. The
maturity in developing individuals cyber skills and capacity of a CR workforce are
synthesised according to the People CMM in Section 2.6.5. Some of the focus areas
that are to be considered for a CR, both when training participants and resources
in a CR, include determining the level of cyber skills, cognitive abilities, handling of
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cyber-related challenges and cyber endurance. Managing and developing the work-
force of a CR and their cyber skill levels allows them to form a firm basis from which
to mature over time in developing cyber skills according to the threat tiers discussed
in Table 2.1, and enhances their ability to operate and utilise the core capability ele-
ments. A synthesised adoption of these People CMM levels (Curtis et al., 2009) are
utilised to define CR people maturity levels, which are:

1. Level I: Initial level; there is inconsistent management, and managers need
to take responsibility to develop people’s cyber skills to build capacity and to
retain the desired skills, talent and repeatable practices within a CR. In level I
cyber skills are not retained and there is a skills shortage within a CR. In this
level, skills are not certified, training is more up to the individual, and skills
performance is not quality driven.

2. Level II: Managed level focuses on the managing of CR Resources and stabil-
ising the CR work environment by implementing basic practices and address-
ing relationship building as a work group. The Process Areas (PAs) that are
addressed in this level include:

(a) Staffing, the formal process to select the correct CR resource needed to
operate and maintain the CR.

(b) Communication and coordination, to establish and maintain a physical CR
working environment for CR resources to perform their tasks efficiently
and share information to coordinate activities in a process manner.

(c) Performance management measures are set for CR resources to perform to
a set standard and to continuously enhance performance.

(d) Training and development of all CR resources to have the required cyber
skills to perform tasks.

(e) Compensation for CR resources based on remuneration and benefits of
skills obtained or attained, this is linked back to the discussion on incent-
ive balance in Section 2.3.

3. Level III: Defined level focuses on competencies in CR. Resources are managed
and measured according to a framework and the overall strategic intent of the
CR in an organisation. The CR workforce develops accordingly and improves on
their competencies. The PAs that are addressed include the following:

(a) Competency analysis, which identifies competencies needed in the CR.

(b) Workforce planning, which coordinates activities to reach the CR’s end
state, hence a plan for CR skilling on the core capability elements and
other cyber competency areas. This is to enhance the competency develop-
ment of the CR resources for career development, which helps to develop
the CR workforce competencies to build on or towards a new career in the
ICT environment.
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(c) CR work group development to enhance specific competencies within a CR,
specific to cyber events or newer core capability elements.

(d) Developing a participatory culture, which allows CR resources to share
CR information and knowledge to be incorporated in the decision-making
processes in a CR.

4. Level IV: Predictable level focuses on CR resources and improves on their cap-
ability and capacity, which are managed qualitatively. This is achieved by per-
forming data collection that allows for predictions to be made to better aug-
ment competencies and performance in a CR for the future. The PA that are
addressed include the following:

(a) Competency integration, which encourages CR resources to be multi-skilled.
By implementing this it empowers the CR work groups to use initiative to
enhance the CR abilities and application.

(b) Quantitative performance management is utilised to predict and measure
the performance of CR resources. This is also related to the capability man-
agement of a CR to manage the capability of the CR workforce by providing
mentoring, transferring experience and knowledge to people in the organ-
isation.

5. Level V: Optimizing level focuses on change management and the continuous
optimising of CR resource capability and competence to strive for excellence.
The PA that are addressed include the following:

(a) Continuous capability improvement of CR resources capability to perform
optimally, by continuous aligning performance abilities.

(b) Continuous CR workforce innovations to identify positive cyber competen-
cies and methods to implement throughout the CR community.

Synthesising the People CMM gives a clear indication of the levels of maturity needed
with regard to CR resource’s cyber skills competencies. In a CR it is important to have
the necessary cyber skills to understand and utilise the core capability elements of a
CR, as well as the skills to train users and test and evaluate computational devices
or a SUT. One of the drawbacks of people generally is the time and effort needed
for adopting the processes and learning the technology, especially the core capability
elements of a CR - this is also a key factor in ensuring that the necessary adoption
of processes and technology is managed, and people are exposed and trained accord-
ingly. CR resources with the wrong cyber skills competency will often misunderstand,
misinterpret and miscommunicate the cyber event or utilisation of the CR core cap-
ability elements, which can cause a definite complication for the desired outcome
(Haron et al., 2013).
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5.3.2 Cyber Range Processes Maturity

Buttles-Valdez et al. (2008, pg 9) describes processes as “addressing the business
needs, the workforce and competencies required to meet them”. From a CR view,
processes allow for a CR to improve and increase its effectiveness and performance
over time to ensure a quality CR outcome (cyber event). The CR PAs are adopted and
synthesised from the Capability Maturity Model Integration (CMMI-DEV) model.
A process maturity model for the development of a CR has been synthesised and
developed, and is presented in Appendix D. However the process maturity is more
focused on the development of a CR and the processes needed to develop a CR, thus
allowing for a more mature CR as a system focused on the core capability elements
for a CR. However CR training and testing of SUT processes is important and can be
implemented in the process management and support process PA.

CMMI Team (2010) discusses the categories which are key in developing mature
processes for CR development, namely Process Management, which covers the whole
range of building processes in improving CR processes; Project Management, which
covers the CR project management activities; Engineering, which covers the CR de-
velopment and maintenance; and Support Process, which covers the CR activities
that support a CR. A description of the levels follows:

1. Level I: Initial start-up focuses on the CR development process: CR develop-
ment on this level is where processes are omitted, not documented, a CR is
built and working, but is over-budgeted for and success cannot be replicated,
therefore the CR is not maintained. CR processes are not structured and the
processes need to start. At this level, the following PA can be initiated:

(a) Analysis of CR Processes - A process in understanding the needs, require-
ments, specifications and operation of a CR as a capability is initiated.

(b) Deciding on what processes - A thought process to determine what pro-
cesses to implement for developing the CR and application thereof utilising
the core capability elements and processes for the implementation of cyber
events.

(c) Initializing processes - Getting the necessary processes in place to develop
a CR through its developmental maturity process.

2. Level II: Managed focuses on CR processes that are implemented as a project
in which the processes are more reactive in nature (able to act whenever some-
thing happens). The CR is more controlled by the project in its development
of the core capability elements. Products and processes are the focus of Level
II, ensuring that CR processes are maintained and executed as documented to
achieve the outcome of the specified CR. The following PA forms the focus of
Level II maturity of a CR:

(a) Project Management Process: This typically begins with the project plan,
which highlights what to build and identifies the, size, type, and capability
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required for a CR, including what components and products are needed for
the development of a CR, what to do, and measurements and standard for
compliance. CR Project Monitoring and Control is a process of controls that
are put in place to monitor the progress of the project plan, for example
the frequency of reporting and ensuring the plan is implemented correctly.
CR Requirements include management processes for tractability to ensure
that changes to requirements are implemented in project plans, activities,
and work products. Changes in the requirements will have an impact on
the complete process in the development of a CR. CR Supplier Agreement
Management is a process to ensure the suppliers deliver a specific work
product, with the specified quality and timeline.

(b) Support Process: CR Configuration Management is a repository in which
all related work products are recorded with reference to the development of
the CR and are captured for tractability and future revision or use. These
can include, for example, requirements, specifications, designs, codes and
so forth, applicable for all process areas. CR Measurement and Analysis
provides the measurement guides and analyses of the CR processes for
improving the performance of process in the CR , applicable for all process
areas. CR Process and Product Quality Assurance covers the evaluation
and quality of CR processes and CR work products, delivered or provided,
which is to compile the ISO/TS 9000 standard family on quality assurance
which is applicable for all process areas.

3. Level III: Defined focuses on the CR, has standardized its processes and con-
trols, and is more proactive in its implementation. The CR’s standards, proced-
ures, tools and methods are understood and well-defined to ensure consistency
in the CR development. The organisation-specific set of standard processes are
linked for standardization; this is important due to the dynamics of different
nations and organisations globally. The CR processes clearly state its purpose,
inputs, entry criteria, activities, roles, measures, verification steps, outputs, and
exit criteria. The following PA are focused on for level III maturity of a CR:

(a) Process Management Process: CR Process Definition - To define, estab-
lish, and maintain the CR set of standard processes and work environment
standards that benefit the complete processes of the CR, for example, the
life cycle process for the CR. CR Process Focus assists to focus on the cur-
rent strong and weak points of CR processes to help plan, implement, and
deploy improved processes. The CR Training process identifies common
strategic and tactical training needs for a CR. The training process is de-
veloped or obtained to develop the skills required to perform the CR set of
standard processes.

(b) Project Management Process: CR Integrated Project Management (at the
advanced level) - Integration of all project processes with other relevant
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parties who are involved with the CR according to the CR Standard set
of processes. CR Risk Management Process to manage risks in the CR,
identifying risk parameters, risk assessments, and risk mitigation.

(c) Support Process: CR Decision Analysis and Resolution: This is a formal
evaluation process used in the Technical Solution process area to select a
technical solution for the CR.

(d) Engineering Process, which is linked to Capability Development Process
for a CR, as discussed in Section 3.6: CR requirement development identi-
fies CR needs and converts them to requirements for CR products, whether
it be to procure or develop a set of requirements. These are processed to
ensure the requirement is properly implemented. CR Technical Solution
is the process in which the components that are envisaged for the CR are
selected per a criteria in which they are examined, these are specifications
with reference to performance, the type of product procured or developed,
its operational effectiveness and cost projected for its life-cycle. The selec-
tion of the products is done through the Decision Analysis and Resolution
PA. The CR Product Integration process ensures that the requirements are
met with the integration of the technical solution products. CR Verification
verifies the products or developed products of a CR against a specific set of
requirements in which this is an incremental process from initial compon-
ent to fully integrated CR. CR Validation is focused on whether the CR
meets the needs to which it is to perform operationally. The coordination
with the operational environment of a CR is vital in the validation of the
CR.

4. Level IV: Quantitatively Managed focuses on the CR processes that are meas-
ured for performance and quality; the outcome is used as a criteria in managing
the CR maturity further. Quality and process performance is well-defined to
reach a certain quality quantitative process, using statistical and other quant-
itative techniques in analysing the results of the processes to better them ac-
cordingly. The following PA are focused on for level IV maturity of a CR:

(a) Process Management using the CR Process Performance process, which
uses quantitative techniques to analyse the quality of the performance of
the processes used throughout the development of a CR.

(b) Project Management by implementing the CR Quantitative project man-
agement, the process used is to take the basic performance baselines and
models of the CR to understand if it meets the requirements from a project
view point and then proactively select and deploy incremental and innov-
ative improvements that measurably improve the CR’s performance.

5. Levels V: Optimising focuses on the continuous CR improvement and process
performance through incremental and innovative process and technological im-
provements. This is important, especially in the evolution of cyber threats and
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technology improvements with reference to cyber defence. The following PA is
focused on for level V maturity of a CR

(a) Process Management by implementing CR Performance Management which
focuses on improving a specific area in which CR processes are augmented
to ensure a level of excellence is achieved.

(b) Support process using the causal analysis and resolution process which
focuses on changes that add value to the processes of the CR are to be
implemented.

Utilising the synthesised CMMI-DEV model for the processes for the development of
a CR focusing on the core capability elements will give a clear indication of what level
of process maturity a CR has attained. When viewing the processes on the specific
level, the interpretation of the process areas can accommodate other processes that
are needed in a CR itself. The processes of operating and provisioning cyber events
and the configuration thereof are inclusive and accommodated in the process man-
agement PA and the support PA. The support processes for a CR will ensure that
processes are augmented and change with the growing trends in the cyber environ-
ment. The loop-back approach for processes are good practice at any level, as this
allows for improvement to be continuous, as described in level V (Optimizing).

5.3.3 Cyber Range Technology Maturity

Technology maturity is influenced by a variety of different elements, including cer-
tain hub cycles that exist in industry, the life-cycle of technology which has a specific
life span, or a midlife upgrade or newer technology that is developed (whether smal-
ler, faster, smarter or more intelligent). Time is relative within the technology world
in that multiple technologies can rapidly evolve within a predetermined hub cycle,
but are not mature technologies at a specific time. Gartner (2018) notes that the
technology hype-cycle includes five steps for the maturity of technology, namely an
initial trigger for technology, a hype of expectation of the technology, then a techno-
logy dip, an understanding of the technology is then formed, and then an acceptance
and utilisation of the technology globally. MITRE (2018) describes the maturity of
technology as follows: new technology improves as the technology develops, the tech-
nology then matures and then reaches a performance limit. In reaching this limit the
technology starts to age. (Hurley, 2018) suggest the maturity of technology is also of-
ten misunderstood because the technology not been actually mature. This is due to
technology evolving over time and in many cases developed according to a standard
that changes over time. However Kaminski (2011)states that mature technology will
give a better accuracy. The most universally-accepted methodology for technology
maturity is the Technology Readiness Level (TRL) scale (Mai, 2012). TRL measures
the maturity of evolving technologies before they are incorporated in a system. There
are 9 stages in the TRL, where the lowest level of maturity is TRL 1 and the highest
TRL 9 (Mitchell, 2007). The TRL 1 to 9 is listed in Table 5.1.
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Table 5.1: Technology Readiness Levels (Mitchell, 2007)
TRL Stages Technology Readiness Levels

1 Basic principles observed and reported
2 Concept and application formulated

3
Concepts demonstrated analytically or experi-
mentally

4
Key elements demonstrated in laboratory en-
vironment

5
Key elements demonstrated in relevant envir-
onments

6
Representative of the deliverable demon-
strated in relevant environments

7
Final development version of the deliverable
demonstrated in operational environment

8
Actual deliverable qualified through test and
demonstration

9 Operational use of deliverable

The Roger’s Bell Curve is based on the adoption of technology in which he explains
the ratio between innovators 2.5% early adopters 13.5%, early majority 34%, late
majority 34%, and laggards 16%. These percentages give a clear view on where most
of the adoption takes place, however in a CR the technology needs to be viewed as
cutting edge technology due to the dynamic at which technology changes in the cyber
environment. Accurate technology is also vital to ensure validity of the CR output.

Gove and Uzdzinski (2013) describe the lack of systems maturity that is imple-
mented. By implementing technology in a CR, there is a clear engineering process
that must happen in order to ensure that the technology functions within the CR
system. The upgrades that do occur during a technology life cycle can have a massive
impact on the CR, as there can be core capability elements that are not comparable in
the configuration and the weighing up of performance verses quality will come into
play. Upgrading or implementing different technologies at different stages of their
life cycle is a key gap that will need to be managed accordingly in a CR.

To reach a certain technology maturity level in a CR five levels are identified, of
which the TRL scale are synthesised and adopted with other sub-categories to give
a clear indication of what level of maturity the CR’s technology is. Only the first
three levels are adapted to the TRL, due to level 9 TRL being the operational use
of the technology as it has evolved. The mature technology has evolved to its level
of performance, and the optimisation of technology augments the current technology
used in the TRL stage. These sub-categories include the ability and upgrade of the
technology used in a CR through life-cycle management, the technology drivers and
maturity thereof, managing the technology as a capability in a CR, and the maturity
of computational devices and SW, focused on the core capability elements of a CR. A
description of the levels follows:

1. Level I: Initial, which is new technology based on a proof of concept, is not
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mature or is not supported. TLR stage 1 to 3 is applied in the initial level of a
CR in that the basic principles of the technology are observed and reported on
and the concept and application is formulated with the concepts demonstrated
analytically or experimentally.

2. Level II: Developed technology, where the technology is still in a development
phase and is being tested against standards. TLR stage 4 to 7 is applied in
which the key elements are demonstrated in a laboratory and relevant labo-
ratory environment, which is then deliverable and demonstrated in the rele-
vant environments with the final development version of the deliverable demon-
strated in an operational environment.

3. Level III: Improving technology allows for the technology to be modified to al-
low for improvement. TLR stage 8 and 9 is applied in that the actual deliverable
of technology has qualified through tests and demonstration and is now ready
for operational use.

4. Level IV: Defined technology reaches a performance limit and all known faults
and errors are solved and it is accepted in the broader CR community.

5. Level V: Optimised technology allows for the technology to be customised and
integrated to augment its current mature performance to suit a specific func-
tionality or purpose within a CR.

Figure 5.3: Matrix of MoM for Cyber Range levels

Understanding the measurement of maturity with its elements is based on a theoret-
ical view as given in this maturity example; People = Managed, Processes = Defined,
Technology = Defined, this then will give a level of Maturity = Intermediate based on
the people maturity. Hence the level of maturity will consider the level of processes
and technology. However, people need to understand and operate the CR with the
necessary skills. Furthermore, the determined level according to the elements gives
a baseline for improvement of maturity to be implemented in a CR.
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Figure 5.4: Cyber Range Measurement Cube

5.4 Proposed Capability Maturity Model for a Cyber Range

In developing the proposed CMM for a CR, a conceptual model type was utilised
which provides a level of abstraction, as discussed in Section 2.6. The CMM for a
CR is based on the modelling properties, namely the purpose of the model provides
a graphical representation to determine a CR level of capability maturity where the
elements are based on the MoC and MoM. The development is based on an under-
standing of the core capability elements and the CMM that currently exist in the
literature. Due to the novel nature of the development of the CMM for a CR, a CR
measuring cube is introduced and forms the basis for measuring capability matur-
ity of a CR. The proposed model utilises the measuring cube and the core capability
elements to determine different levels of capability maturity. From defining a CR in
understanding its core capability elements, to establishing a suggested selection cri-
teria and determining levels for MoC and MoM, the integration of this understanding
has aided the formulation of a proposed CMM for a CR. The modelling construct of
the CMM for a CR tries to create a baseline to determine the level of a CR capability
maturity.

In Figure 5.4 a CR measurement cube is represented. This cube represents the
high-level elements that are to be measured in the complex environment of a CR.
The cube approach, consisting of six sides, is used to illustrate the complexity of
measuring a CR capability maturity. Using this cube as a concept forms part of the
implementation in the CMM of a CR. The cube includes six elements in two different
categories: MoC and MoM. For MoC these elements include effect, performance, and
threat, and for MoM these are people, processes and technology, with the common
factor for all elements being time as the CR evolves. The cube is used to measure
these core capability elements to determine the level of capability maturity in a CR,
providing a benchmark to evaluate and to improve on the gaps identified in the CR.
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The significance of the cube is linked to the MoC and MoM, with their core capability
elements used to determine the CR level. The proposed CMM for a CR indicated in
Figure 5.5 is the first iteration. Representing the capability maturity of a CR is com-
plex and difficult, however Figure 5.5 gives a proposed interpretation to determine
CR levels (note that the x’s are used to provide an example model).

The CMM for a CR provides a simple three-dimensional view. First, the CR cap-
ability level using the MoC score is allocated to the core capability elements of a CR.
This is to indicate its capability on a scale of limited to ultimate level. Secondly, the
maturity level using the MoM score is allocated to the core capability elements on
their level of maturity, from basic to highly advanced. Finally time capability is as-
sessed - this is the amount of time the CR takes to reach a certain capability maturity
level.

For more clarity, a slice of the proposed CMM for a CR is explained to give a
clearer understanding. Note that this is the same generic explanation for all CR
core capability elements as in Figure 5.6. The slice describes the core capability ele-
ment, a traffic generator, where the CR capability levels indicate what level a traffic
generator has according to the MoC elements. This includes the effectiveness of the
traffic generator at accomplishing its function, its performance thereof and its abil-
ity to generate traffic and security threats in the CR. Its maturity, according to the
MoM and its elements, includes people’s skills capacity and workforce maturity, and
overall ability to configure, develop and utilise the traffic generator. The processes
that are implemented to operate and maintain the traffic generator, and the level of
technology currently in operation in the traffic generator at a specific time in its life-
cycle. This approach in scoring a traffic generator determines its level of capability
maturity within a CR. This approach is then completed for all the CR core capabil-
ity elements, enabling a specific score for each. The scores are then consolidated to
determine an overall score of the CR capability maturity.

Figure 5.6: Slice of the Capability Maturity Model for a CR

The difficulty of representing the capability maturity of a CR is complex, in that
a mixed measuring method both qualitative and quantitative would be best suited,
which in itself is difficult to achieve as discussed in Section 4.5. The CMM for a
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CR gives a proposed interpretation of capability maturity to determine CR levels. A
outcome of a CR score for example, which indicates a low capability and an advanced
maturity, would therefore indicate a Level II capability and Level IV maturity. This
score allows for gaps to be identified in a CR to be improved upon according to an
identified level of capability maturity. An integrated matrix view of the utilisation of
the CR measuring cube in the CMM for a CR is linked to the core capability elements,
as in Figure 5.7.

Figure 5.7: Matrix of MoM and MoM for Cyber Range levels

5.5 Summary

Chapter 5 established a baseline for the development of a synthesised Measurement
of Capability and Measurement of Maturity for a CR, which formed the baseline for
the development of a proposed novel CMM for a CR. The Measurement of Capability
and its elements of effect, performance and threat were defined. The MoC covered
the measures of effect, which focused on the management of metrics for a CR accord-
ing to the three main themes: the effect of the system, the training, and the human
behaviour. Performance was focused on measures of functionality for the core cap-
ability elements of a CR against levels of performance. Threat was focused on the
different threat tier levels a CR is able to maintain and generate. This established
a clear distinction for measuring the CR capability utilising a combination of these
elements.

The Measurement of Maturity with it elements - people, processes and techno-
logy - was defined and synthesised utilising capability maturity models in literature.
The MoM focused on the following measures: People, which focused on developing
CR resource’s cyber skills competencies to understand and utilise the core capability
elements of a CR capability, and the management and development the workforce of
a CR. Processes, which focused on the processes to develop a CR from the categories
of Process, Project, Engineering and Support areas in a CR to support the develop-
ment of the core capability elements of a CR. Finally, technology, which focused on
the technology levels for a CR, using the Technology Readiness levels, the life cycle
management, and technology drivers.
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Using the measures of capability maturity elements with their levels against the
CMM for a CR enables a qualitative measure of a CR capability maturity. The metrics
for the different measures of capability maturity were not defined for this thesis.
The establishment of a proposed novel CMM for a CR was developed using the core
capability elements as a baseline to measure against predetermined CR levels of
capability maturity. The CMM for a CR is the first iteration to enable discussion and
allow for inputs to be given from CR experts utilising a questionnaire. Chapter 6
addresses the analysis and results of the CR questionnaire that was sent out to CR
experts and provides a discussion of the key areas of agreement and disagreement
that were captured.
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6
Results and Discussion

In the previous chapter, the development of a novel, proposed CMM for a CR was
presented to demonstrate the complexities in determining capability maturity levels.
In Chapter 6 the discussion is focused on the results captured from expert responses
to the distributed CR questionnaire. The results captured give a clear view from the
experts on CR capability maturity. While most of the experts do agree with what is
proposed for a CR CMM, there are differences, and these are discussed and consolid-
ated in this chapter to come to a conclusive understanding of a CMM for a CR.

This chapter will present and describe the results in a systematic and detailed
method. The results that are reported are qualitative, in that the author has high-
lighted and commented on the key agreements and disagreements that emerge from
the analysis. These comments are illustrated with extracts from the data received.
Section 6.1 discusses how the analysis was completed based on the CR capability ma-
turity questionnaire. Section 6.2 addresses the core capability elements, Section 6.3
the relevance ratings for a CR, and Section 6.4 the proposed capability levels. Sec-
tion 6.5 outlines the proposed CR classified capability levels, Section 6.6 the proposed
maturity levels with the findings of people, processes and technology, and Section 6.7
describes the CMM methodology for a CR. Section 6.8 provides a summary of the
chapter, highlighting the results of the broad themes across the previous sections.

6.1 Analysis of Expert Review

The ethics committee of Rhodes University approved the context document and the
CR capability maturity questionnaire, this is included in both paper form and elec-
tronic form (see Appendix F). The ethics trace-key number provided by Rhodes Uni-
versity Ethics Board for these documents is CIS18-09, approved on 16 November
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Table 6.1: Range of Numerical Values and Likert Score Legend
Strongly Disagree Disagree Agree Strongly Agree

1 2 3 4

2018. Participant data with regard to the questionnaire includes the following: thirty
initial requests to take part in the questionnaire were sent to identified CR experts,
resulting in seventeen replies. Seventeen questionnaires were then sent out, with
fourteen questionnaires received back. Participants included five international ex-
perts and nine South African experts, of which five are from the same organisation
that have successfully implemented a CR. Job roles that were reported by the four-
teen experts was a reasonable comprehensive spectrum, including a Security Advisor,
CR Scenario developer, Computer Science lecturer, Security Penetration (Pen) Tester,
CR SW Developer, CR Operator, CR Evaluator, CR Computer Systems Engineer, CR
Analyst, Malware Analyst, an Executive Director, a Cyber Security Manager, a Cyber
Security Threat Analyst and previous and current Research Scientist. Although the
current study was based on a small group of participants the feedback was completed
in detail. The questionnaire was mainly a Likert scale approach with comments cap-
tured from expert participants. The analysis was conducted using a data coding score
method, with the range of numerical values indicated in Table 6. 1. The range of nu-
merical values was then calculated according to the values indicated on the Likert
scale, dividing the result by the number of experts to determine the outcome of the
themes for this research thesis. The results of the analysis were rounded off to a
higher Likert score when the result was 0.5 and higher. All responses were viewed
as relatively equal, and no additional weights were added. The following analysis
presents a synthesis of the views of these experts, which is further reflected in the
project undertaken in this thesis. Going forward, the focus is on the key agreement
and disagreement areas that were captured from the questionnaire. From initial
analysis, seven broad themes emerged:

• Defining a Cyber Range: Definitions as generated from experts in their own
opinion are analysed to determine key words used.

• Core capability elements: Determines which core capabilities are agreed on.

• Relevance ratings: The relevance of the core capability elements to determining
the main elements for a CR.

• Proposed capability levels: The view of the experts on the proposed capability
levels.
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• Proposed classified CR capability levels: To determine a consensus for a baseline
to classify a CR on different levels.

• Proposed maturity levels: The view of the experts on the proposed maturity
levels.

• CMM methodology for a CR: To determine which CMMs to use to synthesize a
CMM for a CR.

6.2 Defining a Cyber Range

The definitions provided below were reported by CR experts in the field as per the
questionnaire. The definition, from the relevant literature, for a CR was provided in
Section 2. 4. A word cloud, generated from the definitions provided by CR experts, is
presented in Figure 6.1; this visualisation highlights the dominant words used, with
cyber, environment, training, range, security, network, test, evaluation, scenarios
and simulation representing the top word usage across all the definitions provided,
as listed below:

• “A CR is a simulated or real segregated environment that allows personnel to
learn, exploit and defend assets connected to networks or the Internet”.

• “The CR is defined as a scalable, flexible and configurable modelling and simu-
lation environment allowing realistic and customisable scenarios to be created
and deployed in a cost-effective, timely and repeatable manner within a secure
and isolated environment”.

• “A CR is a training and education program. It is the sum of the educational
content and the delivery platform”.

• “A simulated cyber environment that provide the ability to test people, processes
and technology with regards to information technology”.

• “Safe environment to simulate cyber threats, "build" counter measures as well
as testing new remediation methods”.

• “Visualized test bed environment containing data collection sensors with the
objective to validate performance metrics pertaining to people, processes and
technologies”.

• “A sandbox environment or test bed composed of physical or virtual infrastruc-
ture, providing high fidelity simulation and emulation of network, hardware
and software ecosystems to support cyber training, cyber exercises, modelling,
testing, and evaluation related to network and security operations or events,
with minimal interference with existing organisational, national, private or
public infrastructure, and providing high fault tolerance or recovery and extens-
ive event logging to support experimentation, evaluation, training, and other
network and security related research, development and testing”.
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• “Training facility (sandbox) for gaining cyber security experience, conducting
training and running simulations”.

• “A virtual environment capable of simulations, a cyber warfare training zone”.

• “It is a capability that provides functionality to enable training for, simulation
and execution of cyber operations”.

• “A CR is a sandboxed environment in which cyber security professionals can:
monitor the behaviour of malicious software; train personnel in defensive and
offensive cyber security; and test network protocol implementations in “real-
world” scenarios.

• “A configurable environment wherein a cyber operator could test and perform
certain tasks or scenarios for training or evaluation purposes”.

• “CR is a both a physical and virtual environment that closely resembles a real-
istic operational environment, but is meticulously monitored and controlled to
facilitate the training of cyber capabilities to ultimately strengthen cyber secur-
ity defences and skills”.

• “A CR is a simulated environment used for the emulation or simulation of real
life activities on a network. It can be used to test new products and network to-
pographies, but is essential for practical training for a cybersecurity workforce”.

Based on the definition given initially in this thesis, along with the definitions in rel-
evant literature as in Section 2.4, the dominant words are cyber, environment, cap-
abilities, development, research, experimentation, hands on training, security and
simulated (see Figure 6.1). Common vocabulary for defining a CR across experts’
definitions, definitions found in the literature review, and for this thesis include cy-
ber, environment, training, security, network, testing, simulated, and capabilities.
From this comparison, a CR can be holistically defined as a simulated cyber environ-
ment for security training and network testing as a capability.

6.3 Core Capability Elements for a Cyber Range

The core capability elements for a CR are agreed upon by experts, and these res-
ults are presented in Figure 6.1. The general view of the experts was captured by
asking participants to rate the core capability elements as follows: “strongly agree”
for essential components; “agree” for components that are desired but not essential,
“disagree” for components which are optional, and “strongly disagree” for those not
needed. However, it is important to remember that CRs are only as useful as the
content that they provide - their specific purpose and capabilities - from this the CR
core capabilities are determined . This makes sense with respect to only utilising the
core component necessary for the purpose of a given CR.
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Figure 6.1: Cyber Range Definitions Word Cloud

The two main areas of disagreement with regard to core capability elements were
Redundancy and Big Data. Big Data is generally regarded as merely a storage and
processing methodology, and forms part of a backup storage capability as required.
Redundancy for a CR is not regarded as an operational environment, and more as a
training and virtual environment that can be provisioned on demand and not needed
if the CR goes cold. However, the focus for redundancy was on data loss, errors or a
system failure from a stack or cloud implementation. Redundancy will form part of
the backup of a CR to allow for instances to be captured and replicated when needed.
The health monitoring system with sensors is inclusive of the monitoring system for
a CR, due to the monitoring system being the hub for viewing and collecting data.

From an infrastructure view, it was discussed that a commercial, low cost cloud
service provider - as a solution for a CR - is better than buying and maintaining
physical stack type infrastructure. There are advantages and disadvantages when
provisioning a CR using a cloud service provider, and visa versa from a stack imple-
mentation, however this will depend entirely on the purpose and type of CR that is
required, with determining factors including Internet speed, cost and access ability
of users. The security system plays a major role, especially for real devices’ connectiv-
ity. Cyber incident recording should take place within a CR to monitor its networks,
where a SIEM as a core capability element was regarded as extreme within a CR.
Security of the CR is important due to the nature of its purpose, in that malicious
code is to be contained on all levels - monitoring this is essential in the management
system of the CR.

Other core capability elements that were suggested included a reporting capabil-
ity that allows for customisation and control of the reports that are generated from
the CR event, allowing users of the CR to have control and capture information that is
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relevant for them to use as a learning reference to improve their skills. This function-
ality is an added benefit in the LMS capability for a CR. Similarly, a scoring engine for
lab exercises and competitive exercises was suggested, in that a scoreboard tells CR
users how far they have progressed during the exercises, or how they are positioned
against other students in a CDX or CTF. This capability will form part of the monit-
oring system, utilising multiple different sensors that fit the purpose of a CR. Data
collection was also mentioned as a core capability, as a way to accurately indicate the
impact of a cyber event. Data collection as a collective is viewed as part of the monit-
oring system, with the sensors of a CR considered a core capability element. From a
spatial and temporal consideration this should form part of a CR, the rationale being
that in many cases, attacking an asset requires proximity to the location where the
asset is used. Most current CRs focus on only remotely attacking a target and not on
the asset’s proximity. The ability for a CR to attack an asset in a specific proximity,
for example via wireless or Bluetooth, should be considered when planning the cyber
event, ensuring the CR has the ability to provide such a cyber event.

Consensus core capability elements for a CR are presented below in Figure 6.2.
Overall the conclusion to be drawn is that the respondents agreed with the core cap-
ability elements, with Big Data not regarded as a core capability element. The main
core capability elements for a CR, by priority, can be concluded as follows: man-
agement system, virtual infrastructure, SW applications, scenario generator, traffic
generator, monitoring system with sensors, SW operating systems and threat library.

Figure 6.2: Consensus Core Capability Elements for a Cyber Range

6.4 Relevance Rating for a Cyber Range

This Section presents the feedback from experts pertaining to the Pairwise Compar-
ison Analyses that was conducted in Section 3.5. The relevance rating for a CR was
generally agreed upon, with the main disagreements as follows:
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• Physical Network Infrastructure. This disagreement centred on a discussion
of cloud vs. stack, in that a more mature CR organisation would utilise a cloud
service provider to provision a CR, utilising mature content and developed cyber
events. However Physical Network Infrastructure is important for a CR in a
developing organisation, especially when there is low Internet availability and
a cost constraint utilising a cloud service provider.

• Real device connectivity. This disagreement was due to a CR operating in a
virtual environment, with no specific interface to allow for the connection of a
real device.

• Facility disagreement was due to the ability to utilise a cloud service provider
and to reduce costs.

• Redundancy and Big data was due to the discussion presented in Section 6.1.

The main relevance rating factors for a CR, as analysed, were prioritised as: man-
agement system, scenario generator and monitoring system (strongly agreed upon
with the virtual infrastructure), physical network infrastructure, operating systems,
traffic generator, SW applications, threat library, learner management system, se-
curity system, health monitoring system, instrument connectivity, SIEM, real device
connectivity, backup storage, facility, big data and redundancy. The management
system, scenario generator and monitoring system were indicated as the three main
relevance rating factors for the core capability element for a CR.

Comparing the relevance rating from the Pairwise Comparison analysis and the
expert review reveals that the main relevance rating of the core capability elements
for a CR focuses on: the management system, scenario generator capability, monitor-
ing system with sensors, virtual infrastructure, SW applications and traffic generator
capability. From the analysis the utilisation of the relevance rating for developing
levels for a CR is to be reconsidered due to the content the CR is to provide and its
purpose. However when observing the results of the main core capability elements
and their relevance rating, the generic fundamental elements are essential for a CR
to function. Below is the consensus for the relevance rating of the core capability
elements for a CR. The results of the analysis are presented in Figure 6.3.

6.5 Proposed Capability Cyber Range Levels

The proposed capability CR levels are generally agreed upon. The results of the ana-
lysis are presented in Figure 6.4, however there is disagreement in terms of level IV
and V, due to the statement “virtual, instantaneous, and on demand” as set out in
the questionnaire. The argument raised focused on where one draws the boundar-
ies between CRs, as it is possible for them to be one distributed CR. Hence the CRs
at different levels of capability can be distributed geographically, depending on their
purpose. In creating a distributed CR environment, there needs to be a centralised
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Figure 6.3: Consensus Relevance Rating for a Cyber Range

CR authority that will distribute the latest cyber threats, training content, CDX and
CTF exercises and other CR operational matters to other CRs that are under its con-
trol. However, in the authors opinion, the boundary between levels for a distributed
CR is viewed as the capabilities the distributed CR environment is able to provide to
users and other CRs, if federated with other CRs, to share and utilise their capabilit-
ies. Another opinion is that the distributed CR can be measured individually within
a distributed environment.

Another disagreement is that of hyperconvergence for a CR, in which the argu-
ment raised suggested that hyperconvergence is highly integrated and not as flexible,
and a CR must be highly adaptable and flexible to accommodate the high rate of de-
mand and services on a specific level of capability. Hyperconvergence brings to a CR
a platform to run infrastructure clouds in isolation due to the integration of compu-
tational networking, storage and virtualisation. This enables multiple cyber events
to be isolated in different virtual containers. Certainly hyper-convergence is complex
in nature, however once configured it has the ability to rapidly configure cyber events
in a short space of time for multiple users.

The integration into the real world as a critical capability was also proposed, to
ensure that a CR can cater for a hyper-real environment and allow for a real user
experience. This subject is also discussed in Section 2.5.5. The fidelity of the CR is
fundamentally important for a CR capability, more so than up-sizing the functional
scales for the CR capability levels. The experts agreed that fidelity in a CR is a key
consideration, as is also discussed in Section 2.5.4. Comments regarding the human
element, from a development viewpoint, emphasised the importance of enhancing the
CR capability incrementally to ensure that the user understands and is able to utilise
the CR. In conclusion, levels I and III were accepted as a basic baseline, while levels
IV to V were agreed upon from a more distributed and fidelity capability perspective,
rather than an up-sizing incremental approach to the functional capability of a CR.
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Figure 6.4: Consensus Proposed Capability Cyber Range levels

6.5.1 Measurement of Effect

One disagreement raised concerns about measuring the effect of personnel and in-
frastructure separately. This is to get a better view of how effectively the user ac-
complishes the cyber event and how effectively the CR maintains a cyber event. Of
chief importance was the effectiveness of instrumentation to capture data from a CR
event, which can be used to gain more detailed information on aspects of the scen-
ario that are most relevant to them. This is also applicable to the CR system, where
it is important to analyse the data generated in the CR to ensure optimal effective-
ness. This is a core capability of a CR collecting data to indicate the effect and impact
of a cyber event (see Section 6.3). The MoE is also used to measure the availability
and stability when conducting tests, addressing whether the CR achieved the desired
outcome of a cyber event.

When measuring effect in a CR from a capability view, the measurement will
indicate the CR’s ability to execute its intended purpose; when users are performing
a cyber event, the effect of the event that the CR is performing gives an indication
of the effectiveness of the users. This allows for the identification of gaps and focus
areas that users need to be trained in, and whether there are any content changes
that might allow for improvement. The main comments for the MoE for a CR were
as follows:

• The MoE is separate from the user and the capability of a CR, hence meas-
uring both the user and CR itself provides an indication of the CR’s combined
effectiveness.

• The effectiveness of a CR’s ability to adapt to different cyber environment scen-
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arios, and its ability to manage cyber activities, were strongly agreed upon as
the main areas for measuring effectiveness in a CR.

• Finally, the CR’s ability to capacitate and handle a single or multiple cyber
operational tasks, operators’ cyber skills, and the effectiveness of the CR at
maintaining different levels of cyber events throughout its evolution over time
were agreed on for measuring effectiveness.

6.5.2 Measurement of Performance

Comments that were raised included the fact that the MoP is important for a CR
and is a key metric to measure. This enables the development and implementation
of an effective CR. Overall, performance measures were agreed upon, with the meas-
urement of fidelity, traffic generation, switching ability between cyber events and
security in a CR strongly agreed upon as the main MoP. Likewise speed, throughput,
quick configuration on demand, instrumentation connectivity and the measuring of
a CR as a system based on how well the CR accomplishes a task were also agreed
upon.

6.5.3 Instrumentation

The security and performance instrumentation with NetFlow for a CR was strongly
agreed on, which augments the CR. The key areas of disagreement were the hon-
eypot or honey net, which are based on the cyber event and not necessarily an ad-
ditional function of a CR, in which the inclusion thereof will augment the reality of
the threat landscape. Network telescope, honeypot or honey net and NetFlow are
more focused functions, especially geared towards network traffic, which will also
depend on the cyber event. However honeypot or honey net and network telescope
are functions that can be utilised to test effectiveness, and can also be deployed in
a CR. The use of additional instrumentation is dependent on the owners of the CR
and cyber event selection that allows for a detailed analysis of traffic flow in the CR.
Other instrumentation that can be utilised in a CR includes specific instrumentation
for advanced analysis, prediction of user behaviour, identification of gaps in training,
or monitoring for developing cyber resilience content. The main conclusions for the
instrumentation for a CR are that security and performance instrumentation with
NetFlow are strongly agreed upon as adding to the CR functionality, whereas a net-
work telescope and honeypots or honey net are more focused functions, especially on
network traffic and specific cyber events.

6.6 Proposed Classified Cyber Range Capability Levels

The general consensus supported the classified CR capability levels. The results of
the analysis are presented in Figure 6.5, however a qualitative approach is needed
to address some of the main points of disagreement raised. The difficulty of reaching
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a consensus on the number of nodes and concurrent sessions for different CR levels
is difficult. The main argument for classifying the capability levels for a CR is the
difficulty of separating CR levels with the number of hosts, services, throughput and
IP ranges against a quantitative number. In general, the number of IP addresses
is not desirable due to the capability of infrastructure needed. Hence the focus on
content and capability of a CR when classifying CR levels, rather than on the infra-
structure details (nodes and services) and storage capacity of a CR. It was suggested
that the mixing of infrastructure details with application capabilities for a CR is to be
avoided, and to measure the capability of the CR rather than the capacity; examples
given were the PlanetLab1 and DETERlab2 projects.

An incremental approach was used for the CR levels, as in Appendix B. However
the key point of disagreement focused on a consideration for limiting the scaling
of network size metrics, due to the nodes amounts indicated, which are excessive.
For example, a network size of over 10 000 unique nodes seems excessive for a test,
especially if they are of high fidelity. By contrast, there are large and multi-national
organisations which have less than 100 000 nodes. Hence, a CR that provisions a
small network with exceptional capability and high fidelity is worth more than a CR
that can do almost nothing with 10 million hosts.

In today’s world of elastic cloud computing, a level I CR making use of a cloud
service provider is considered not difficult, hence the same implementation for a level
V CR in a super computing centre. The drive for scales of economy and scalability
is dependent on the CR’s purpose and cyber events provisioned, hence the amount of
hosts, IP ranges, concurrent services and throughput will differ. The disagreements
raised are very complex, with a focus on the need to determine and classify CR levels
as a baseline.

Making use of cloud service providers for a CR as a quick, effective and efficient
solution to virtual infrastructure provides great flexibility, provisioning the resources
needed for each host with limited effort, and having the ability to operate a cyber
event remotely. However, the cost of data connections, the connection footprint, and
the speed of the Internet differ geographically, due to many factors in a given coun-
try’s ICT networks. Hence the argument for a stack approach for a CR. The choice
from these two options - cloud or stack - will depend on the CR’s purpose, whether it
is an open or closed CR, Internet capability, accessibility, failure, lag or latency of the
CR, resources and skills needed, funding available, and CR size.

The debate over AI in a CR suggests that it is to be defined and utilised to enhance
a CR, but not to develop a CR. Hence, ML and AI is not a CR capability, but rather
an enhancement for the automation of a CR. The analysis returned various views on
the different levels pertaining to the CR classified capability, for example:

• Level V: Should be more focused on the evaluation of technology and processes,
fully integrated with the real environment.

1https://www.planet-lab.org/
2https://deter-project.org/
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• Level IV: The automated and federated system is a benefit.

• Level III and Level II: Should be more focused on the evaluation of peoples’
behaviour in a cyber event, and the setup of 10 hosts or 500 services manually is
challenging. The manual set up and physical learning by trial and error should
form part of Level I.

• Level I: Sufficient for initial cyber security training, and will provide a realistic
"feel" to the impact and complexity of threats, and should be more focused on
training using 100 or fewer hosts.

The main conclusions for the classified CR capability levels are as follows: a more
qualitative approach for the CR classified capability levels is to be established, with
metrics being determined for different CR purposes. Therefore, a modified CR clas-
sified capability level was developed, as in Section 7.1, and the amount of hosts, IP
addresses, services, and throughput should not be the determining metric for CR
levels. Instead the content and capability, especially the provisioning of high fidelity
nodes, that a CR can provide are to be used as metrics.

6.7 Proposed Maturity Levels of a Cyber Range

The proposed maturity levels and maturity elements, namely PPT for a CR were
agreed upon. The results of the analysis are presented in Figure 6. 6. However,
the view generally given by respondents was that the maturity levels are optimistic.
The key disagreement centred on mixing staff credentials with operational processes,
meaning staff credentials are people skills and operational processes are the opera-
tion of the CR and the process it uses to operate. However, one disagreement raised
was with the inclusion of people in the maturity of a CR. This argument is based on
a focus on CR maturity, and not the people who operate or use the CR.

This view can, however, be considered a first-world perspective, one that already
has a mature CR, is using cloud-based services with high bandwidth and speed that
are low in cost, and has highly skilled developers to provision the CR on demand.
The generic PPT is based on the initial CR maturity level, which focuses on lower
skill capacity; as the CR progresses, people are less important, and the maturity of
a CR increases due to automation and provisioning of networks, either in the cloud
or by federating with other CRs as a collective. The maturity of people also differ-
entiates among the users and technical support teams for their different maturity
levels, taking into account relevant cyber skills. Other maturity elements that were
commented on included the following:

• Realism in a CR, or how close to a “real” feel does the CR give to the user during
a cyber event.

• Federation for a CR, or how CRs are able to share CR content cyber events.
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• Scalability and fidelity of nodes that allows the CR to replicate and size up cyber
resources quickly with low inference.

• Integration of systems, how integrated is a CR system against a mature level.

More generally, from a technology maturity perspective, although a CR may utilise
advanced technology, if the technology is not used adequately to drive capabilities,
the CR will lack maturity. The main conclusion for the proposed maturity levels and
its maturity elements - People, Processes and Technology - for a CR can be concluded
as largely agreed upon, with the main disagreement being that skills of individuals
matter less as a CR evolves due to the CR maturity and automation, as depicted in
Table 6. 6.

Figure 6.6: Consensus on Synthesised Maturity Levels of a Cyber Range

6.7.1 People Maturity

People maturity was divided into two sections. First, people maturity pertaining to
cyber skills and cognitive ability to cope under pressure, with the main question be-
ing how this might be evaluated. Second, how would the maturity of people’s cyber
skills be evaluated, and against what measurement? People maturity, which includes
an evaluation of cyber skills, cognitive ability and ability to cope under pressure, was
suggested to be measured based on the metrics captured when the user is participat-
ing in a cyber event. An examples of this is the duration of time before a user takes
action after being notified of a cyber event which occurred on a network. This can
include the duration of time a user took to resolve an issue and complete the incident
management process, the duration of time a user took to diagnose or identify the root
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cause of an incident, and the capturing and analysing the steps that a user took when
the event took place.

The use of a grading curve to visually display the number of respondents that have
completed various scenarios as part of a cyber event can be utilised as a tool to evalu-
ation respondents progression. By implementing the grading curve, the utilisation of
external and internal sensors are needed to correlate telemetry data with the actions
conducted by the user. By measuring the time taken to complete the cyber exercise,
the processes followed and the attack or defence vectors used, the outcomes equals
the speed at which the user completed the cyber exercise. This is measured against
a specific cyber training standard as determined by an organisation or international
training standard body. With regard to the ability of a user to cope under pressure,
an evaluation would depend on the cyber event generated and not on a specific task
that is completed. Linking this to the turn around time makes it possible to gauge
operational and temporal efficiency, measuring the output from a real operational
environment. Another way was to consider the cyber activities and tasks executed
that are orthogonal or unrelated to the desired outcome; an example of this would
be attempts to access or modify unrelated services. However this would be heavily
dependent on activity logging, and require a solid baseline on a per task basis. One
suggested approach was to simulate pressure, utilising a Red and Blue team scenario
against a script or simple AI application that generated cyber injects and changes to
the cyber event based on time, with negative marking for extraneous actions. This
would evaluate how well the operator could prioritise threats and think quickly.

The main conclusion for people maturity on how to evaluate cyber skills, including
the cognitive ability of the user and the ability of the user to cope under pressure in a
CR, is the implementation and utilising of internal and external sensors to correlate
the telemetry data to visually display the user’s ability when solving a cyber event.
This is determined however according to predetermined metrics that are measured
against a training standard. The implementation of time metrics based on real op-
erational cyber events, using scripts that generate cyber injects, is a valuable way to
measure users’ ability to cope under pressure.

The evaluation measurement for the maturity of people cyber skills was identi-
fied as the user’s ability to function and contribute in a team scenario (Red, Blue,
Purple, White), be less inclined to rely on hints and tips that are available in the
cyber events, and accomplish objectives is a certain time. The user is also measured
according to their ability to reasonably assess the situation and resolve the problem
under pressure with unknowns or modified knowns, the quality of the solution they
provide during a cyber event, and their ability to effectively utilize technology and ap-
ply the correct processes. The use of best practices and the alignment of a developed
measurement for cyber skills processes, as a baseline was suggested to be utilised
when evaluating people’s cyber skills.

The main comments for the evaluation measurement for the maturity of people
cyber skills for a CR can be concluded as a combination of best practices and in-
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dividual skill at functioning and adapting in a cyber event in a certain time while
using technology and not being reliant on assistance sources.

6.7.2 Process Maturity

There was a general consensus regarding the maturity process areas pertaining to a
CR, however there was disagreement in the project management area. The disagree-
ment raised was that research areas are responsible for investigating new technology
and trends for how to integrate with a CR, and this should not be left in the project
area. However, research can be considered a part of the project process area. An
additional comment suggested that including security-specific areas would be useful,
however this area would be better suited in the management or engineering areas
due to similarities to other processes. Training process was suggested to be incorpor-
ated to ensure that the processes of the content provided in the CR are completed. In
conclusion management, engineering and support process areas are strongly agreed
upon, training processes are to be incorporated, and the project management area
was disagreed upon.

6.7.3 Technology Maturity

In measuring the maturity of technology in a CR it was mainly commented on that
the CR technology should be evaluated against the purpose the CR is to deliver. Sim-
ilarly, the technology is to aid the cyber event so as to match the operational environ-
ment in the CR, hence the ability to mimic and incorporate real world cyber events
and adapt to new technology trends on demand. In general, evaluating and meas-
uring the maturity of technology in a CR was agreed upon in principle, with some
specific points of consideration mentioned in Table 6.2 as commented on from the ex-
pert review. A disagreement on the measures for technology maturity was that the
measures proposed in the questionnaire were all the normal processes that have to be
in place to manage technology, and not necessarily to measure the maturity. Hence a
comparison with standards may be a better approach, thus if there are no standards
available, they should be developed. Similarly, implementing the latest technology in
a CR does not guarantee that it will be utilised to its fullest capacity, especially if the
training content of the CR is out of date. The main conclusion for the measurement
and maturity of technology for a CR focused on a combination of standards, invest-
igation and observation of the technology performance in a CR to fulfil operational
effectiveness fit for the CR’s purpose.

6.8 Capability and Maturity Models Methodology for a
Cyber Range

The consensus opinion from the expert reviews of the CMM methodologies proposed
was general agreement. The results of the analysis are presented in Figure 6.7 (note
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Table 6.2: Technology Maturity Considerations for a CR
Evaluating the maturity of technology Measuring the maturity of technology
Is the technology supported and established. Maturity of licensing, certifying and processes

used.
The popularity and adoption of the technology
in CRs.

Upgrades, any limitations when expanding or
enhancing the CR itself, and the number of
bugs reported when utilising the technology.

Licences or open-source considerations. By measuring the ability to integrate
technology in a CR.

Flexible to support new cyber events. Its machine learning capability, and
interoperability with other systems and
technologies in use.

The technologies adaptation to the latest speed
and security risks.

The current adoption of the technology that is
being used in a CRs, and how widely is the
technology being used.

Life expectancy of the technologies and
behaviour when integrating or utilising in a CR
Benchmarking and comparing similar
technology and its effectiveness in a CR.
The technology of cloud services versus facility
stack-based implementation, to automate
scenario generation and the deployment of
cyber events.

the yellow indicates “not commented on”). The major disagreement argued that mod-
els that are developed for evaluating the maturity of services that a CR provides
would be better suited. This is a valid comment for future work that is to be ex-
plored. Another disagreement was that each of the models suggested can evaluate
a sub-component of a CR, but not a CR as a whole, hence an integrated approach to
the model is to be utilised. The CMM was rated by an expert as agreed and the other
models were to be negated, this was due to the view of the SW applications that are
in a CR and the development there of due to a virtual environment. This is a valid
point, as the maturity of the CR SW applications is to ensure that it has the ability to
maintain the content and purpose of a CR, especially in a virtual environment. The
rating of the models during the analysis was prioritised as CMMI, CMM, CSCMM
and then the LISI Model. The main conclusion for an appropriate CMM for a CR is
as follows: the CMMI was rated higher in the analysis calculation than that of the
other models in priority, namely CMM, CSCMM and LISI. However, a combination
of the models would allow for a more comprehensive approach to determine a CR
capability maturity on different levels.

6.9 Other Analysis Consolidated

A discussion was held with an expert after data was acquired, in which the expert
highlighted the rationale behind the disagreements holistically: when observing a CR
capability maturity, the purpose of the CR must take into account the fact that a CR
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Figure 6.7: Consensus Capability and Maturity Models Methodology for a Cyber
Range

can have different focus areas. These can include, for example, cyber education and
training, Critical Information Infrastructure Protection training (CIIP) for SCADA
networks, and cyber security training for military and the public. When measuring
the capability of the CR, it is important to consider what the CR can achieve based
on its operational ability and how current the CR is with reference to cyber threat
generation and its ability to maintain or detect threats in a cyber event.

The measuring of infrastructure for a CR is misleading, due to the size, amount
and load the infrastructure can maintain. Rather, one should serve the user’s demand
and not develop CR content without understanding its purpose. Some CRs have
moved to using cloud service providers to provision a CR to host its scenarios for a
cyber event. The trade-off is the cost of the cloud service provider and the cost of
Internet connectivity over time.

The upkeep of a closed CR with its own infrastructure and staff is costly, however
this is also dependent on the CR’s purpose. Some ranges are closed, such as military
or CIIP CR, while CRs for cyber resilience in businesses can be open. This is typically
a cloud versus stack trade-off for a CR when looking at cost benefits in the long
term, with the major points of consideration being frequency of use, operation and
maintenance, and resource support. A part of maturity should be focused on the
user’s subjective opinion and experience: are there lag or latency issues experienced
during the utilisation of the CR? Is there enough access to tools and other services?
Finally, was the use of the CR a positive experience? One of the key maturity areas
is the processes, for example the process for self-provisioning, either manually or
autonomously, and utilising chat bots for user interaction as part of an LMS. Size
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of a CR can be misleading, especially from a vendor viewpoint; a CR can be a small
setup but have the ability to provision high fidelity, allowing for a more real world
experience, where as a larger CR will have the capacity to host low fidelity nodes and
will not deliver an accurate, real-world cyber experience. Therefore, the size of a CR
is to be considered and measured based on its content and application.

6.10 Summary

Chapter 6 establishes the qualitative view from CR experts in the field on the pro-
posed CMM for a CR. The data analysis from the questionnaire has given a clear
indication of areas of agreement and disagreement. Table 6.3 presents a summary
of the findings, showing the main results that were captured. Chapter 7 establishes
a reworked and modified CMM for a CR, factoring in the feedback of the key agree-
ments and disagreements from the expert review. A discussion of the CMM for a CR
is put in perspective to give an understanding of the model as a concept.
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Table 6.3: Summary of Expert Review Findings
Broad Themes Main Findings
Defining a Cyber
Range

There is a definite common understanding for a CR, however defining a CR is dependent
on the intended purpose thereof. In comparing the expert review, literature review and
thesis definitions, the most common words used were cyber, environment, training
security, network, testing, simulated, and capabilities. The agreed-upon holistic CR
definition was as a simulated cyber environment for security training and network
testing as a capability.

Core capability
elements

The main core capability elements for a CR include the following priorities::
management system;, virtual infrastructure, SW applications, scenario generator, traffic
generator, monitoring system with sensors, SW operating systems and threat library.
The other elements are viewed as optional.
Big Data, SIEM and redundancy were not agreed on as core capability elements.

Relevance ratings The main relevance rating for a CR in order of priority are the management system,
scenario generator capability, monitoring system with sensors, virtual infrastructure,
SW applications and traffic generator capability.

Proposed capability
levels

Levels I to III are accepted as a basic baseline, whereas level IV to V are agreed upon
from a more distributed and fidelity capability perspective rather than to up-sizing
incremental the functional capability of a CR. The key areas to measure effect are
highlighted as the effectiveness of a CR’s ability to adapt to different cyber events and its
ability to manage cyber events. The key areas identified to measure performance were
fidelity, traffic generation, switching ability between cyber events and security
assessment.

Proposed CR
classified capability
levels

The number of hosts, IP addresses, services, and throughput should not be the
determining metrics for CR levels, rather the focus is on the content and capability,
especially the provisioning of high fidelity nodes, that a CR can provide. A qualitative
approach for the CR classified capability levels is more appropriate and metrics are
determined for different CR purposes.

Proposed maturity
levels

People as a collective (skills and workforce) become less important as the maturity of a
CR evolves and increases due to automation in a CR.
That the maturity of the management, engineering, support and operational processes
areas for a CR are important to support and maintain the content that the CR is to
deliver is agreed upon. Project process areas were not agreed on. A training process area
is to be incorporated to ensure the content of the CR is captured accordingly.
Technology that is not used adequately to drive capabilities results in a lack of maturity.
When measuring technology maturity, a combination of standards, investigation and
observation of the technology performance in a CR is needed to fulfil operational
effectiveness with respect to the CR’s intended purpose.

CMM methodology
for a CR.

The CMMI was more accepted than the other models, followed by CMM, CSCMM and
LISI, which was agreed upon.
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7
Modified Capability and Maturity Model for

a Cyber Range

The findings from Chapter 6 were analysed and captured accordingly from the expert
reviews gathered via questionnaire. The findings have indicated the gaps that need
to be factored into the modified CMM for a CR. In Chapter 7 the results are factored
in to form a newly modified CMM for a CR. In Section 7.1, the influencing factors for
a CMM for a CR are discussed, including how they impact on the modified CMM for a
CR. In Section 7.2, the modified CMM for a CR is described and discussed, including
how the model can be utilised, and Section 7.3 provides a summary.

7.1 Influencing Factors for a CMM for a Cyber Range

The factors that indicated necessary changes to the initial CMM for a CR are used to
develop a modified CMM for a CR. These factors have allowed for improvements to
the baseline model for the capability maturity of a CR. The factors discussed are the
main factors that have an influence on the development of the proposed CMM for a
CR from a capability maturity perspective.

7.1.1 Cyber Range Capability

There are three core capability elements that have been extracted due to the expert
review. Noticeably, there is no significant influence on extracting the three core cap-
ability elements, as this was discussed in Section 6.3, which included the following
points:

• Big data, due to this being more a methodology used in storage if required.
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• Redundancy, because a CR is not regarded as an operational environment, but
rather as a training and virtual environment that can provisioned on demand.
Thus no redundancy is needed as a backup image can be utilised.

• SIEM was seen to be a bit excessive in a CR, as logs are captured using sensors
and controlled within the management system.

Date collection was suggested to be added as a core capability for a CR, however this
function is inherent in the monitoring system, with sensors, for a CR, which itself is
inclusive of the health monitoring of the CR system and thus has no impact on the
CMM for a CR. Health monitoring systems with sensors are inclusive of the mon-
itoring system for a CR. The MoE is qualitatively measured to determine the level
of effectiveness the CR can maintain; the three main themes identified with regard
to MoE were the effectiveness of the CR as a system, the training content, and the
human behaviour (Section 5.1.1). The MoP is measured quantitatively, hence these
measures will stay the same as in the literature. However, a mixed method approach
is best suited, as stated in Section 4.5, when measuring effect and performance. The
instrumentation not agreed on included the network telescope, honeypot or honey
net, and partially the NetFlow, as these are more focused on network traffic. The
security and performance instrumentation was however agreed upon, thus instru-
mentation is included in the core CR elements. The impact of the instrumentation
not agreed on will only be for the utilisation of specific network tests within a CR. Ma-
chine learning was suggested as not being a CR capability, however it can be utilised
to augment the CR, leaving no impact on the CMM for a CR.

The general consensus regarding the CR classified capability levels was that the
host size is quantitative and needs to be defined. Hosts are to be derived via higher
fidelity rather than from the number of hosts. Thus the more hosts with high fidelity
the higher the maturity. The suggested focus was on the content and capability of the
CR for the CR classified capability levels, and not on the infrastructure details and
storage capacity of a CR.

The influence of this factor will allow for a more qualitative approach to the CR
classified capability levels, by not delineating the levels but rather factorising in the
areas that are to be considered and developing metrics from a capability maturity
view for a CR. The proposed modified classified CR levels focus on the level of cap-
ability by addressing the following: the content a CR provides, the application of the
CR as synthesised from Section 4.1, and the core capability elements of the CR. Sim-
ilarly, the level of maturity addresses the People, Processes and Technology. Table
7.1 presents the proposed modified classified CR levels based on the analysis of the
expert reviews and the relevant importance of the CR core capability elements, which
have been changed as in Chapter 6. The proposed classified CR levels are modified
qualitatively as per the analysis of the expert reviews given in Section 6.6.
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7.1.2 Cyber Range Maturity

The people maturity was generally accepted, however a point is to be made that
people are less important as the maturity of a CR increases due to automation and
provisioning of networks through a cloud or CR service provider. For this reason,
skills of individuals matter less as one evolves to a higher level of capability matur-
ity. The influence of this factor, however, is both determined by and dependent on
whether one takes a first or third world view - the skills of individuals, access to high
speed internet services, and cost can vary greatly globally.

Process areas that were determined important were the management, engineer-
ing, support, training, and operational processes areas, all of which are factored in
the CMM for a CR. The impact of this is that the training and operational process
areas are to be defined to determine the different levels to measure against. The
maturity of technology was suggested to be measured by using standards which are
objective, rather than using processes to measure the maturity of technology, which
can be subjective. This will influence the fact that the standards are agreed upon and
alleviate conflicting views of the maturity of technology. The adoption of the CMMI
model and CMM was more suited to measuring the capability maturity of a CR. How-
ever, a combination of the models would allow for a more comprehensive approach to
determine a CR capability maturity on different levels.

In comparison with the previous CMM for a CR (see Section 5.3), it is clear that
the impact on the original model is substantial. This major change was a result
of factoring in all findings that impact the understanding of capability maturity for
a CR. The previous model showed a more six dimensional approach to measuring
capability maturity; this did not take into account the activities in the model (as
discussed in Section 2.6) to measure the capability maturity for a CR. The MoC and
MoM has been modified accordingly with the categories that are to be evaluated to
measure a CR capability maturity.

7.2 Modified Capability Maturity Model for a Cyber Range

The CMM for a CR has been modified by factoring in the results of the expert re-
views. The categories for measurement and their elements are inherent in the model
and are factored in accordingly. The identified categories under each element to be
developed further into process areas are highlighted in the model. Their attributes
are to be utilised when measuring the CR, however a more detailed examination of
these process areas is outside the scope of this thesis. This modified CMM for a CR
is a suggested generic model that can be utilised for any type or purpose that a CR
might evaluated against.

The modified CMM for a CR describes the different levels, from I to V, that a
CR will achieve; these levels are built from the levels of the MoC and MoM with
their corresponding elements. The levels are shown in a triangular form to illustrate
the increments of capability maturity. The level of MoC, which includes the threat,
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performance and effect, is captured in the model. Threat is derived from the MoT
in Section 5.2.3 and Table 2.1 according to the threat tier levels. Performance is
derived from the MoP, as in Section 5.2.2, and from the results analysed in Section
6.5.2 in which a quantitative measure is to be developed with respect to the metric
for speed, fidelity of nodes, CR switching ability, traffic generation, CR configuration
on demand and CR security, focusing on the performance of the CR core capability
elements. Effect is derived from the MoE in Section 5.2.1 and the results in Section
6.5.1, which considered the effectiveness of the core capability elements and their
performance from a system view, focusing on the maturity of people, processes and
technology in a CR, the training content of a CR, and the behaviour of the user during
training. The CR application of the CR capability focuses on the CR ability to apply
certain abilities and functions which are inherent in measuring the CR effectiveness
as a system. The core elements are derived from Section 3.3 and the results in Section
6.3; of nineteen core elements initially determined, the end result was fifteen, with
four core elements excluded as in 7.1.1.

The level of the MoM, which includes the people, processes and technology, is
captured in the model. People maturity is measured as in Section 5.3.1 and Section
6.7.1, with the main focus on skills, cognitive ability and speed to solve problems and
injects from cyber events. Process maturity is measured accordingly from a deploy-
ment view, as in Section 5.3.2 and results from Section 6.7.2, in which the key areas
are management, engineering, support, and training and operational processes. Pro-
cess maturity focuses on the processes utilised within the core capability elements,
people, technology and content the CR provides. Technology maturity is measured as
in Section 5.3.3 and the results from Section 6.7.3, and focuses on a combination of
standards, investigation, and observation of the technology performance to fulfil op-
erational effectiveness through its life cycle, capturing its effectiveness as a measure
against the CR requirements, as in Section 6.7.3.

As discussed in Section 4.5, a mixed method for measuring a CR to determine its
level of capability maturity will allow the strengths of both a qualitative and quant-
itative approach to augment each other, giving a more complete and comprehensive
result. Time in context to the model is the measure of time that it will take a CR to
reach a certain determined level of capability maturity. The modified CMM for a CR
is presented in Figure 7.1.

The following questions, which arose during the course of this research, are rel-
evant to the broader field of work related to this thesis and are enumerated and
answered here in order to add value to the wider understanding of CRs in general.
These questions and answers allow for debate in the CR community, and gives a
sense of reasoning to the questions collected during the research. The answers to
these questions are reasoned according to the authors view.

• Why evaluate a CR? Assessing a CR is to incrementally solve the gaps in the CR
and to evolve its capability maturity. When evaluating a CR, it can be measured
against CR criteria and standards for analysis to identify the gaps in the CR’s
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Figure 7.1: Modified Capability Maturity Model for a Cyber Range

capability maturity and to draw up a plan to close the gaps accordingly.

• Why measure a CR? To categorise the CR against a baseline CR level of cap-
ability maturity to allow for improvement, identifying gaps that would not be
typically made visible in a CR evolution.

• What would motivate an organisation or nation to develop a CR capability?
In many cases, an organisation will have a need that must be satisfied in or-
der to achieve its organisational objectives. Organisational motivation in this
case is the willingness to achieve organisational objectives, for example resili-
ence against a cyber threat or establishing a capability for attribution. Thus in
developing a CR, a hands-on approach (need) against a cyber threat (motive) to
ensure cyber security (behaviour) will limit cyber transgressions (consequences)
and the cyber threats in the organisation (satisfaction).

• Where to prioritize effort for developing a CR capability? This is dependent on
the organisation’s or nation’s cyber threat, and their posture on cyber security
as whole. One of the main priorities would be to ensure that there is a real-time,
up-to-date threat and scenario generator to develop cyber scenarios in order to
train people for cyber resilience. For an organisation to invest in its people and
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remain vigilant against cyber attacks will allow for more focused and mature
organisational security as a whole. Another priority is the ability to guarantee
that T&E of products before deployment in an organisation’s computational net-
work is undertaken, ensuring that there are no known default vulnerabilities
so that simple security configurations can be implemented.

• What to focus financial commitment on for a CR and why? A national CR is a
CAPEX commitment on a national level; building a cyber capability in a nation
would be appropriate for a nation that has developed and is committed to its
cyber strategy. The focus on this level is firstly the ultimate level of capability
to ensure that they are ready to defend the cyber sovereignty of their nation’s
cyber space. Related focus areas include: high processing computational power
to ensure that cyber scenarios are emulated at high fidelity, research and de-
velopment to consistently enhance the CR capability, and the maintenance and
support of ensuring CR cyber skill levels for the future. Within all these focus
areas, cost is exponential and will need to be budgeted for on a national level.
However, for an organisation to focus their cost on developing or augmenting
a CR will depend on both the size of the organisation’s computational network
and their current threat tier. These two factors will largely determine the level
of CR to invest in. Fundamentally, it is the people in an organisation that are
its greatest asset, and training people to be more cyber resilient by using a
CR on different levels will augment the cyber defensive posture of that organ-
isation. Thus, with cyber security training, organisations are able to securely
maintain their data in a secure environment, ensuring that the laws pertaining
to information confidentiality are followed

• Why are CRs being invested in? Cyber threats have become so sophisticated
and highly technical that a system had to be developed to test, train and keep
current with cyber threats. Developing skilled personnel to defend against a
cyber attack is one of the reasons for the cyber security revolution, which has
as a result generated masses of revenue in its ongoing effort to protect digital
information and computational assets and adhere to legislation.

7.3 Summary

In Chapter 7, the data analysis and the results gathered, together with the findings
from Chapter 6, have allowed for the proposal of a revised version of the CR levels and
modified CMM for CR. This chapter established the second iteration of a CMM for a
CR, as per the results from the expert review. A set of key questions that were raised
during the research were addressed by the author. Chapter 8 will provide concluding
remarks on the research undertaken during the course of this project, providing an
overall view on the work described in this thesis and the outcomes thereof.
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8
Conclusion

At the start of this thesis the focus was on a proposed CMM for a CR. Chapter 8
revisits the problem statement and the research questions to evaluate to what extent
this was accomplished. Section 8.1 provides a summary of work completed, Section
8.2 addresses research goals, Section 8.3 describes contribution and research outputs,
Section 8.4 suggests future work on the subject and Section 8.5 gives a conclusion.

8.1 Research Summary

The development of a CMM for a CR is challenging, with the difficulty lying in de-
termining the capability maturity of a CR due to the diversity of approaches to meas-
uring different aspects of a CR. The core capability elements that compose a CR as
a system were determined through an examination of the relevant literature and via
expert review. This allowed for an understanding of how a CR operates. Using the
core capability elements as a focus area, the relevance importance of the elements
was determined, allowing for the development of CR levels, which form guidelines
for the development of a baseline for categorising capability maturity. The measure-
ment of these levels lead to the development of the MoC and MoM, where the MoC
is specifically focused on the measurement of effect, performance and threat that a
CR is able to provide, and the MoM is based on the people, processes and technology
that are applied. It was established that there needs to be a balance in ensuring that
the elements in both capability and maturity are taken into account to determine
the overall capability maturity of a CR. Using these two categories allowed for the
development of a CMM for a CR.

A questionnaire was sent out to determine if the CR community agrees with the
core capability elements, the CR levels, and the maturity approach for a CR. Analysis
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was conducted and results were captured, which were then factored in to formulate a
baseline CMM for a CR. The CMM for a CR can be utilised to measure the status of a
CR or it can assist in the development of the CR’s capability in its evolution through
the different levels for which it is intended and towards the purpose it should fulfil.
The following overview provides a research review of the chapters, indicating what
research was completed:

1. Introduction (Chapter 1): An overview of the research, including the problem
statement, research question and scope of the thesis was presented.

2. Literature Review (Chapter 2): The key concepts of the thesis are identified,
which include an understanding of the cyber domain, cyber ranges, and cap-
ability maturity models. This chapter provided a background both in context
and on the current research landscape relating to CRs and discussed the need
for a CR. The chapter also elaborated on other related work pertaining to the
detailed operation and functioning of a CR.

3. Defining a CR (Chapter 3): An interpretative overview of the literature on CRs
was addressed, with a particular focus on the CR design, system, and core cap-
ability elements on a high level. A paired comparison was completed to determ-
ine a baseline for CR levels.

4. Criteria for a CR Capability and Maturity Model (Chapter 4): This chapter
identified measurement criteria for a CR and introduced the Measurement of
Capability (MoC) and Maturity (MoM), as well as the proposed baseline criteria
for CR levels, and described a process to evaluate a CR.

5. Proposed Capability Maturity Model for a CR (Chapter 5): This chapter defined
the Measurement of Capability (MoC) and Maturity (MoM), and established the
theory and concepts used to develop the first iteration of a CMM for a CR, which
was then established as a baseline for further development.

6. Results and Discussion (Chapter 6): This chapter provided the results of the
data captured from the questionnaire that was distributed to CR experts, with
the findings analysed and discussed.

7. Modified Capability and Maturity Model for a CR (Chapter 7): This chapter de-
scribed the development of a modified CMM for a CR, as achieved by factoring
in results obtained from the expert review. The second iteration of a modified
classified capability CR levels and a CMM for a CR was established and presen-
ted.

8. Conclusions (Chapter 8): This chapter summarises the project undertaken, ad-
dressing the initial research questions and how they were met, commenting
on the significance of the research and findings, and outlining potential future
work.
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8.2 Research Goals

The research objectives that have been attained are associated with the research
questions, as initially presented in Chapter 1. The research goals are evaluated to
the degree to which they have been met. The primary research goal - defining the
measures of capability maturity with their different elements as in Section 5.2 and
5.3 - has been met to a certain level of understanding. The focus was on defining the
core capability elements for a CR, as in Section 3.3 and 6.3, and providing a modified
CMM for a CR, as in Section 7.2. This was determined by factoring in results gained
from the expert review, as in Chapter 6 and Section 7.1, towards the proposed CMM
for a CR. However, the research for a CMM for a CR is novel and has stimulated an
approach that can be further developed. The current findings presented in this thesis
add to the areas and attributes that are to be measures for further development of
metrics, which would in turn enable a more standardised measure of a CR capability
maturity.

The secondary research goals aided in reaching an understanding of the primary
research goal; core capabilities were determined as in Section 3.3, and by utilising
the Pairwise Comparative analysis to determine the relative importance thereof, as
in Section 3.4. The higher the relative importance, the more critical the core capab-
ility element, which informs the level of capability for a CR. The relative importance
was then reviewed in Section 6.4 to determine the agreed-upon core capability ele-
ments for a CR and their relevance. This was synthesised into the proposed classified
capability CR levels as in Section 4.3 and Appendix B, which utilised a real network
topology as an inspiration, as in Section 3.5. This then enabled the establishment
of a baseline criteria for CR levels, as in Section 4.2. The expert review aided in
determining a consensus for the core capability elements and synthesised capability
levels for a CR, as in Sections 6.3-6.6 . The maturity levels were synthesised by util-
ising defined CMM models identified in the literature review, as in Section 2.6, and
synthesising the models, as in Section 5.3.

The maturity levels for a CR were then analysed from the expert review, as in
Section 6.7, and factored into a modified CMM for a CR, as in Section 7.1.2. The
results of the expert review were analysed to aid in qualitatively determining a con-
sensus for a baseline modified CMM for a CR, as in Section 7.2. One of the main
challenges in fully understanding the measuring of a CR capability maturity using
the CMM for a CR was to incrementally reach a certain standardised level that is
agreed upon in the CR community as a whole, in that the complexities to measure a
CR are dependent on its purpose.

8.3 Contributions and Research Output

The significance of this research lies in its novel approach and focus on establishing
a baseline to understand and develop a CMM for a CR, as measured against its MoC
and MoM within certain determined levels. The proposed model is generic in nature
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and can be adopted for different CR types and purposes, to be classified according to
a certain level of capability maturity.

The research also contributes in giving a high-level view of the core capability
elements for a CR which are to be considered. This has enabled the development
of a baseline to classify the level of a CR. The CMM for a CR suggests a guide to
develop metrics to measure a CR on different levels of capability maturity. During
the research the following themes emerged that were unfortunately outside the scope
of the thesis: The analysis of CRs from a quantitative view, using a CR evaluation
tool, to evaluate a CR capability maturity against metrics. The legal application of a
CR, due to the challenging nature of different interpretations and opinions of cyber
domain laws and rules of engagement. No specific recommendation is given on the
application of a CR, as this is dependent on user or client requirements. In consol-
idating the contribution of the research, the main research output was a focus on a
novel CMM for a CR. The lessons learnt during this research include the complex-
ities involved in developing a CMM for a CR, including how to effectively map the
attributes determined to the model, and the need to get a common consensus from
experts in the CR field.

8.4 Future Work

Previous chapters outline the discussions and results that have been analysed, and
which have contributed to this research. However, it is the author’s opinion that there
is not a complete consensus on the MoC and MoM levels, the classified CR levels, or
the CMM for a CR. This is due to difficulty of developing levels of capability maturity
for a CR; this suggests several future areas of work that can be explored, with the
following list not by any means exhaustive:

1. The standardisation of CR capability maturity measurement: to develop a stand-
ard to determine the measurement of a CR capability maturity, which will allow
for a common metric to to be established for defined CR levels.

2. The establishment of a centralised CR web-based application to evaluate and
measure the capability maturity of a CR according to cyber-security environ-
mental trends, events and responses linked to industrial technological develop-
ments and standards in the area of cyber security.

3. To develop a CR evaluation tool according to standardisation of capability ma-
turity measurements.

4. Further develop the CMM for a CR, and review maturity by evaluating the
maturity of services if this would be best suited for a CMM of a CR.

5. An overview of the best approach for CR in countries: whether to adopt cloud or
stack implementations for a national CR in developing countries.
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6. The development of standard CR Artificial Intelligence (AI) algorithms for spe-
cific functionality for automation to augment the Next Generation CRs.

8.5 Conclusion

Drawing to the end, the proposed CMM for a CR is a conceptual model, which is util-
ised to measure a CR capability maturity incrementally according to defined levels.
The model defines certain critical elements that are to be focused on to determine
the CR’s effectiveness, performance, ability to maintain cyber threats, people, pro-
cesses and technology. Measuring these identified elements will aid an organisation
to evaluate a CR capability maturity. Cost will always be a factor in deciding on
the best approach to host a CR, whether in the cloud or in a traditional stack setup.
The content and application of a CR will depend on its purpose, and according to the
CR capability. Maturity of a CR through its people with cyber skills, process areas
and technology allows for a more conducive environment for a CR to operate in. The
qualitative value of a CR is not a clear and defined measurement, there are many
factors that need to be considered and appreciated, all of which have an impact on
the levels of capacity maturity of a CR. Future work will aid in clarifying a defined
quantitative value for the formal evaluation of a CR against the CR MoC and MoM,
using the CMM for a CR as a baseline.
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A
Cyber Ranges Globally

The table below indicates the types of CR globally, this is by no means and the en-
tire list of CR globally, for further views on CRs read Davis and Magrath (2013),
Priyadarshini (2018).

Types of Cyber

Range

Date

Build

Location Developed

By

Type of CR (Pub-

lic, Military,

Other)

Remarks

National CR

(NCR) TMRC

(2015)

2009 USA DOD
(DARPA)

(TCMC)

Military Emulation of

40 000 nodes with

high fidelity. Con-

sistent upgrades

implemented

United King-
dom(UK) Cyber
Range (UK Gover-
ment, 2010)

SATURN (Self-

organising Ad-

aptive Technology

Under Resilient

Networks). 2009

(Page, 2009)

2010 Northrop

Grumman

Corporation’s

Fareham

facility

Northrop

Grumman

Military and Pub-

lic

UK range is

federated with

the existing US

Cyber Range in

Northrop Grum-

man’s Cyber

Space Solutions

Centre (CSSC) in

Maryland
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Types of Cyber

Range

Date

Build

Location Developed

By

Type of CR (Pub-

lic, Military,

Other)

Remarks

Arizona Cyber

Warfare Range

Arizona Cyber

Warfare Range

(AZCWR)1

Feb
2012

Aug

2017

East side range

, East valley in

Mesa and West

side range

Grand Canyon

University

campus

Group of

Volunteers

non profit

organisa-

tion in

Arizona

Private Live fire Exercises

operated by Vo-

lunteers

The Michigan CR2 Nov

2012

Michigan Uni-

versity

Michigan

University

Public Cyber Exercise

Powered by Merit

Network

Estonia - (NATO

Cyber Range) -

CCDCOE Guard-

time (2017)

2012 Tallinn

Estonia

NATO use

in June

2014 for cy-

ber defence

exercise

Military Estonia is Build-

ing a Next Gener-

ation CR 2018 de-

veloped by Gaurd-

time

Boeing3 2014 France Boeing Private Cyber Range in a

Box

IXIA CR4 2014 California USA IXIA Private Delivering cyber

security training

to Organisations

CISCO CR, the

platform is in-

tegrated with

IXIA5

2015 USA CISCO

(Company

in USA)

Private Implementation

as a product in an

organisation

SimSpace6 2015 Boston USA SimSpace Private Delivering cyber

security training

to Organisations

IBM CR (X

force Command

centre)7

2015 USA IBM Private Delivering cyber

security training

to Organisations

Australia cyber

security Centre

(ACSC)8

2015 Australia Australian Public Delivering cyber

security training

to Organisations

1https://www.azcwr.org/
2https://www.merit.edu/cyberrange/
3https://www.boeing.com/defense/cybersecurity-information-management/
4https://www.ixiacom.com/solutions/cyber-range
5https://www.cisco.com/c/dam/global/en_au/solutions/security/pdfs/cyber_range_aag_v2.pdf
6https://www.simspace.com/
7https://www.ibm.com/security/services/managed-security-services/security-operations-centers
8https://www.acsc.gov.au/
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Types of Cyber

Range

Date

Build

Location Developed

By

Type of CR (Pub-

lic, Military,

Other)

Remarks

Raytheon (De-

fence Company

USA) CR 9

2016 USA Raytheon Private Delivering cyber

security training

to Organisations

Elbit Systems (Is-

raeli Company)10
2016 Israeli CYBERBIT

Range

training

centres

Private Delivering cyber

security training

to Organisations

9https://www.raytheon.com/cyber/capabilities/range
10http://elbitsystems.com/
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B
Proposed Classified Cyber Range Levels

First proposed classified CR level baseline criteria based on the Pairwise Comparison
analysis methodology and the relevant importance of the CR core capability elements
which have been defined in Chapter 4.

Capability Levels CR

(High Level

Description)

Core Capability
Elements

(Critical Capabilities)

Capabilities

(CR Effect and

Performance)

Maturity

(People,

Process,

Technology)

Threat Tire Level

(CR Ability to

Maintain Levels of

Threat)

Level V. Ultimate

Focused on quality

cyber resilience and

highly advanced cyber

testing with high

research and

development closed

source focus

Multiple Level V CR. 1 000 000 plus hosts
with concurrent
connections and
sessions.
10 000 plus services
running
400 Gbps/2 terabytes
Throughput with
multiple 40/100 Gbps
backbone
/3 IP Prefix (multiple)
CR accommodates 512
Million IP address
space.
Fully Federated and
distributed
architecture.
Autonomous setup
using AI methods.

Use of Machine

learning and Deep

learning (AI) .

Optimizing:

People are

having highly

advanced cyber

skills,

processes are

focus on

continuous

improvement

to strive for

excellence to

improve the

processes.

technology is of

a highly

advanced

maturity.

Threat Tire Level
6 and 5.

To maintain the ability

to execute the full

spectrum of cyber

threat capabilities in

combination with mili-

tary and intelligence

to achieve a specific

outcome.
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Capability Levels CR

(High Level

Description)

Core Capability
Elements

(Critical Capabilities)

Capabilities

(CR Effect and

Performance)

Maturity

(People,

Process,

Technology)

Threat Tire Level

(CR Ability to

Maintain Levels of

Threat)

Level IV. High

More advanced focus

on cyber resilience and

cyber testing, with a

more research and

development closed

source focus.

Security System.
Health Monitoring.
System with Sensors.
Data Capability.

Security Information.

Events Management

(SIEM).

500 000 hosts with
concurrent connections
and sessions.
5000 services running.
100/400 Gbps
throughput with
multiple 10 /40 Gbps
backbone.
/10 IP Prefix (multiple)
CR accommodates 4
Million IP address
space.
Distributed
architecture and
Federated.
Autonomous setup.

Use of Machine

Learning (AI).

Quantitatively

Managed:

People are at

an advanced

level of

analytic cyber

skills level,

processes are

qualitatively

measure are

used to

standardized

processes, and

technology is of

an advanced

maturity.

Threat tire level
5 and 4.

To maintain the ability

to execute highly

sophisticated cyber

threats developed

by teams to discover

vulnerabilities and

develop exploits and

threats with the ability

to design, development

or the manufacturing

of products to enable

exploitation of net-

works and systems of

interest.

Level III. Medium

The focus is on cyber

resilience, testing and

evaluation of

computational

products, with limited

research and

development.

Instrumentation
connectivity capability.
Redundancy.
Monitoring System
with sensors.
Back Up Storage
Capability.

Learner Management

System.

100 000 hosts with
concurrent connections
and sessions
1000 services running
10 /100 Gbps
Throughput, with a 10
Gbps backbone
/10 IP Prefix CR
accommodates 4
Million IP address
space.
Distributed
Architecture and
limited Federation
ability.
Manual and
semi-autonomous set
up.

Limited use of

Machine Learning

(AI).

Defined:

People are

more certified

trained,

processes are

standardizes

and controlled

and are

present

throughout the

CR, and

technology is of

a higher

functional

mature nature.

Threat tire level
3 and 4.

To maintain the abil-

ity to execute unknown

and undiscovered mali-

cious code.
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Capability Levels CR

(High Level

Description)

Core Capability
Elements

(Critical Capabilities)

Capabilities

(CR Effect and

Performance)

Maturity

(People,

Process,

Technology)

Threat Tire Level

(CR Ability to

Maintain Levels of

Threat)

Level II. Low

More focused on

testing and evaluation

of basic cyber project,

cyber processes and

cyber security

training.

Virtual
Infrastructure.
Scenario Generator.
Capability.
Real device
Connectivity
Capability.
Facility.

Threat Library

Capability.

10 000 hosts with
concurrent connections
and sessions.
500 services running
1/10 Gbps Throughput
with a 1/10 Gbps
backbone
/15 IP Prefix CR
accommodates 128
thousand IP address
space
Hybrid Monolithic and
Distributed
architecture.

Manual set up

Physical learning by

trial and error.

Managed:

People have

intermediate

Cyber skills,

Basic processes

and controls

are present,

more reactive

in nature,

technology is of

a more focused

nature for the

initial CR

capability

maturity.

Threat tire level 2
and 3.

To maintain the ability

to execute develop code

and tools from known

vulnerabilities.

Level I. Limited

Initial cyber security

training on an isolated

simulated network.

Software Operating
Systems.
Network
Infrastructure
(Physical and Virtual).
Software Applications.
Management System.

Traffic Generator

Capability.

100 hosts with
concurrent connections
and sessions.
100 services running.
100mbps/1Gbps
throughput with a 1
Gbps backbone.
/25 IP Prefix CR
accommodates 128 IP
address space
Flat Infrastructure.
Monolithic
Architecture.

More hands on manual

set up per host.

Initial: People

have basic

Cyber skills;

processes are

not structured

and are more

reactive, the

technology has

a basic

maturity.

Threat tire level 1.

To maintain the ability

to execute simple code

that has been devel-

oped and can deliver

know exploits.
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C
Cyber Range Pairwise Comparison

Pairwise Comparison analysis results to determine the CR capability levels using the
core capability elements for a CR as discussed in Section 3.4.

Table C.1: Cyber Range level I Pairwise Comparison
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Table C.2: Cyber Range level II Pairwise Comparison

Table C.3: Cyber Range level III Pairwise Comparison

Table C.4: Cyber Range level IV Pairwise Comparison
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D
Cyber Range Process Maturity Model

This proposed model represents the process areas suggested to develop a CR as syn-
thesised using the CMMI Dev model.

Figure D.1: Proposed Process Maturity Model for a Cyber Range as Synthesised from
the CMMI Dev Model
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E
Cyber Range Questionnaire

The cyber range questionnaire capability and maturity evaluation questionnaire was
distributed in an electronic form, which was completed by identified cyber range ex-
perts in the field. The questionnaire aided in aquiering viewpoints from cyber range
experts in the field. The results were analysed and are reported in Chapter 6 of this
thesis.
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